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Chapter 0
Introduction
We spend our first years in the world of mathematics doing addition (using our
fingers), and then we learn of multiplication (of natural numbers) as a kind of
generalized addition. There is no wonder that the vast majority of structures
in mathematics begin with addition, either explicitly (as an abelian group),
or abstractly (as additive/abelian categories). The language of Grothendieck’s
algebraic geometry is based on commutative rings having addition and multi-
plication. But when we compare arithmetic and geometry, we see that it is
precisely the presence of addition in our language that causes all the problems.
The ring of integers Z is similar to the polynomial ring in one variable F rxs
over a field F . Taking for simplicity F algebraically closed, we have analogous
diagrams of embeddings of rings in arithmetic and geometry:
Arithmetic
Zp Qp
Z
Q Qη “ R
Zη “ r´1, 1s
Geometry
F rrx´ αss F ppx´ αqq
F rxs
F pxq F pp 1
x
qq
F rr 1
x
ss
Here the rational numbers Q are analogous to the field of rational functions
F pxq. The field of p-adic numbers Qp is analogous to the field of Laurent series
4
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F ppx ´ αqq. The p-adic numbers contain the (one dimensional local) ring of p-
adic integers Zp “ lim
ÐÝ
n
Z{ppnq, which is analogous to the (one dimensional local)
ring of power series F r|x´ α|s “ lim
ÐÝ
n
F rxs{px´ αqn.
The embedding Q ãÑ Qp is analogous to the embedding F pxq ãÑ F ppx ´ αqq,
i.e. of expanding a rational function as a Laurent series around the point α.
There are three basic problems where this analogy breaks down.
The problem of the arithmetical plane: In geometry when we have
two objects we have their product. In particular, the product of the (affine)
line with itself gives us the (affine) plane. This translates in the language of
commutative rings into the fact that
F rXsâ
F
F rXs “ F rX1, X2s
the polynomial ring in two variables. When we try to find the analogous arith-
metical plane, we find
Zb Z “ Z
Having addition as part of the structures of a commutative ring forces the
integers Z to be the initial object of the category of commutative rings, hence
its categorical sum with itself reduces to Z, and the arithmetical plane reduces
to its diagonal.
The problem of the absolute point : The category of F -algebras has F
as an initial object, hence in geometry (over F ) we have the point specpF q as a
final object. Addition forces the integers Z to be the first object of commutative
rings, hence specpZq is the final object of Grothendieck’s algebraic geometry, and
we are missing the absolute point specpFq, where F is the field with one element
- the non-existing common field of all finite fields Fp, p prime.
The problem of the real prime: In geometry over F we realize that
if we want to have global theorems we need to pass from affine to projective
geometry. In particular, we have to add the point at infinity 8 to the affine
line to obtain the projective line. In our language of commutative rings this
translates into the extra embedding F pxq ãÑ F pp 1
x
qq, i.e. expanding a rational
function as a Laurent series at infinity. There is nothing special about the point
8, all the points of the projective line are the same, and the field F pp 1
x
qq is
isomorphic to each of the fields F ppx ´ αqq, in particular: F pp 1
x
qq contains the
(one-dimensional local) ring of power series F r| 1
x
|s. The analog of the infinite
point 8 in arithmetic is the real prime, which we denote by η, and the analog
of the extra embedding F pxq ãÑ F pp 1
x
qq is the embedding Q ãÑ Qη “ R of the
rational numbers in the reals. The analog of the power-series subring F r| 1
x
|s Ď
F pp 1
x
qq, is the ring of real integers Zη “ r´1, 1s Ď R. But the real interval r´1, 1s
is not closed under addition, and is not a commutative ring. The language
of Grothendieck’s algebraic geometry cannot see the real prime, hence cannot
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produce global theorems in arithmetic (this is the point of Arakelov’s geometry
where the real prime η is added to specpZq in an ad hoc way).
All this brings us to the inevitable conclusion, that if we want to see arith-
metic as a true geometry, we have to change the language of geometry, and
moreover, we have to give up addition as part of this language.
Kurokawa, Ochiai, and Wakayama [KOW] were the first to suggest simply aban-
doning addition, and work instead with the language of multiplicative monoids.
This approach of using (multiplicative) monoids was further developed by Deit-
mar [De], and indeed is the minimal concept included in all other approaches,
as it will be in our approach, cf. §2.4. But this approach creates many new
problems: the spectra of monoids always looks like the spectra of a local ring
(the non-invertible elements of a monoid are the unique maximal ideal), and
the primes of the (multiplicative) monoid Z are arbitrary subsets of the (usual)
primes. What we need is another operation that will replace addition.
The very same problem of the inadequacy of addition appears in physics in
the theory of relativity: the interval of speeds p´c, cq, c being the speed of light,
is not closed under addition. Einstein’s solution, from which all of the theory of
special relativity can be deduced, is to change addition into c-addition given by
x`c y “ x` y
1´ x¨y
c2
Like addition, this operation is associative, commutative, 0 is the unit, and ´x
is the inverse:
px`c yq `c z “ x`c py `c zq ,
x`c y “ y `c x ,
x`c 0 “ x ,
x`c p´xq “ 0
There is also a kind of distributive law:
z ¨ px`c yq “ pz ¨ xq `|z|¨c pz ¨ yq
This approach of Einstein’s is not useful in arithmetic where we have also
complex primes (e.g. the unique prime of Zris over η). For complex primes,
the real interval, Zη “ r´1, 1s, is replaced by the complex unit ball Dη “
tz P C , |z| ď 1u, and the complex-c-addition, under which c¨D˝η “ tz P C , |z| ă cu
is closed, is given by (the non-associative non-commutative) operation:
x`c y “ x` y
1` x¨y|c|2
, (y is the complex conjugate of y).
Perhaps also Nature was trying to tell us one of her secrets, when Heisenberg
found matrix multiplication as the basic language of the microscopic world...
The hint comes from the mysteries of the real prime. We can change the under-
lying additive group we use to represent a ring, GapBq “ HompZrxs, Bq “ B,
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to the general linear groups GLnpBq. Then the analog for the real prime of
the (maximal compact) subgroup GLnpZpq Ď GLnpQpq is the orthogonal group
- the (maximal compact) subgroup ”GLnpZηq” “ On Ď GLnpQηq “ GLnpRq.
And for a complex prime of a number field it is the unitary group Un Ď GLnpCq.
Indeed, Macdonald [Mac] gives a q-analog interpolation between the zonal-
spherical-functions on GLnpQpq{GLnpZpq, and the zonal-spherical-functions on
GLnpRq{On and GLnpCq{Un. Similarly, there is a q-analog interpolation be-
tween the zonal-spherical-function on the p-adic Grassmanian GLnpZpq{Bn1,n2 ,
Bn1,n2 “
"ˆ ˚ ˚
0 ˚
˙
P GLnpZpq
*
, and the real and complex Grassmanians
On{On1 ˆOn2 and Un{Un1 ˆ Un2 , n1 ` n2 “ n (see [H08], [O]).
This point of view of the general-linear-group suggests also that for the
field with one element F we have ”GLnpFq” “ Sn, the symmetric group, which
embeds as a common subgroup of all the finite group GLnpFpq, p prime (or the
"field" Ft˘1u, with "GLnpFt˘1uq” “ t˘1un ¸ Sn).
But we need zero as a part of the language for geometry, and so we represented a
commutative ring B by the collection of allm by nmatrices over B,Matm,npBq,
for all m,n.
For the real integers Zη, Matm,npZηq are the matrices in Matm,npRq that carry
the n dimensional unit ball into the m dimensional unit ball.
Znη “ tf P Rn,
nÿ
i“1
|fpiq|2 ď 1u
pZηqn,m “Matn,mpZηq “ ”HompZmη ,Znη q” “ tf PMatn,mpRq, fpZmη q Ď Znηu.
There is a natural involution:
p, qt : pZηqn,m Ñ pZηqm,n
which only exists when we considered the l2 -norm.
The initial object F is represented by ”Matm,npFq”, the m by n matrices with
entries 0, 1 having at most one 1 in every row and column. As a category F is
equivalent to the category with objects the finite sets, and with morphisms the
partial bijections.
We also keep as part of our language, the operations of matrix multiplication,
as well as the operations of direct-sum and transposition of matrices.
This language for geometry sees the real prime, there is a natural compactifi-
cation specpZq “ specpZq Y tηu as a pro-object of the associated category of
schemes. The arithmetical plane does not reduce to its diagonal, and yet one
can do algebraic-geometry-Grothendieck-style over it.
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Recently, there have been a few approaches to "geometry over F1", such as
Borger rBo09s, Connes Consani rCC09s,rCC14s, Durov rDus, Lorscheid rLo12s,
Soule rSs, Takagi rTak12s, Töen- Vaquie rTVs and Haran rH07s and rH09s.
For relations between these see rPLs. There are no inclusion relations between
Haran’s and other approaches, except that Durov’s generalized rings are a subset
of the F-Rings of rH07s.But Durov’s use of monads forces him to use the ℓ1 -
metric at the real primes, so that the unit ball Znη is replaced by the polytop
pZnη qℓ1 “ tf P Rn,
nÿ
i“1
|fpiq| ď 1u
and On “ GLnpZηq is replaced by the (finite) subgroup of GLnpRq preserving
this polytop.
The present language of F-Rings is the same as rH07s, except that we omit
the tensor- product of matrices from the structure: we use only matrix multi-
plication and direct- sum, and we add the involution to the structure.
An important observation of the present approach is that we do not need
the tensor product to do geometry, and that the addition of an involution to the
structure means that we have to work with the symmetric spectrum. We also an-
alyze the notion of commutativity more carefully, and define the "commutative-
F-Rings" over which we can do geometry. The F-Rings of rH07s are the sub-
set of "totally- commutative- F-Rings" of the present approach. We show the
arithmetical surface (the categorical- sum of Z with itself in the category of
commutative- F-Rings) does not reduce to its diagonal, while in categories of
totally- commutative F-Rings [H07], or Durov’s [Du], as in ordinary commuta-
tive rings it does reduce to its diagonal: Zb Z “ Z.
We observe though that the geometric object SpecpAq, only depend on the
operads tA1,Xu and tAX,1u, (and these can be identified in the presence of
an involution). We therefore axiomatize the properties of the "self-adjoint op-
erad" tA1,Xu, for an F-Ring with involution A. This gives us the "Generalized-
Rings" of [H10], the geometry of which was developed in [H09]. But in rH09s
we assumed our generalized rings to be totally commutative, and self- adjoint,
which are unnatural and limiting assumptions. Here we avoid these assump-
tions, and show that using the language of commutative- generalized- Rings,
one can do "algebraic- geometry- Grothendieck- style". It includes "classical"
algebraic geometry (fully- faithfully), and yet it solves the three basic problems
of the analogy of arithmetic and geometry, as there are:
- A final object for Geometry, the "absolute point": SpecF.
- natural compactifications SpecpZq “ SpecpZqYtηu, and similarly for a number
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field K,
SpecpOKq “ SpecpOKq Y tηiuη:KãÑC mod conj’n,
as pro- object of the associated category of Grothendieck generalized schemes.
- The arithmetical plane does not reduce to the diagonal.
Unfortunately, it seems that to understand the geometric theory of generalized-
Rings, one has first to go through the same theory using F-Rings with invo-
lution. Especially, the role of the symmetric spectrum SpectpAq, (as opposed
to the usual spectrum SpecpAq) as the basic building blocks for schemes of
F-Rings with involution, and for schemes of generalized rings (non self- ad-
joint as in rH09s).
The contents of the chapters are as follows:
§1.1 We define "the field with one element F" (cf. [S],[H07]) to be the category
of finite sets and partial bijections.
FpX,Y q “ tf : Dpfq „ÝÑ Ipfq bijection , Dpfq Ď X, Ipfq Ď Y u
and let ‘ be the disjoint union on this category.à
: Fˆ FÑ F
X0 ‘X1 “ tpi, xq, i P t0, 1u, x P Xiu ,
pf0 ‘ f1qpi, xq “ pi, fipxqq, fi P FYi,Xi
We have the associativity, commutativity, unit isomorphisms:
a “ aX0,X1,X2 : pX0 ‘X1q ‘X2 „ÝÑ X0 ‘ pX1 ‘X2q
c “ cX0,X1 : X0 ‘X1 „ÝÑ X1 ‘X0
u “ uX : X ‘ r0s „ÝÑ X
We have an involution on F,
p qt : F „ÝÑ Fop
pf : Dpfq „ÝÑ Ipfqqt “ pf´1 : Ipfq „ÝÑ Dpfqq.
We shall assume the objects of F form a (countable) set, containing rns “
t1, ..., nu, n ě 0.
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§1.2 We define an F-Ring (cf. [H07]) to be a symmetric monoidal category
over F: An F-Ring A is a category, together with a faithful functor ǫ : FÑ A,
which is the identity on objects, and a symmetric monoidal structureà
: AˆAÑ A
such that ǫ is strict monoidal; thus A has objects the finite sets, for X,Y P A,
X
À
Y is the disjoint union, and
À
on arrows has associativity(resp. commu-
tativity,unit) isomorphism given by ǫpaq (resp. ǫpcq, ǫpuq). We also demand that
r0s is the initial and final object of A.
We write the arrows in A from X to Y in "matrix" form ApX,Y q :“ AY,X .
An F-Ring with involution is an F-Ring A with a functor
A Aop
F Fop
„
p qt
„
such that patqt “ a, and pa0 ‘ a1qt “ at0 ‘ at1.
§1.3 We discuss the notion of commutativity for an F-Ring. An F-Ring is
commutative if the following condition holds:
@a P AY,X , b P A1,J , d P AJ,1 :
a ˝à
X
pb ˝ dq “à
Y
pb ˝ dq ˝ a “ pà
Y
bq ˝ pà
J
aq ˝ pà
X
dq P AY,X .
It is totally commutative if
@a P AY,X ,@b P AJ,I , p
à
J
aq ˝ pà
X
bq “ pà
Y
bq ˝ pà
I
aq P AYbJ,XbI .
§1.4 For an F-Ring A we have a mapping
ApX,Y q “ AY,X Ñ pA1,1qYˆX
a ÞÑ ay,x “ jty ˝ a ˝ jx
where pjx : t1u „ÝÑ txuq P FX,r1s. Although for most of the examples this map-
ping is an injection (we say A is a "matrix - F-Rings"), it need not be in general:
for the "residue field" at the real prime it is not an injection! a replacement is
the notion of tame F-Ring.
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§A.1 We show that the category of F-Rings has push-outs.
§A.2 We discuss equivalence - ideals and quotients.
§2.1 We show the category of rings is (fully) embedded in F-Rings
(R ÞÑ FpRq).
§2.2 We show the category of monoids is (fully) embedded in F-Rings (M ÞÑ
FtMu).
§2.3 The category of finite sets, Set; its opposite, Setop; the category of finite
sets and relations, RelpĚ Set, Setopq, are all examples of F-Rings.
§2.4 For every p ě 1 the sub -F-Ring of real matrices FpRq with operator lp-
norm ď 1 is an F-Ring. For p “ 2 (and only p “ 2) it has involution.
§2.5 We discuss valuation- F-Rings, and prove Ostrowski theorem that for
a number field K the valuation F-Rings with involution correspond bijectively
with the finite and infinite primes of K. (the proof itself is in the appendix
B.1.).
§2.6 We show the finite directed graphs with no loops form an F-Ring.
§2.7 We construct the free - F-Ring on one generator of "degree" pY,Xq.
§2.8 We construct the F-Ring representing the functor A ÞÑ GLnpAq .
§2.9 We consider the arithmetical surface FpNq b
F
FpNq. Its totally commu-
tative quotient is reduced to the diagonal, but we prove that its commutative
quotient is Not reduced to the diagonal!
§2.10 The F-Ring FpNq (respectively, FpRq for a ring R) is generated by the
matrices p1, 1q and
ˆ
1
1
˙
, (resp. and prq, r P R). We give the precises relations
satisfied by these matrices.
§3 We show one can do algebraic geometry Grothendieck style (cf. [EGA])
over any commutative F-Ring.
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§4 The point of this chapter can be explained with ordinary commutative
rings. If we want to develop algebraic geometry for commutative rings A with
(a possibly non trivial) involution, we can forget the involution and consider
SpecA - a topological space with an involution. But when we localize, or glue,
such objects we lose the involution. The "right" way is to consider SpecA` ,
where A` “ ta P A | at “ au, over this space we have a sheaf of rings with
involution.
§5 The point of this chapter can be explained with ordinary schemes (=
the locally ringed spaces which are locally affine). While the locally - ringed -
spaces (and the affine schemes) are closed under inverse limits, schemes are not.
Given a point x “ txju P limÐÝXj , Xj schemes, while each xj P Xj has an affine
neighborhood , these neighborhoods can shrink so that x will not have an affine
neighborhood. The real and complex primes of a number field are such points.
We show that in the pro - category of schemes there exists the compactification
of SpecZ, and SpecOK , K a number field. (this is the compactification of [H07],
reproduced also in [Du]).
§6 We show that the process of real completion creating the continuum
R` “ GL1pRq{t˘1u (and similarly GLnpRq{On, GLnpCq{Un) can naturally be
embedded in the language of pro- schemes. We define rank- n vector bundle for
an arbitrary pro- F scheme in such a way that for the compactified SpecOK , K
a number field, we obtain GLnpAKq{Π
p
GLnpOK,pq ˆOrRn ˆ U rCn .
§7.1 For any F-Ring A, we define A-mod as the full subcategory of the func-
tor category pAbqAˆAop of M ’s such that M0,X “MY,0 “ t0u. The category of
A-mod is complete and co- complete abelian category with enough projective
and injectives. (and similarly the category A-modt, of A- modules with involu-
tion, when A has an involution).
§7.2 We discuss the notion of commutativity for modules.
§7.3 We define the category of OX - mod
ptq (possibly with involution) and
its full subcategory q.c. OX - mod
ptq of quasi- coherent OX - modules, so that for
affine X “ SpecA localization gives an equivalence A-mod „ÝÑ q.c. OX - mod.
§7.4 For every homomorphism of F-Ringsptq, ϕ : B Ñ A, there is an ad-
junction (analogous with the commutative algebra’s extension and restriction
of scalars):
A-modptqpMA, Nq – B-modptqpM,NBq,
M P B- modptq, N P A-modptq.
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§7.5 We define the infinitesimal extension of A P FR with an M P A-mod,
A
ś
M , which is an abelian group object in FR{A.
§7.6 We define the concept of derivations with values in A- modules and the
module of Kähler differentials representing them. For ϕ P FRptqpC,Aq, B P
C å FRptq ä A we have the adjunction,
ˆ
C å FRptq ä A
˙
pB,AΠMq ” DerptqC pB,MBq ” A-modptqpΩpB{CqA,Mq.
§7.7 We list the properties of differentials (such as the first and second exact
sequences).
§7.8 We give an explicit description of the modules ΩpFpZq{Ft˘1uq and
ΩpFpNq{Fq. We show there is an exact sequence of FpZq- modules,
ΩpFpZq{Ft˘1uq BÝÑ N πÝÑ FpZq Ñ 0,
where N is also an F-Ring and π is a homomorphism of F-Rings (with involu-
tion).
§7.9 We generalize the previous description to have an explicit description
for ΩpFpRq{FtSuq, R a commutative Ring and S Ď R, a multiplicative set.
§7.10 Here we sketch the application of Quillen’s "non- additive homologi-
cal algebra", or "homotopical algebra", to our context. We give Quillen model
structures for modules and algebras and define the Quillen cotangent complex.
§8 Here we begin our "de-je-vu", with F-Rings (with involution) replaced
by generalized-rings. We give more emphasis to the definitions and principal
examples, than to the proofs - which are very similar, and usually even simpler,
than the corresponding proofs for F-Rings.
§8.1 is devoted to the definition of a generalized- ring, and in §8.2 we give im-
portant remarks.
In §8.3 we associate with every (ˆ- commutative) F-Ring with involution, a
(commutative) generalized ring. In particular, we describe the generalized rings:
F- the initial object of the category of generalized rings GR, §8.3.1 .
GpBq- the generalized ring associated with a commutative rig B, §8.3.2 .
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OK,η- the generalized ring associated to an embedding η : K ãÑ C, §8.3.3 .
Valuation- generalized- rings of a generalized- field are given in §8.3.4, and
we have Ostrowski’s theorem that for a number field K, the valuations of GpKq
correspond to GpOK,pq, p a finite prime, or to OK,η, η : K ãÑ C (mod conjuga-
tion).
In §8.3.5 we give the generalized ring FtMu associated to a commutative
monoid M .
In §8.3.6 we describe the free- commutative generalized- ring ∆W , such that
for any commutative generalized- ring A we have GRp∆W , Aq ” AW .
In §9 we give the various notions of ideals for a commutative generalized ring
A, and the relations between them.
In §9.1 we give the equivalence ideals eqpAq; in §9.2 the functorial ide-
als, fun ¨ ilpAq; in §9.3 the operations on fun ¨ ilpAq; in §9.4 we give the
homogeneous functorial ideals r1s-ilpAq; and finally in §9.5 we give the use-
ful notations of ideals ilpAq, and symmetric ideals iltpAq; generally, we have
iltpAq Ď r1s-ilpAq Ď ilpAq. For A “ GpBq, the generalized ring associated with
a commutative ring B with an involution b ÞÑ bt, ilpAq corresponds bijectively
with the ideals of B, r1s ´ ilpAq corresponds to the ideals b of B that are in-
variant under the involution: b “ bt, and iltpAq corresponds to the ideals of B
that are generated as ideals by elements that are invariant under the involution
b “ pbjqjPJ , btj “ bj .
In §10 we give the geometry of commutative- generalized- rings (with no re-
strictions such as self- adjointness or total- commutativity). We discuss maximal
(symmetric) ideals, and (symmetric) primes, and we have contravariant func-
tors associating to a commutative- generalized- ring A its space of (symmetric)
primes, SpecpAq, (resp. SpectpAq), with its compact sober Zariski topology.
There is a continuous map SpecpAq Ñ SpectpAq.
In §11 we give the localizations of a commutative- generalized- ring A, and
the associated sheaf OA of generalized rings over Spec
tpAq.
In §12 we briefly describe the category LGRS of locally-generalized- ringed-
spaces, and its full subcategory of Grothendieck- generalized- schemes GGS. The
category of generalized- schemes GS is the pro- category of GGS: GS “ pro-GGS.
It contains the compactified SpecOK , K a number field.
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In §13.1 we briefly describe the tensor- products of commutative- generalized-
rings, and we write down the precise relations for the presentations
Φ :∆r2s ։ GpNq,
δr2s ÞÑ p1, 1q,
ΦZ :Ft˘1u b
F
∆r2s ։ GpZq,
ΦB :FtB!u b
F
∆r2s ։ GpBq, B a commutative ring.
In §13.2 we give a description of GpNq b
F
GpNq.
The tensor product gives the products in GGS, §13.3, and GS, §13.4, and we
give the basic special case of the compactified arithmetical plane
SpecZ b
Ft˘1u
SpecZ.
To quote [CC14]:
"This note provides the algebraic geometric space underlying the non-
commutative approach to RH. It gives a geometric framework reasonably
suitable to transpose the conceptual understanding of the Weil proof in finite
characteristic. This translation would require in particular an adequate version
of the Riemann- Roch theorem in characteristic 1". see [H09] for more hints.
In §14.1 we briefly describe the theory of A- modules, for A a generalized ring,
and its localization - the OX - modules, X P GGS.
In §14.2 we give the derivations and differentials (but only the even or odd
ones, where the involution on M is the identity or minus the identity). We give
explicitly the basic examples of the even derivations
d “ 1
2
d`r1s : ZÑ Ω
Z
r1s
and d “ 1
2
d`r1s : NÑ Ω
N
r1s
Here Ω
N
r1s is the free abelian group with generators
"
a
a1
*
, a, a1 P Ną0, modulo
the relations:
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cocycle
"
a` a1
a2
*
`
"
a
a1
*
“
"
a
a1 ` a2
*
`
"
a1
a2
*
symmetric
"
a
a1
*
“
"
a1
a
*
linear
"
k ¨ a
k ¨ a1
*
“ k ¨
"
a
a1
*
and dpnq “
"
1
1
*
`
"
2
1
*
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
"
n´ 1
1
*
satisfies
dpn`mq “ dpnq ` dpmq `
"
n
m
*
and Leibnitz:
dpn ¨mq “ n ¨ dpmq `m ¨ dpnq.
hence dpnq “ řp vppnq ¨ np ¨ dppq and ΩNr1s is the free abelian group on dppq, (or"
p´ 1
1
*
), p prime.
In a final appendix, we make contact with the analytic theory, and we give
yet another explanation to the fact that the Gamma function gives the real
analogue of the Euler factor p1´ p´sq´1 (or equivalently, via Mellin transform,
that the Gaussian gives the real analogue of the charateristic function of Zp.
For one explanation, which goes via the "quantum" q- analogue interpolation
between the real and p- adic worlds, see [H01], [H08]). We show that the Haar-
Maak OpNq or GLN pZpq- invariant- probability measure σN on the real or p-
adic sphere SNp Ď QNp , behaves naturally with respect to the operations of mul-
tiplication and contraction, giving rise to the Beta function, and in particular,
contracting σN with the vector p1, . . . , 1q P QNp we get in the limit N Ñ8,
lim
NÑ8
ż
SNp
|x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xN |s´1σN pdxq “ ζppsq
ζpp1q
with ζppsq “ p1´ p´sq´1 for the p- adic numbers, ζηpsq “ 2 s2Γp s2 q for the reals.
Alas, our idea and message are very simple: If one changes the operations
of addition and multiplication to the more fundamental operations of multipli-
cation and contraction of vectors (respectively, multiplication, direct- sum, and
transposition of matrices), then one obtains a language in which arithmetic can
be viewed as a geometry, and one proceeds exactly as in Grothendieck (with
Quillen’s non- additive homotopical algebra).
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This book would have not existed without the continuous
efforts of Itai Cohen, who typed them into latex, and edited them.
It is dedicated to my father,
Prof. Menachem Haran,
and to my mother,
Dr. Raaya Haran- Twerski,
who taught us at an early stage that
"the trick is finding the simple explanation behind the complex
phenomena"
and to the memory of
Daniel Quillen,
a teacher and a mentor, who taught us that mathematics is a
language -
"when you have the right language to speak about a problem, you
solved the problem".
Part I
F-Rings
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Chapter 1
Definition of F-Rings.
1.1 F the field with one element
For a category C we write X P C for “X is an object of C”, and we let CpX,Y q
denote the set of maps in C from X to Y . We denote by Set0 the category with
objects sets X with a distinguished element OX P X , and with maps preserving
the distinguished elements
Set0pX,Y q “
!
f P SetpX,Y q , fpOXq “ OY
)
. (1.1.1)
The category Set0 has direct and inverse limits. The set ros “
 
o
(
is the initial
and final object of Set0. For f P Set0pX,Y q we have
kerf “ f´1pOY q; (1.1.2)
cokerf “ Y {fpXq,
the set obtained from Y by collapsing fpXq to a point.
There is a canonical map
coker kerf “ X{f´1pOY q ÝÑ ker cokerf “ fpXq. (1.1.3)
Our first instinct is to take for F0, "the field with one element", or rather, the
"finite dimensional F0- vector spaces", the full subcategory of Set0 consisting of
the finite sets. But note that the map that identifies two points to one (non-zero)
point, has R- linear extension the map RˆRÑ R, px1, x2q ÞÑ x1` x2, and this
map does not takes the unit L2- disc into the unit interval (p 1?2 , 1?2 q ÞÑ
?
2 ą 1).
Thus we denote by F0 the subcategory of Set0 with objects the finite pointed
sets, and with maps
F0pX,Y q “
19
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“  f P Set0pX,Y q, coker kerf „ÝÑ ker cokerf is an isomorphism( “
“  f P Set0pX,Y q, f |Xzf´1pOY q is an injection(
We let Set‚ denote the category with objects sets and with partially defined
maps
Set‚pX,Y q “ KK
X1ĎX
SetpX 1, Y q. (1.1.4)
Thus to f P Set‚pX,Y q there is associates its domain Dpfq Ď X , and f P
SetpDpfq, Y q.
We have an isomorphism of categories
Set0
∼ÐÑ Set‚
given by
X ÞÝÑ X` “ X r
 
OX
(
f ÞÝÑ f` , Dpf`q “ X r f´1pOY q;
and inversly  
OX
(š
X “ X0 Ð[ X
x P Dpfq :
x R Dpfq :
fpxq
OY
*
“ f0pxq Ð[ f
We let F denote the subcategory of Set‚ corresponding to F0 under this
isomorphism, it has objects the finite sets, and maps are the partial bijections
FpX,Y q “  f : Dpfq ∼ÝÑ Ipfq bijections, Dpfq Ď X, Ipfq Ď Y (. (1.1.5)
It is crucial that the objects of F are finite sets, but we do not need F to
contain all finite sets.
To avoid problems with set theory we shall work with a countable set-model
of F that contains r0s “ ∅ (the empty set, the initial and final object), r1s “ 
1
(
, . . . , rns “  1, . . . , n( , . . . and is closed under the operations of pull-back
and push-out in Set‚.
The operation "˝" will denote composition of partial - bijections, but note
that if g ˝ f is defined, than Dpg ˝ fq “ f´1pIpfq XDpgqq “ Dpfq X f´1pDpgqq.
Note that we can identify FpX,Y q with Y ˆ X - matrices with value in
t0, 1u, having at most one 1 in every row or column, (and than ˝ is matrix
multiplication), and we will denote this set by FY,X .
Note that the category F has no sums or products, but we do have two
symmetric monoidal structures on F, the disjoint union:à
: Fˆ FÑ F (1.1.6)
X0 ‘X1 “ tpi, xq, i P t0, 1u, x P Xiu , (1.1.7)
pf0 ‘ f1qpi, xq “ pi, fipxqq, fi P FYi,Xi (1.1.8)
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(this is the categorical sum in Set‚).
and the cartesian product: â
: Fˆ FÑ F (1.1.9)
X0 bX1 “ tpx0, x1q, xi P Xiu. (1.1.10)
pf0 b f1qpx0, x1q “ pf0px0q, f1px1qq, fi P FYi,Xi . (1.1.11)
Thus in Set‚
X
â
Y “ coker X KK Y Ñ XJJY (
or XJJY “ X KK Y KK pXâY q.
We have associativity, commutativity, and unit isomorphisms:
a “ aX0,X1,X2 : pX0 ‘X1q ‘X2 „ÝÑ X0 ‘ pX1 ‘X2q (1.1.12)
ap1, x2q “ p1, p1, x2qq (1.1.13)
ap0, pi, xiqq “
#
p1, p0, x1qq, i “ 1
p0, x0q i “ 0
(1.1.14)
c “ cX0,X1 : X0 ‘X1 „ÝÑ X1 ‘X0 (1.1.15)
cpi, xq “ p1´ i, xq (1.1.16)
u “ uX : X ‘ r0s „ÝÑ X (1.1.17)
up0, xq “ x. (1.1.18)
where r0s “ the empty set, is the initial and final object of F. Similarly, there are
associativity a˚, commutativity c˚, and unit u˚ isomorphisms for the operation
b, (the unit object for b being r1s “ the one point set). Moreover, there is a
distributivity isomorphism:
d “ dX;Y0,Y1 : X b pY0 ‘ Y1q „ÝÑ pX b Y0q ‘ pX b Y1q. (1.1.19)
Given a finite collection of finite sets tYxuxPX , we can form the disjoint union:à
X
Yx “ tpx, yq, x P X, y P Yxu
and we have canonical isomorphisms:à
X
Y
„ÝÑ XâY „ÝÑà
Y
X. (1.1.20)
In order to keep our formulas simple, we shall abuse language and will not
write these canonical isomorphisms.
Note that the category F has involution:
p qt : Fop „ÝÑ F (1.1.21)
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pf : Dpfq „ÝÑ Ipfqqt “ pf´1 : Ipfq „ÝÑ Dpfqq, (1.1.22)
por the transposed t0, 1u - matrixq
pf ˝ gqt “ gt ˝ f t, pidXqt “ idX , (1.1.23)
pf tqt “ f, (1.1.24)
and this involution preserves the sum ‘ (and the product b):
pf0 ‘ f1qt “ f t0 ‘ f t1. (1.1.25)
We usually let X,Y, Z,W denote objects of F, without explicitly saying
so, and when we consider "Set‚pX,Y q"’ it is usually implicitly assumed that
X,Y P F.
1.2 F-Rings
In this section we define the category of F-Rings, FR, and the category of
F-Rings with involution, FRt. We show these categories are bi - complete.
Definition 1.2.1
An F-Ring A is a category, together with a faithfull functor ǫ : FÑ A, which is
the identity on objects, and a symmetric monoidal structureà
: AˆAÑ A (1.2.1)
such that ǫ is strict monoidal; thus A has objects the finite sets, for X,Y P A,
X
À
Y is the disjoint union, and
À
on arrows has associativity(resp. com-
mutativity,unit) isomorphism given by ǫpaq (resp. ǫpcq, ǫpuq, which we abuse
language and omit from our formulas!). We also demand that r0s is the initial
and final object of A.
Thus an F-Ring is a collection of pointed sets AY,X “ ApX,Y q for all finite
sets X,Y , together with the operation of composition:
AZ,Y ˆAY,X Ñ AZ,X (1.2.2)
g, f ÞÑ g ˝ f (1.2.3)
which is associative:
ph ˝ gq ˝ f “ h ˝ pg ˝ fq, (1.2.4)
unital:
f ˝ idX “ f “ idY ˝ f for f P AY,X , (1.2.5)
and agree with composition on arrows of F, where FY,X Ď AY,X .
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We also have the operation of direct sum:
AY0,X0 ˆAY1,X1 Ñ AY0‘Y1,X0‘X1 (1.2.6)
f0, f1 ÞÑ f0 ‘ f1 (1.2.7)
such that we have:
naturality:
pg0 ‘ g1q ˝ pf0 ‘ f1q “ pg0 ˝ f0q ‘ pg1 ˝ f1q (1.2.8)
idX0 ‘ idX1 “ idX0‘X1 (1.2.9)
associativity:
pf0 ‘ f1q ‘ f2 “ f0 ‘ pf1 ‘ f2q (1.2.10)
pi.e. aY0,Y1,Y2 ˝ ppf0 ‘ f1q ‘ f2q “ pf0 ‘ pf1 ‘ f2qq ˝ aX0,X1,X2 , fi P AYi,Xiq
(1.2.11)
commutativity:
f0 ‘ f1 “ f1 ‘ f0 (1.2.12)
pi.e. cY0,Y1 ˝ pf0 ‘ f1q “ pf1 ‘ f0q ˝ cX0,X1 , fi P AYi,Xiq (1.2.13)
unit:
f ‘ 0 “ f (1.2.14)
pi.e. pf ‘ id0q ˝ uX “ uY ˝ f , f P AY,Xq (1.2.15)
and f0 ‘ f1 agree with the sum in F for fi P FYi,Xi Ď AYi,Xi .
Definition 1.2.2
For F-Rings A,A1 we denote by FRpA,A1q the collection of functors ϕ : AÑ A1,
over F, and strict monoidal. i.e. ϕ is a collection of set mappings ϕY,X :
AY,X Ñ A1Y,X, with ϕpg ˝ fq “ ϕpgq ˝ ϕpfq; ϕpf0 ‘ f1q “ ϕpf0q ‘ ϕpf1q;
ϕpǫpfqq “ ǫ1pfq for f P FY,X. Thus we have a category of F-Rings : FR.
We have for X P F a functor p qX : FRÑ FR,
pAXqZ,Y :“ AXbZ,XbY . (1.2.16)
We have a functor p qop : FRÑ FR,
pAopqY,X :“ AX,Y . (1.2.17)
We denote by FRt the F-Rings with involution, i.e. A P FR and p qt : Aop Ñ A
is an involution:
f tt “ f (1.2.18)
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pg ˝ fqt “ f t ˝ gt (1.2.19)
ǫpfqt “ ǫpf tq for f P FY,X (1.2.20)
pf0 ‘ f1qt “ f t0 ‘ f t1. (1.2.21)
For A,A1 P FRt, we let
FRtpA,A1q “ tϕ P FRpA,A1q, ϕpatq “ ϕpaqtu. (1.2.22)
We have a category of F-Rings with involutions: FRt.
For A P FR, X P F, the set AX,X is an associative monoid, and we let GLXpAq
denote its invertible elements:
GLXpAq “ ta P AX,X , there exists a´1 P AX,X , a ˝ a´1 “ a´1 ˝ a “ idXu
(1.2.23)
Clearly this constitute a functor form FR to the category of groups,
GLX : FRÑ Grps. (1.2.24)
We have embeddings
GLX0pAq ˆGLX1pAq ãÑ GLX0‘X1pAq
pa0, a1q ÞÑ a0 ‘ a1
In particular, we have the group GL8pAq “ limÝÑ
n
GLrnspAq, the direct limit with
respect to a ÞÑ a‘1 (hence Quillen’s higher K-groups KipAq “ πipBGL8pAq`q
, cf. [Q73]).
Theorem 1.1
The categories FR and FRt are bi-complete.
Proof. Inverse limits exists and can be calculated in sets:
plim
ÐÝ
j
ApjqqY,X “ limÐÝ
j
pApjqY,Xq (1.2.25)
Also co-limits over a directed partially ordered set J , exists and can be calculated
in Sets:
plim
ÝÑ
j
ApjqqY,X “ limÝÑ
j
pApjqY,Xq (1.2.26)
The pushout B0
š
A
B1 is denoted (as usual) by B0 b
A
B1, it is constructed in the
appendix A.1 . Equalizers also exist, and in fact we can factorize an F-Ring by
any equivalence - ideal, this is described in appendix A.2 . This suffices for the
existence of arbitrary co-limits.
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1.3 Commutativity
Note that we usually do not write canonical-isomorphisms of F, especially,À
Y
X
„Ø XÂY .
Definition 1.3.1
Let A P F-Ring. We say A is:
Totally - commutative:
@a P AY,X ,@b P AJ,I , p
à
J
aq ˝ pà
X
bq “ pà
Y
bq ˝ pà
I
aq P AYbJ,XbI . (1.3.1)
Left - commutative:
@a P Ar1s,X , b P Ar1s,I , a ˝ p
à
X
bq “ b ˝ pà
I
aq P Ar1s,XbI . (1.3.2)
Right - commutative:
@a P AY,r1s, b P AJ,r1s , p
à
J
aq ˝ b “ pà
Y
bq ˝ a P AYbJ,r1s. (1.3.3)
1 - commutative: If A is both Left- and Right- commutative.
ˆ - commutative:
@a P AY,r1s,@b P Ar1s,I , , a ˝ b “ p
à
Y
bq ˝ pà
I
aq P AY,I . (1.3.4)
Central:
@a P AY,X , b P A1,1 : a ˝ p
à
X
bq “ pà
Y
bq ˝ a “: b ¨ a P AY,X . (1.3.5)
i.e. A1,1 is a commutative monoid and it acts centrally on AY,X ,
and we shall denote this action by b ¨ a.
Commutative:
@a P AY,X , b P A1,J , d P AJ,1 :
a ˝ pà
X
b ˝ dq “ pà
Y
b ˝ dq ˝ a “ pà
Y
bq ˝ pà
J
aq ˝ pà
X
dq P AY,X . (1.3.6)
We let CFR ( resp. FRtot-com.,FR1´com.,FRˆ´com.,FRcent’l ) denote the
full subcategories of FR consisting of the commutative (resp. totally-commutative,
1-commutative, ˆ-commutative, central) F-Rings. Noting that, A commutative
ùñ A central, we have embeddings of categories
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CFR FRcent’l
FRtot-com. FRˆ-com. FR
FR1-com.
(1.3.7)
1.4 Matrix coefficients and tameness.
For a set X P F, and an element x P X , we denote by jx “ jXx , the morphisms
of F given by
jx : r1s Ñ X , jxp1q “ x P X, (1.4.1)
and where
jtx : X Ñ r1s is the partial bijection txu Ñ t1u. (1.4.2)
Definition 1.4.1
Define the martix coefficients JY,X : AY,X Ñ pA1,1qYˆX via
a ÞÑ tjty ˝ a ˝ jxu, (1.4.3)
where jx P FX,1 , jxp1q “ x , and jty P F1,Y .
Definition 1.4.2
We say A P FR is a "matrix F - ring" if JY,X is injective for any X,Y P F.
Definition 1.4.3
We say A P FR is tame: @a, a1 P AY,X ,
@b P A1,Y ,@d P AX,1 : b ˝ a ˝ d “ b ˝ a1 ˝ d P A1,1 ùñ a “ a1. (1.4.4)
We have the implication (taking b “ jty, d “ jx):
A matrix ùñ A tame. (1.4.5)
We also have the implication:
A commutative` tame ùñ Aˆ -commutative. (1.4.6)
(indeed, for a P AY,1, b P A1,J , and any d P AJ,1, d1 P A1,Y , commutativity gives
d1 ˝ a ˝ b ˝ d “ d1 ˝À
Y
b ˝À
J
a ˝ d, hence by tameness a ˝ b “À
Y
b ˝À
J
a).
Appendix A
A.1 Proof of existence of B0
š
AB
1 “ B0 bA B
1.
Theorem A.1
The category FR has pushouts bA “
š
A.
B0
A B C
B1
ψ0
f0
ϕ0
ϕ1
f0 b f1
ψ1
f1
(A.1.1)
Proof. Define the sets of chains of arrows,
BY,X “ tpbl, ..., bδq , l ŕ δ “ 0, 1 , bj P Bj mod2Xj`1,Xj , Y “ Xl`1 , X “ Xδu
(A.1.2)
Let „ be the equivalence relation on chains generated by:
p1q ` . . . , bj`1 ˝ ϕj`1paq, bj , . . . ˘ „ ` . . . , bj`1, ϕjpaq ˝ bj, . . . ˘,
p2q ` . . . , bj`1, f, bj, . . . ˘ „ ` . . . , bj`1 ˝ f ˝ bj, . . . ˘, f P F,
and the boundary cases:`
f, bj, . . .
˘ „ `f ˝ bj , . . . ˘ , ` . . . , bδ, f˘ „ ` . . . , bδ ˝ f˘
f P F por f “ ϕjpaqq (A.1.3)
p3q ` . . . , bj`2 , idX1j`2 ‘ bj`1 , bj ‘ idX2j , bj´1 , . . . ˘ „`
. . . , bj`2 ˝ pbj ‘ idX2j`2q , pidX1j ‘ bj`1q ˝ bj´1 , . . .
˘
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bj`1 P Bj`1 (mod 2qX2j`2,X2j , bj P B
j (mod 2)
X1j`2,X
1
j
, X 1j‘X2j “ Xj , X2j‘X 1j`2 “ Xj`1 , X 1j`2‘X2j`2 “ Xj`2
or in diagram:
p. . . , bj`2ÐÝÝÝ
X1j`2à
X2j`2
bjÐÝ
id
X1jà
X2j`2
idÐÝÝÝ
bj`1
X1jà
X2j
bj´1ÐÝÝÝ . . . q „ p. . . , bj`2ÐÝÝÝ
X1j`2à
X2j`2
idÐÝÝÝ
bj`1
X1j`2à
X2j
bjÐÝ
id
X1jà
X2j
bj´1ÐÝÝÝ . . . q
and the boundary cases: l “ j ` 1, δ “ j.
We let BY,X “ BY,X{ „.
The composition BZ,Y ˆBY,X Ñ BZ,X is given by,
`
b1l1 , . . . , b
1
δ1
˘{ „ ˝`bl, . . . , bδ˘{ „“ #`b1l1 , . . . , b1δ1 , bl, . . . , bδ˘{ „ δ1 ı2 l`
b1l1 , . . . , b
1
δ1 ˝ bl, . . . , bδ
˘{ „ δ1 ”2 l
(A.1.4)
It is well defined, independent of representatives (since ˝ is associative). Fur-
thermore it is associative and unital,
pwith identity: pid0Xq{ „ “ pid1Xq{ „ “ idXq (A.1.5)
and thereforeB is a category. It has the natural maps ψj : Bj Ñ B , and ψ0ϕ0 “
ψ1ϕ1 by p1q.
Define the map, à
: BY0,X0 ˆBY1,X1 Ñ BY0‘Y1,X0‘X1 (A.1.6)
by:
`
b1l, . . . , b
1
δ
˘{ „ ‘`bl, . . . , bδ˘{ „ “ `b1l ‘ bl, . . . , b1δ ‘ bδ˘{ „ (A.1.7)
Note that without loss of generality we can assume that l1 “ l, δ1 “ δ, (otherwise
add identities). The map
À
is well defined and independent of representatives.
Indeed, it is invariant by the 3 possible moves:
move p1q :
p. . . , b1j`1, b1j , . . . q
àp. . . , bj`1 ˝ ϕj`1paq, bj , . . . q “
p. . . , b1j`1‘pbj`1˝ϕj`1paqq, b1j‘bj, . . . q “ p. . . , pb1j`1‘bj`1q˝pidX1j`1 ‘ ϕj`1paqqlooooooooooomooooooooooon
ϕj`1pidX1
j`1
‘aq
, b1j‘bj, . . . q
“ p. . . , b1j`1 ‘ bj`1, b1j ‘ pϕjpaq ˝ bjq, . . . q
„ p. . . , b1j`1 ‘ bj`1, pidX1j`1 ‘ ϕjpaqqlooooooooomooooooooon
ϕjpidX1
j`1
‘aq
˝pb1j ‘ bjq, . . . q
“ p. . . , b1j`1, b1j , . . . q
àp. . . , bj`1, ϕjpaq ˝ bj , . . . q (A.1.8)
move p2q :
p. . . , b1j`1, b1j, b1j´1, . . . q
àp. . . , bj`1, f, bj´1, . . . q “
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p. . . , b1j`1‘bj`1, b1j‘f, b1j´1‘bj´1, . . . q “ p. . . , b1j`1‘bj`1, pb1j‘idXj`1q˝pidX1j‘fq, b1j´1‘bj´1, . . . q
„ p. . . b1j`1 ‘ bj`1, b1j ‘ idXj`1 , b1j´1 ‘ pf ˝ bj´1q, . . . q
“ p. . . , pb1j`1‘idXj`2q˝pidX1j`1‘bj`1q, pb1j‘idXj`1q˝idX1j‘Xj`1 , b1j´1‘pf˝bj´1q, . . . q
„ p. . . , pb1j`1‘idXj`2q, pb1j‘idXj`2q, pidX1j‘bj`1q, idX1j‘Xj`1 , b1j´1‘pf˝bj´1q, . . . q
„ p. . . , b1j`1 ‘ idXj`2 , b1j ‘ idXj`2 , b1j´1 ‘ pbj`1 ˝ f ˝ bj´1q, . . . q “
“ p. . . , b1j`1, b1j , b1j´1, . . . q
àp. . . , idXj`2 , idXj`2 , pbj`1 ˝ f ˝ bj´1q, . . . q (A.1.9)
move p3q :
p. . . , b1j`2, b1j`1, b1j, b1j´1, . . . q
àpbj`2, pid‘ bj`1q, pbj ‘ idq, bj´1q “
p. . . , b1j`2 ‘ bj`2, b1j`1 ‘ pid‘ bj`1q, b1j ‘ pbj ‘ idq, b1j´1 ‘ bj´1, . . . q “
“ p. . . , b1j`2‘bj`2, pb1j`1‘idq˝pid‘pid‘bj`1qq, pid‘pbj‘idqq˝pb1j‘idq, b1j´1‘bj´1, . . . q
„ p. . . , b1j`2‘bj`2, b1j`1‘id, id‘pbj‘idq, id‘pid‘bj`1q, b1j‘id, b1j´1‘bj´1, . . . q
„ p. . . , b1j`2‘pbj`2˝pbj‘idqq, pb1j`1‘idq, pb1j‘idq, b1j´1‘ppid‘bj`1q˝bj´1q, . . . q
“ p. . . , b1j`2, b1j`1, b1j, b1j´1, . . . q
àp. . . , pbj`2˝pbj‘idqq, id, id, ppid‘bj`1q˝bj´1q
(A.1.10)
It is than straightforward to check that B satisfy all the axioms of an F-Ring.
For FRt define the induced involution on B:
p qt : BY,X Ñ BX,Y (A.1.11)
ppbl, . . . , bδq{ „qt “ pbtδ, . . . , btlq{ „ .
This operation is well defined since all moves are self dual, and B is an F-Ring
with involution.
The map,
f0 b f1ppbl, ..., bδq{ „q “ f lpblq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f δpbδq, f j :“ f j mod 2 (A.1.12)
is well defined since it remains invariant under each move p1q, p2q, p3q, and it is
(the unique) homomorphism of F-Ring solving the universal property (A.1.1).
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A.2 Equivalence ideals and quotients.
Definition A.2.1
For A P FR,( resp. A P FRptq) an equivalence ideal (resp. t-equivalence ideal)
is a sub-F-Ring (resp. with involution) E Ď AśA s.t.
EY,X Ď AY,X
ź
AY,X is an equivalence relation on AY,X , (A.2.1)
equivalently, we have a collection of equivalence relations „ on the AY,X’s, com-
patible with the operations:
a „ a1 ùñ b ˝ a ˝ d „ b ˝ a1 ˝ d (A.2.2)
a „ a1 ùñ a‘ id „ a1 ‘ id (A.2.3)
pand therefore a0 „ a10, a1 „ a11 ùñ a0 ‘ a1 „ a10 ‘ a11q
and in the presence of an involution: a „ a1 ùñ at „ pa1qt (A.2.4)
Given an equivalence ideal E of A, let
A{E “
ž
Y,XPF
AY,X{EY,X , (A.2.5)
and let π : AÑ A{E denote the canonical map which associates with a P AY,X
its equivalence class πpaq P AY,X{EY,X . It follows from (A.2.2-A.2.4) that we
have well defined operations on A{E ,
πpfq ˝ πpgq “ πpf ˝ gq,
πpfq ‘ πpgq “ πpf ‘ gq
resp. πpfqt “ πpf tq (A.2.6)
making A{E into an F-Ring such that π : A Ñ A{E is a homomorphism of
F-Rings (resp. with involutions).
Given a homomorphism of F-Rings ϕ : AÑ B denote by
KERpϕq “ A
ź
B
A “
ž
Y,XPF
KERY,Xpϕq ,
KERY,Xpϕq “ tpa, a1q P AY,X ˆAY,X |ϕpaq “ ϕpa1qu. (A.2.7)
It is clear that KERpϕq is an equivalence-ideal of A, and that ϕ induces an
injection of F-Rings ϕ : A{KERpϕq ãÑ B, such that ϕ “ ϕ ˝ π, i.e.
A B
A{KERpϕq ϕpAq
ϕ
„
(A.2.8)
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is a commutative diagram. Thus every map ϕ of F-Rings factors as epimor-
phism pπq followed by an injection pϕq.
For a family tpai, a1iqu P pA ˆ AqI , ai, a1i P AYi,Xi let E be the equivalence
ideal generated by tpai, a1iqu.
We have pb, b1q P E iff D path b “ b0, b1, ..., bl “ b1, s.t. tbj´1, bju has the form
tcj ˝ paipjq ‘ idVj q ˝ dj , cj ˝ pa1ipjq ‘ idVj q ˝ dju (A.2.9)
por the form tcj˝patipjq‘idVjq˝dj , cj˝pa1tipjq‘idVj q˝dju, in the presence of involutionq.
Indeed, if there is such a path b “ b0, . . . , bl “ b1, than pbj´1, bjq P E , and E
is an equivalence relation so pb, b1q P E . On the other hand, the set of pb, b1q
s.t. there is a path b “ b0, . . . , bl “ b1, with tbj´1, bju of the form pA.2.9q, is an
equivalence relation b „ b1, satisfying
b „ b1 ùñ c ˝ b ˝ d „ c ˝ b1 ˝ d , b‘ id „ b1 ‘ id, pand bt „ b1tq, (A.2.10)
and hence it is precisely the equivalence ideal E generated by tpai, a1iqu.
For example, for any F-Ring A, we have the equivalence ideals E? generated
by the "?- commutativity" relation, and the associated quotient A? “ A{E?,
giving rise to the diagram of surjections,
Acent
1l “ A{Ecent1l Acom “ A{Ecom
A Atot.com “ A{Etot´com.
A1´com “ A{E1´com
„
(A.2.11)
The functor A ÞÑ A? is left adjoint to the embeddings (1.3.7). FR? ãÑ FR
Definition A.2.2
For an E Ď AśA equivalence ideal, we say E is tame if A{E is tame. Thus
a tame equivalence ideal E is completely determined by the equivalence relation
E1,1 on A1,1:
pa, a1q P EY,X ðñ @ b P A1,Y‘Z , d P AX‘Z,1, pb˝pa‘idZq˝d, b˝pa1‘idZq˝dq P E1,1.
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We have the following bijection:
ttame equivalence idealsu
1:1ÐÑ
tE Ď A1,1 ˆA1,1 equivalence relation such that
for pai, a1iq P EI , b P A1,I , d P AI,1 ùñ pb ˝ p‘aiq ˝ d, b ˝ p‘a1iq ˝ dq P Eu
For A P FRt take also pa, a1q P E ùñ pat, pa1qtq P E .
Definition A.2.3
a Ď A1,1 is an ideal if the following property hold:
aj P a, b P A1,J , d P AJ,1 ùñ b ˝ p‘
J
ajq ˝ d P a
and is a t-ideal if also:
a P a ùñ at P a.
Proposition A.2.4
There exists a Galois connection of,
ta Ď A1,1 idealu
Z
Ô
E
tE Ď A1 ˆA1 is tame equivalence idealu
ta Ď A1,1 t-idealuÔ tE Ď A1 ˆA1 is tame t-equivalence idealu
where
ZpEq “ ta P A1,1, pa, 0q P Eu
Epaq “
č
pa,0qĎE
E
Chapter 2
Examples of F-Rings.
2.1 Rings
Definition 2.1.1
A "Rig" is a ring without negatives. Thus a Rig is a set with two associative
operations p`, ‚q, with units 0 and 1, addition ` being commutative, and mul-
tiplication distributive over addition. A morphism between Rigs A Ñ B is a
map ϕ : AÑ B which perserves operations and units. Thus we have a category:
Rigs. We let CRigs Ď Rigs denote the full subcategory of commutative Rigs,
i.e. where x¨y “ y ¨x. We let Rigst denote the category of Rigs with involution,
its objects are rigs R with involution:
p qt : RÑ R
xtt “ x
px ¨ yqt “ yt ¨ xt
px` yqt “ xt ` yt
1t “ 1
0t “ 0. (2.1.1)
and the morphisms are morphisms of Rigs that preserve the involution.
Note that the identity is always an involution on a commutative Rig, and so we
have a diagram of categories and functors
Rigt
CRig Rig
(2.1.2)
33
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We shall write N (resp. r0,8qp1q ) for the rigs of natural numbers (resp. non-
negative reals) with the usual operation of multiplication ‚ and addition `. We
shall write N0 (resp. r0,8qp0q) for the "frozen" rigs where x ` y :“ Maxtx, yu.
Moreover, for p ě 1 (or 1{p P p0, 1sq, we write r0,8qp1{pq for the rig of non-
negative reals with x` y :“ pxp ` ypqp1{pq, and with the usual multiplication ‚.
Note that the rigs r0,8qpσq interpolate continuously between the frozen pσ “ 0q
and the usual pσ “ 1q reals, and that for σ P p0, 1s they are all isomorphic via
Φσ1σ2 : r0,8qpσ1q
„ÝÑ r0,8qpσ2q , Φσ1σ2pxq “ xσ2{σ1 . The multiplicative group of
positive reals act as automorphisms of the frozen rig r0,8qp0q via x ÞÑ Φσpxq “
xσ. For any q P p0, 1q, we have the sub-rigsMq “ t0uYqN Ď r0, 1sp0q Ď r0,8qp0q,
andNq “ t0uYqZ Ď r0,8qp0q, and the multiplicative monoid pf positive natural
numbers act as endomorphisms of Mq and Nq via q
j ÞÑ Φnpqjq “ qjn.
Definition 2.1.2
Let R P Rig. Define R`{´ by
R`{´ ” RˆR,
pn`, n´q ` pm`,m´q “ pn` `m`, n´ `m´q,
pn`, n´q ¨ pm`,m´q “ pn` ¨m` ` n´ ¨m´, n` ¨m´ ` n´ ¨m`q.
There is an equivalence relation „ on R`{´:
pn`, n´q „ pm`,m´q ðñ n` `m´ ` r “ m` ` n´ ` r, some r P R.
such that we have,
a „ a1, b „ b1 ùñ a` b „ a
1 ` b1
a ¨ b „ a1 ¨ b1 .
We have the sequence of Rig homomorphisms,
R
  // R`{´ π // // R`{´
L„ ” KpRq
r
✤ // pr, 0q
pn`, n´q ✤ π // n` ´ n´ :“ pn`, n´q{ „ .
The rig KpRq is a ring, and for any ring A,
RingpKpRq, Aq “ RigpR,Aq.
If R has involution (resp. commutative), than R`{´ and KpRq have involution
(resp. are commutative). We get adjoint functors,
CRing //
U
		
Ringt //
U
		
Ring
U
		
CRig //
K
II
Rigt //
K
II
Rig
K
II
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Definition 2.1.3
For any Rig A, let A ¨X “ AX be the free A - module with basis X, and define:
FpAqY,X “ HomApA ¨X,A ¨ Y q “ Y ˆX - matrices with values in A.
The composition ˝ is matrix multiplication, andÀ is the direct sum of matrices.
Clearly FpAq is an F-Ring. Note that a morphism of Rigs ϕ : A Ñ B, induces
a map of F-Rings
Fpϕq : FpAq Ñ FpBq,
hence we have a functor
Fp q : RigsÑ FR.
Note that if A P Rigst has involution, than FpAq P FRt also has involution:
for a “ pay,xq P FpAqY,X we have at P FpAqX,Y , patqx,y “ pay,xqt , and it
satisfies pa ˝ bqt “ bt ˝ at. Thus we have a functor Fp q : Rigst Ñ FRt. Note
that if A P CRig is commutative, than FpAq is totally-commutative. Thus we
have the diagram of categories and functors
Rigst FRt
Rigs FR
CRigs FRtot-com.
Fp q
Fp q
Fp q
(2.1.3)
Note that FpAq is always a matrix- F-Ring.
Moreover let ϕ : FpAq Ñ FpBq be a map of F-Rings. For a P FpAqY,X write
ay,x “ jty ˝ a ˝ jx P A “ FpAqr1s,r1s, (2.1.4)
for its matrix coefficients.
Since ϕ is a functor over F, and jty, jx P F, we have ϕpaqy,x “ ϕpay,xq
and ϕ is determined by ϕ : A “ FpAqr1s,r1s Ñ B “ FpBqr1s,r1s. This map is
multiplicative: ϕpa1 ¨a2q “ ϕpa1q ¨ϕpa2q , ϕp1q “ 1, and moreover it is additive:
ϕpa1`a2q “ ϕ
„
pa1, a2q ˝
ˆ
1
1
˙
“ pϕpa1q, ϕpa2qq˝
ˆ
1
1
˙
“ ϕpa1q`ϕpa2q (2.1.5)
Thus the functor Fp q is fully faithful.
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Definition 2.1.4
Define,
pFRptqqAdd ” commutative monoid objects in FRptq,
That is, A P pFRptqqAdd is the same as an addition map AY,X ˆAY,X Ý`Ñ AY,X
which is associative, commutative, has a unit element 0Y,X, and satisfies,
a ˝ pb` b1q “ a ˝ b` a ˝ b1 , pa` a1q ˝ b “ a ˝ b` a1 ˝ b, , presp.pa` bqt “ at ` btq.
The category of abelian group objects is the full subcategory pFRptqqAb Ď pFRptqqAdd.
We have A P pFRptqqAb ðñ AY,X P Ab,@X,Y P F.
For a rig (resp. ring) R, the F-Ring FpRq is in pFRqAdd, (resp. pFRqAb), and
we have a similar diagram as before,
Rigst pFRtqAdd
Rigs pFRqAdd
CRigs pFRtot-com.qAdd
Fp q
Fp q
Fp q
Ringst pFRtqAb
Rings pFRqAb
CRings pFRtot-com.qAb
Fp q
Fp q
Fp q
(2.1.6)
2.2 Monoids
Definition 2.2.1
Let M be a monoid with a unit 1 and a zero element 0. Thus we have an
associative operation
M ˆM ÑM , pa, bq ÞÑ a ¨ b,
a ¨ pb ¨ cq “ pa ¨ bq ¨ c (2.2.1)
and 1 PM is the (unique) element such that
1 ¨ a “ a ¨ 1 “ a , a PM, (2.2.2)
and 0 PM is the (unique) element such that
0 ¨ a “ a ¨ 0 “ 0 , a PM. (2.2.3)
Let FtMu denote the F-Ring with FtMuY,X the Y ˆX matrices with values in
M with at most one non-zero entry in every row and column. Note that this
is indeed an F-Ring with the usual "multiplication" of matrices ˝ (there is no
addition involved - only multiplication in M) and direct sum ‘.
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Denoting byMon the category of monoids with unit and zero elements, and
with maps respecting the operation and the elements 0, 1, the above construction
yields a functor
MonÑ FR , M ÞÑ FtMu. (2.2.4)
This is the functor left-adjoint to the functor
FRÑMon , A ÞÑ Ar1s,r1s : (2.2.5)
FRpFtMu, Aq “MonpM,Ar1s,r1sq. (2.2.6)
As a particular example, take M “ Mq to be the free monoid (with zero)
generated by one element q,
Mq “ qN Y t0u. (2.2.7)
Then
FRpFtMqu, Aq “ Ar1s,r1s. (2.2.8)
Denote by Mont the category of monoids with involution (i.e. the objects
are monoids M P Mon, with involution p qt : M Ñ M, xtt “ x, px ¨ yqt “
yt ¨ xt, 1t “ 1, 0t “ 0, and the morphisms respect the involutions).We have an
involution on FtMu for M PMont, so that we have a functor, Ftu : Mont Ñ
FRt. Denote by CMon ĎMon the full subcategory of commutative monoids
(i.e. where x ¨ y “ y ¨ x). For M P CMon,FtMu is totally commutative. Thus
we have the diagram
Mont FRt
Mon FR
CMon FRtot-com.
Ftu
Ftu
Ftu
(2.2.9)
Note that FtMu is always a matrix F-Ring, and the functors Ftu are full and
faithful.
2.3 Set,Setop Ď Rel Ď FpN0q.
Definition 2.3.1
Let Set denote the F-Ring of sets. The objects of Set are the finite sets of F,
and we let SetY,X be the partially defined maps of sets from X to Y
SetY,X “ Set‚pX,Y q “ Set0pX Y t0u, Y Y t0uq. (2.3.1)
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We can view the elements of SetY,X as Y ˆX -matrices with values in t0, 1u,
such that every column has at most one 1:
f Ø pfqy,x with pfqy,x “
#
1 y “ fpxq
0 otherwise
(2.3.2)
Than composition ˝ corresponds to matrix multiplication; The disjoint unionÀ
correspond to direct sum of matrices. These make Set into an F-Ring (with no
involution), which is matrix and totally-commutative.
We have the opposite F-Ring Setop with
SetopY,X “ SetX,Y . (2.3.3)
We have the F-Ring of relations Rel that contains both Set and Setop, with
RelY,X “ tF Ď Y ˆX a subsetu :“ t0, 1uYˆX . (2.3.4)
The composition of F P RelY,X and G P RelZ,Y is given by
G ˝ F “ tpz, xq P Z ˆX |D y P Y with pz, yq P G, py, xq P F u, (2.3.5)
and G ˝ F P RelZ,X .
When we view G,F as t0, 1u -matrices, this composition correspond to "matrix
- multiplication" where we replace addition by Maxtx, yu.
The sum F0 ‘ F1 P RelY0‘Y1,X0‘X1 of Fi P RelYi,Xi is given by the disjoint
union of F0 and F1,
F0 ‘ F1 “ tppx, iq, py, iqq|px, yq P Fiu or by direct sum of matrices. (2.3.6)
Thus Rel “ Fpt0, 1uq is the F-Ring with involution associated to the rig t0, 1u
with usual multiplication ‚, and i` j “Maxti, ju as addition.
Thus Rel is totally -commutative,matrix F-Ring with involution. The embed-
ding of rigs t0, 1u ãÑ N0 gives an embedding of F-Rings Rel “ F
ˆ
t0, 1u
˙
ãÑ
FpN0q.
2.4 Real primes
Let η : k ãÑ C be an embedding of the rig k into the complex numbers. We have
an injection of F-Rings Fpkq ãÑ FpCq . For X P F, let kX “ FpkqX,r1s denote
the free k-module over X . Thus for a “ paxq P kX , and p P r1,8s, we have the
vector p - norm:
|a|p “
˜ÿ
xPX
|ηpaxq|p
¸1{p
, p P r1,8q (2.4.1)
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|a|8 “Max
xPX
|ηpaxq| (2.4.2)
and for a “ pay,xq P kYˆX we have its operator p - norm:
}a}p “ Sup
bPkX ,|b|pď1
!
|a ˝ b|p
)
(2.4.3)
e.g.,
} p1, . . . , 1qloooomoooon
n
}p “ Sup
|ξ1|p`...|ξn|pď1
|ξ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξn| “ n1´ 1p ” n1{p1 . (2.4.4)
›››››
¨˚
˝ 1...
1
‹˛‚›››››
p
“ sup
|ξ|ď1
ˆ
n
Σ
i“1
|ξ|p
˙1{p
“ n1{p. (2.4.5)
}p1, . . . , 1q}p ¨
›››››
¨˚
˝ 1...
1
‹˛‚›››››
p
“ n1{p1 ¨ n1{p “ n. (2.4.6)
Definition 2.4.1
Define the sub- F-Ring O
1{p
k,η Ď Fpkq as follows:´
O
1{p
k,η
¯
Y,X
“ ta P FpkqY,X “ kYˆX , }a}p ď 1u. (2.4.7)
As a sub-F-Ring of Fpkq, the F-Rings Oσk,η, σ P r0, 1s, are matrix and totally -
commutative.
Note that in general, Oσk,η has no involution, in fact we have(by Hölder’s in-
equality: the dual of the p- norm is the p1- norm, where 1
p1
“ 1´ 1
p
):
pOσk,ηqop » O1´σk,η for 0 ď σ ď 1. (2.4.8)
Definition 2.4.2
Let Ok,η :“ O1{2k,η Ď Fpkq. It is a sub F-Ring of Fpkq, hence totally - commuta-
tive, and matrix, and at σ “ 1
2
(i.e. using the L2 -norm) it has involution!
Definition 2.4.3
Define Fk,η P FRt,
pFk,ηqY,X “ tf : Dpfq
„ÝÑ Ipfq , Dpfq Ď kX , Ipfq Ď kY are k -subspaces, and,
f is k-linear and an isometry : |fpvq|2 “ |v|2u (2.4.9)
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Note that when the composition g ˝ f is defined we have:
Dpg ˝ fq “ f´1pDpgq X Ipfqq , Ipg ˝ fq “ gpDpgq X Ipfqq. (2.4.10)
There is a surjective homomorphism of F-Rings with involution, φ : Ok,η ։ Fk,η.
For a P pOk,ηqY,X Ď CYˆX , define ∆X “ at ˝ a,∆Y “ a ˝ at, and let VX rλs
(resp. VY rλs) denote the λ - eigenspace of ∆X (resp. ∆Y ).
The operator ∆X (resp. ∆Y ) is non-negative and we have the spectral de-
compositionCX “À
i
VX rλis , ∆X “
À
i
λi¨idVXrλis (resp. CY “
À
i
VY rλis,∆Y “À
i
λi ¨ idVY rλis ), with eigenvalues λi P r0, 1s, and the non-zero eigenvalues are
the same for ∆X and ∆Y including multiplicities.
For λ ą 0 we have isomorphisms:
VY rλs VX rλs
„
„
For λ “ 1 we have an isometry:
φpaq “ ta : VX r1s „ÝÑ VY r1su P pFk,ηqY,X . (2.4.11)
This defines the homomorphism φ : Ok,η ։ Fk,η. Note that Fk,η is (as quotient
of Ok,η) totally - commutative. It is our first example of an F-Ring which is
Not matrix:
Indeed, any vector x “ px1, . . . , xnq P pFk,ηq1,n, with
řn
i“1 |ηpxiq|2 “ 1, but with
|ηpxiq| ă 1 for i “ 1, . . . , n, is non- zero, but all its matrix coefficients are zero.
But note that Fk,η is tame.
2.5 Valuation F-Rings: Ostrowski theorem
Definition 2.5.1
A commutative F-Ring with involution K P CFRt is called an F - field if every
non-zero a P Kr1s,r1szt0u is invertible (have a´1 P Kr1s,r1s with a˝a´1 “ a´1˝a “
1 “ idr1sq.
A sub-F-Ring with involution B Ď K is called full if
p1q for every a P KY,X , X, Y P F,
there exists a non - zero element d P Br1s,r1szt0u with
d ¨ a “ p‘
Y
dq ˝ a “ a ˝ p‘
X
dq P BY,X
(This means that K is the fraction-field of the domain B, i.e. K “ Bp0q “
pBr1s,r1szt0uq´1 ¨ B the localization of B at the prime p0q, cf. §3.3).
We will say that B is tame in K if for X,Y P F we have an equality:
p2q BY,X “ ta P KY,X | for all b P B1,Y , d P BX,1, b ˝ a ˝ d P B1,1u
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A sub-F-Ring with involution B, full and tame in K, will be called a valuation-F-subring
of K if for every non-zero a P K1,1zt0u,
p3q either a P B1,1 or a´1 P B1,1.
Given F-fields k Ď K, we denote by V alpK{kq the set of all valuation-F-subrings
B Ď K, such that B Ě k.
Let B be a valuation - F- subring of an F-field K. The group of units:
B˚ “ GL1pBq “ ta P B1,1 | Da´1 P B1,1 , a ˝ a´1 “ 1u
is a subgroup of
K˚ “ GL1pKq “ K1,1zt0u.
The quotient group Γ “ K˚{B˚ is ordered: |x| ď |y| ðñ x ¨ y´1 P B1,1, where
|x| “ x ¨ B˚ is the quotient map | | : K˚ Ñ Γ. We extend this quotient map by
|0| “ 0, to the map
| | : K1,1 Ñ K1,1{B˚ “ ΓY t0u
satisfying
pIq
|x| “ 0 ðñ x “ 0
|x1 ¨ x2| “ |x1| ¨ |x2|
|1| “ 1 p“ unit of Γq.
We can embed Γ in a complete ordered abelian group Γ˜, (e.g. Γ˜ “ all dedekind
subsets D Ď Γ), so that for every subset Y Ď Γ˜ which is bounded above (resp.
bellow) there is a unique least upper bound supY P Γ˜ (resp. maximal lower
bound inf Y P Γ˜). We can than define for X,Y P F the two maps
| |Y,X , | |1Y,X : KY,X Ñ Γ˜Y t0u
piq |y|Y,X “ supt|b ˝ y ˝ b1|, b P B1,Y , b1 P BX,1u
piiq |y|1Y,X “ inft|d´1|, d P K˚ , d ¨ y P BY,X u
(II) Claim: |y|Y,X “ |y|1Y,X .
Proof. Note that for y P KY,X , there exists d P K˚ with d ¨ y P BY,X , and for
b P B1,Y , b1 P BX,1 we have b ˝ pd ¨ yq ˝ b1 P B1,1, and so
|b ˝ y ˝ b1| “ |d´1 ¨ b ˝ pd ¨ yq ˝ b1| “ |d|´1 ¨ |b ˝ pd ¨ yq ˝ b1| ď |d|´1.
This shows that the set in (i) (resp. (ii)) is bounded above (resp. below), and
we have the inequality: |y|Y,X ď |y|1Y,X .
Conversely, given y P KY,X , if d´1 P K˚ is such that |d|´11,1 ě |y|Y,X , that is:
|d|´11,1 ě |b ˝ y ˝ b1|1,1 for all b P B1,Y , b1 P BX,1, than b ˝ pd ¨ yq ˝ b1 P B1,1 for all
b P B1,Y , b1 P BX,1, and (since B is tame in K) this imply d ¨ y P BY,X , hence
|d|´11,1 ě |y|1Y,X , giving the reverse inequality: |y|Y,X ě |y|1Y,X .
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(III) Claim:
piq |a ˝ a1| ď |a| ¨ |a1|
piiq |a0 ‘ a1| “ maxt|a0|, |a1|u
piiiq |at| “ |a|
Proof. (i): If d, d1 P K˚ are such that |d|´1 ě |a|, |d1|´1 ě |a1|, than d ¨ a, d1 ¨ a1
are in B, so pd ˝ d1q ¨ a ˝ a1 “ pd ¨ aq ˝ pd1 ˝ a1q is in B, and |d|´1|d1|´1 ě |a ˝ a1|.
(ii): If d0, d1 P K˚ are such that d0 ¨ a0, d1 ¨ a1 are in B, and if |dj | ď |d1´j |
than dj ¨ a0, dj ¨ a1 are in B, so dj ¨ pa0 ‘ a1q “ pdj ¨ a0q ‘ pdj ¨ a1q is in B,
so |a0 ‘ a1| ď |dj |´1 “ maxt|d0|´1, |d1|´1u Taking the infimum over all such
d0, d1 we get |a0 ‘ a1| ď maxt|a0|, |a1|u “ |aj0 |, say. The inverse inequality
follows from (i) since aj0 “ f 1 ˝ pa0 ‘ a1q ˝ f , with f 1, f arrows of F Ď B, so
|aj0 | ď |f 1| ¨ |a0 ‘ a1| ¨ |f | ď |a0 ‘ a1|.
(iii) This follows since we are assuming B Ď K to be stable under the involution,
so a P BY,X if and only if at P BX,Y .
Let Γ be a complete ordered abelian group, written multiplicatively, and
form the ordered abelian monoid ΓY t0u, with 0 ¨ x “ 0, 0 ă x for all x P Γ.
Given a collection of mappings
| |Y,X : KY,X Ñ ΓY t0u
satisfying (III), with | |1,1 satisfying (I), the subsets
BY,X “ ta P KY,X , |a| ď 1u
form a sub-F- ring with involutionB Ď K. If we have the equalities for y P KY,X
pIIq piq |y|Y,X “ supt|b ˝ y ˝ b1|1,1 ; |b|1,Y , |b1|X,1 ď 1u
piiq “ inft|d|´11,1; d P K˚ , |d ¨ y|Y,X ď 1u
than B is full (by II ii), and tame in K (by II i), and it follows that B is a
valuation-F- subring of K.
Theorem Ostrowski I
V alpFpQq{Ft˘1uq “ tFpQq, FpZppqq, p a finite prime, OQ,ηu.
where OQ,η is the real prime.
Proof. cf. Appendix B.
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Theorem Ostrowski II
For a number field K,
V alpFpKq{FtµKuq “ tFpKq ; FpOK,pq ; OK,ηu
with OK,p the localization of the ring of integers OK at prime ideals p Ď OK ,
and with OK,η, the "real primes" of K, η varies over the embeddings η : K ãÑ C
modulo conjugation.
Proof. cf. Appendix B.
Remark 2.5.1
Note that for any σ P r0, 1s, the sub-F- ring OpσqKη Ď FpKq satisfies (1),(2),(3)
of definition (2.5.1), i.e. it is full and tame valuation F- subring. Alternatively,
the operator p “ 1{σ- norm satisfies (I),(II) and (IIIi),(IIIii). But only at
σ “ 1
2
, p “ 2, we have an involution on OpσqK,η.
Thus it is the presence of the involution that singles out the L2- metric at the
real primes.
2.6 Graphs
Definition 2.6.1
A graph G is a pair of finite sets pG0, G1q with two maps:
G “
!
G1 G0
π0
π1
)
(2.6.1)
where G0 - ’vertices’ ,G1 - ’edges’.
Given such a finite graph we get a category CG: the objects of CG are the
elements of G0, and the arrows of CG are given by "paths":
ObpCGq ” G0,
CGpx, yq “ te ” pel, . . . , e1q |ei P G1, π0pej`1q “ π1pejq, π1pelq “ y, π0pe1q “ xu.
(2.6.2)
Definition 2.6.2
Given such a path e “ pel, ..., e1q P CGpx, yq we shall say that e "begins" at x,
"ends" at y, and for a vertice z P G0, we say e "goes through z" and we write:
z P e ðñ Dk, z “ πipekq, i P t0, 1u, (2.6.3)
for an edge e0 P G1, write:
e0 P e ðñ Dk, e0 “ ek. (2.6.4)
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Note that for a vertice x P G0, we have
idx “ "empty path" at x P CGpx, xq (2.6.5)
Assume G has no loops: CGpx, xq “ tidxu,@x P G0.
Ź Every path can be extended to a maximal path.
Ź Every maximal path begins at InpGq “ G0zπ1pG1q.
Ź Every maximal path ends at OutpGq “ G0zπ0pG1q.
We denote by mpGq the set of all maximal paths.
mpGq
OutpGq
π1pel,...,e1q“π1pelq
InpGq
π0pel,...,e1q“π0pe1q
π1 π0 (2.6.6)
We define an F-Ring with involution: Graph P FRt.
pGraphqY,X “
!
G “ G1 G0
π0
π1
, no loops` i : In G ãÑ X
o : Out G ãÑ Y
)
{isom.
(2.6.7)
(i.e. modulo isomorphisms of graphs that respects the embeddings i and o.)
For G P pGraphqY,X and X0 Ď X , define GrX0s:
vertices: x P G0, De P mpGq, x P e, π0peq P X0.
edges: e0 P G1, De P mpGq, e0 P e, π0peq P X0.
and for Y0 Ď Y , define rY0sG:
vertices: x P G0, De P mpGq, x P e, π1peq P Y0.
edges: e0 P G1, De P mpGq, e0 P e, π1peq P Y0.
We also let,
rY0sGrX0s “ rY0sGXGrX0s. (2.6.8)
For G P pGraphqY,X , G1 P pGraphqZ,Y , let Y0 “ InpGq XOutpG1q Ď Y ,
Y0
In G1 Out G
Y
(2.6.9)
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The operation of composition is defined by gluing G1rY0s and rY0sG along Y0:
G1 ˝G “ G1rY0s >
Y0
rY0sG (2.6.10)
The sum in Graph is given by the disjoint union:
Gi P pGraphqYi,Xi , G0 ‘G1 “ G0 >G1. (2.6.11)
The involution is given by reversing the directions of the edges of the graph:
pG “ G1 G0qt
π0
π1
“ pG “ G1 G0q
π1
π0
: pGraphqY,X „ÝÑ pGraphqX,Y .
(2.6.12)
E.g. the "discrete" graphs G in pGraphqY,X , (i.e. G1 “ H and G is just a
set
G0 “ In G “ Out G (2.6.13)
with embeddings into X and into Y ), give the elements of F:
FY,X “ tG0 ãÑ X, G0 ãÑ Y u{isom Ď pGraphqY,X (2.6.14)
Graph P FRt is not even central, not matrix, but it is tame.
Note that we have a homomorphism of F-Rings :
φ : Graph։ FpNq, φpGqy,x “ 7te P mpGq, π0peq “ x, π1peq “ yu (2.6.15)
2.7 Free F-Rings FrδY,Xs
We have an F-Ring FrδY,Xs P FR, such that for any A P FR,
FRpFrδY,Xs, Aq ” AY,X , ϕ ÞÑ ϕpδY,Xq, (2.7.1)
and similarly, we have an F-Rings with involution FrδY,X , δtY,Xs P FRt, such
that for any A P FRt,
FRtpFrδY,X , δtY,Xs, Aq ” AY,X . (2.7.2)
The elements of FrδY,XsW,Z can be written as sequences of maps in F,
pfl, ..., fj , ..., f0q, with fj P FpIj`1bXq‘Vj`1,pIjbY q‘Vj , l ą j ą 0,
f0 P FpI1bXq‘V1,Z , fl P FW,pIlbY q‘Vl , (2.7.3)
modulo certain identifications. Such a sequence represents the element
fl ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fj ˝ pp‘
Ij
δY,Xq ‘ idVj q ˝ fj´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f1 ˝ pp‘
I1
δY,Xq ‘ idV1q ˝ f0. (2.7.4)
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These elements can also be described as "pY,Xq- marked graphs". The full
pY,Xq - graph is given by
δY,X ”
ˆ
Y bX π0Ñ
π1
Y ‘X
˙
,
π0py, xq “ x
π1py, xq “ y. (2.7.5)
δY,X P GraphY,X
InpδY,Xq ” X
OutpδY,Xq ” Y
e.g.,
y1
y2
y3
x1
x2
δY,X ”
(2.7.6)
A pY,Xq- marked graph from Z to W is given by a graph of the form
G “ pJ b Y bX ‘G1 π0Ñ
π1
pJ b Y q ‘ pJ bXq ‘W0 ‘ Z0q (2.7.7)
with Z0 Ď Z,W0 Ď W,π0pj, y, xq “ pj, xq, π1pj, y, xq “ pj, yq , and π0, π1 are
injections on G1:
π0 : G1 ãÑ pà
jPJ
Y q ‘ Z0
π1 : G1 ãÑ pà
jPJ
Xq ‘W0 (2.7.8)
we shall assume it has no loops and that for every j P J , there is y P Y , (resp.
x P X), and a path going from pj, yq to W0, (resp. from Z0 to pj, xq). Thus a
pY,Xq - marked graph is a graph that can be made out of a disjoint union of
the full pY,Xq - marked graphs δY,X (one copy for each j P J), and some partial
bijections. An isomorphism of such pY,Xq - marked graph G “ pJ,G1, π0, π1q
and H “ pI,H1, π0, π1q is an isomorphism of graphs φ : G Ñ H , that is
compatible with the maps into W and Z, but is such that for some bijection
σ : J Ñ I , φpj, y, xq “ pσpjq, y, xq
φpj, yq “ pσpjq, yq
φpj, xq “ pσpjq, xq.
(2.7.9)
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The marked pY,Xq- graph associated to a sequence pfl, . . . , f0q as above,
(2.7.3),(2.7.4), is obtained by taking J “
lÀ
j“1
Ij , and adding an edge from pi1, yq
to pi2, xq if and only if pi1, yq P Dpfi1q, fi1pi1, yq P Vi1`1 X Dpfi1`1q, fi1`1 ˝
fi1pi1, yq P Vi1`2XDpfi1`2q, . . . , fi2´1 ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝fi1pi1, yq “ pi2, xq (and similarly for
an element of Z, resp. W , instead of pi1, yq, resp. pi2, xq). We can now describe
FrδY,XsW,Z as pY,Xq - marked - graphs from Z to W modulo isomorphism.
There is actually a "canonical form" (in fact two "dual" canonical forms) for
G P FrδY,Xs. Thinking of G as a marked pY,Xq - graph G “ pJ,G1, π0, π1q, let
J1 “ tj P J |@e P G1, π0peq “ pj, yq ùñ π1peq PW u
J2 “ tj P J |@e P G1, π0peq “ pj, yq ùñ π1peq PW or π1peq “ pj1, xq, j1 P J1u
...
Jk “ tj P J |@e P G1, π0peq “ pj, yq ùñ π1peq PW or π1peq “ pj1, xq with j1 P
ď
iăk
Jiu
(2.7.10)
u0,0 “ te P G1|π0peq P Z, π1peq PW u
ui,j “ te P G1|π1peq “ pi1, xq, π0peq “ pi0, yq, for i0 P Ji , i1 P Jju, 0 ă i ă j ă k
u0,j “ te P G1|π1peq PW, π0peq “ pi, yq , i P Jju
uj,j “ te P G1|π1peq “ pi, xq, , π0peq P Z , i P Jju (2.7.11)
Then the canonical form of G is given by the non-empty sets J1, . . . , Jk, the
finite sets tui,ju0ďiďjďk, and the embeddings
piq à
j
u0,j ãÑW ,
à
j
uj,j ãÑ Z
piiq à
i0ďj
ui0,j ãÑ Ji0 bX
piiiq à
iďj0
ui,j0 ãÑ Jj0 bX (2.7.12)
the embeddings in piiq and piiiq are "dense" in the sense that for each j P Ji0
(resp. j P Jj0), there is an x P X (resp. y P Y ), such that pj, xq (resp. pj, yq) is
in the image.
Remark 1
There is a dual canonical form obtained by taking instead
J1 “ tj P J |@e P G1, π1peq “ pj, xq ùñ π0peq P Zu
J2 “ tj P J |@e P G1, π1peq “ pj, xq ùñ π0peq P Z or π0peq “ pj1, yq, j1 P J1u
etc.
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Remark 2
Similarly, any element G P FrδY,X, δtY,X sW,Z can be described as a graph made
out of disjoint copies of δY,X and of δX,Y , and has canonical form
pJ1, I1, J2, I2, . . . , Jk, Ik, ui,j , 0 ď i ă j ď kq (2.7.13)
where now Ji ‘ Ii ‰ H for i “ 1, . . . , k, and the embeddings
piq à
j
u0,j ãÑW ,
à
j
uj,j ãÑ Z
piiq à
i0ďj
ui0,j ãÑ pJi0 bXq ‘ pIi0 b Y q
piiiq à
iďj0
ui,j0 ãÑ pJj0 b Y q ‘ pJj0 bXq (2.7.14)
the embedding in (ii) and (iii) being dense (the image meets every copy of X
and Y ).
Definition 2.7.1
When G has such a cannonical form we shall write degG “ k.
Thus an element of degree 0 is just given by the set u0,0 and the embeddings
u0,0 ãÑ Z, u0,0 ãÑW , i.e. it is just an element of F:
FW,Z “ tG P FrδY,XsW,Z , degG “ 0u . (2.7.15)
When degG “ 1, we have the embeddings
u0,0 ‘ u0,1 ãÑW , u0,0 ‘ u1,1 ãÑ Z
u0,1 ãÑ
à
J1
Y , u1,1 ãÑ
à
J1
X (2.7.16)
giving the elements
f00 “ pW Ðâ u00 ãÑ Zq P FW,Z
f01 “ pW Ðâ u01 ãÑ
à
J1
Y q P FW,À
J1
Y
f11 “ p
à
J1
X Ðâ u11 ãÑ Zq P FÀ
J1
X,Z (2.7.17)
and
G “ rf01 ˝ p
à
J1
δY,Xq ˝ f11s ‘ f00. (2.7.18)
In general we have:
degpG0 ‘G1q “ maxtdegG0, degG1u (2.7.19)
degpH ˝Gq ď degpHq ` degpGq (2.7.20)
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and for FrδY,X , δtY,Xs:
degGt “ degG. (2.7.21)
More generally, given C P FR, and given I P Set{Fˆ F , i.e. a set I with a
mapping I Ñ Fˆ F, i ÞÑ pYi, Xiq, we have the F- ring
CrδI s ” CrδYi,Xi ; i P Is :“ C b
F
â
iPI
FrδYi,Xis, (2.7.22)
and we have the adjunction (with U the forgetful functor):
CzFR
U
		
Set{Fˆ F
Cr s
II
CzFR
ˆ
CrδI s, A
˙
” Set{Fˆ F
ˆ
I, UA
˙
. (2.7.23)
Similarly, given C P FRt, and given I P pSet{Fˆ Fqt, i.e. I is a set with
maps di : I Ñ F, i “ 0, 1, and an involution I „ÝÑ I, i ÞÑ it, pitqt “ i, d0 ˝ pitq “
d1piq, d1pitq “ d0piq, we have the F-Ring with involution
CrδI , δtI s :“ C b
F
â
iPI{i„it
CrδYi,Xi , δtYi,Xis, (2.7.24)
and we have the adjunction
CzFRt
U
		
pSet{Fˆ F qt
Cr s
II CzFR
t
ˆ
CrδI , δtI s, A
˙
” pSet{Fˆ F qt
ˆ
I, UA
˙
. (2.7.25)
2.8 FrGLXs
We have the functor GLX : FRÑ Grps p1.2.24q,
GLXpAq “ ta P AX,X , Da´1 P AX,X a ˝ a´1 “ a´1 ˝ a “ idXu. (2.8.1)
It is representable:
GLXpAq “ FRpFrGLX s, Aq (2.8.2)
FrGLX s “ FrδX,Xs b
F
Frδ1X,X s
N
tδX,X ˝ δ1X,X „ δ1X,X ˝ δX,X „ idX u (2.8.3)
The following structure exists on FrGLXs:
m˚ :FrGLX s Ñ FrGLX s b
F
FrGLXs (co-multiplication)
δX,X ÞÑ δp0qX,X ˝ δp1qX,X
δ1X,X ÞÑ δ1p1qX,X ˝ δ1p0qX,X
(2.8.4)
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e˚ :FrGLXs Ñ F (co-unit)
δX,X ÞÑ idX
δ1X,X ÞÑ idX
(2.8.5)
S˚ :FrGLX s Ñ FrGLX s (co-inverse (antipode))
δX,X ÞÑ δ1X,X
δ1X,X ÞÑ δX,X
(2.8.6)
These make FrGLX s into a group object in pFRqop.
Also if there is an involution then GLX : FR
t Ñ Grps is represented by
FrGLtX s P FRt,
FrGLtXs “ FrδX,X , δtX,X s b Frδ1, pδ1X,Xqts
L
δX,X ˝ δ1X,X „ δ1X,X ˝ δX,X „ idX
(2.8.7)
2.9 The arithmetical surface: L “ FpNq bF FpNq
Consider L “ FpNq bF FpNq. As a particular example of pA.2.11q we have:
Lcent
1l Lcom
L “ FpNq b
F
FpNq Ltot.com FpNq
L1´com
Thm: not isomorphism
g
d
f
(2.9.1)
Note that the diagonal homomorphism diag : L “ FpNq bF FpNq ։ FpNq,
factors through a surjection d : Ltot´com ։ FpNq, since FpNq is totally commu-
tative. We have the following
Theorem 2.9.1
(1) The composition d˝ f : L1´com ։ FpNq is an isomorphism (and hence both
d and f are isomorphisms).
(2) The composition d ˝ g : Lcom Ñ FpNq is not an isomorphism.
Proof. (1) Note that the F-Ring FpNq is generated by the elements σ “ p1, 1q P
FpNq1,2 and σt “
ˆ
1
1
˙
P FpNq2,1, with certain relations: FpNq “ F ă σ, σt ą
. It follows that L “ F ă σ, σt, σ1, pσ1qt ą is generated by σ, σt and σ1, pσ1qt
coming from the left and right factors of L “ FpNq bF FpNq.
From 1´ commutativity we have:
σ ˝ pσ1 ‘ σ1q “ σ1 ˝ pσ ‘ σq
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ùñ σ ˝ pσ1 ‘ σ1q ˝
ˆˆ
0
1
˙
‘
ˆ
1
0
˙˙
“ σ1 ˝ pσ ‘ σq ˝
ˆˆ
0
1
˙
‘
ˆ
1
0
˙˙
ùñ σ ˝
ˆ
σ1 ˝
ˆ
0
1
˙
‘ σ1 ˝
ˆ
1
0
˙˙
“ σ1 ˝
ˆ
σ ˝
ˆ
0
1
˙
‘ σ1 ˝
ˆ
1
0
˙˙
ùñ σ ˝ pid1 ‘ id1q “ σ1 ˝ pid1 ‘ id1q
ùñ σ “ σ ˝ id2 “ σ1 ‘ id2 “ σ1. (2.9.2)
Thus 1´commutativity imply σ “ σ1, and similarly σt “ pσ1qt, and d ˝ f :
L1-com Ñ FpNq is an isomorphism.
In a pictorial way we see this as follows:
“
ó
“
ó
“
(2.9.3)
(2) Recall that elements of LY,X “ pFpNqbF FpNqqY,X , are given by a sequence
of sets X “ X0, X1, . . . , Xl “ Y , and Xj`1 ˆXj -matrices over N, coming from
the left ”l”, or right ”r” copies of FpNq (depending on the parity of j). Thinking
of an Xj`1 ˆXj -matrix with values in N, Bj , as a set with maps
Zj
πi
Ñ Xj`i, i “ 0, 1.
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(via pBjqx1,x “ #π´11 px1q X π´10 pxqq , we obtain a graph with no loops
G “ tG1 “ >
j
Zj
π1
Ñ
π0
G0 “ >
j
Xju, (2.9.4)
with a mapping µ : G1 Ñ tl, ru.
Eliminating from our matrices rows pi “ 1q , or columns pi “ 0q , which are
zero we may assume there are no such rows or columns.
zero reduction:
If ξ P G0zpY >Xq is such that π´1i pξq “ H, i “ 0 or i “ 1
ùñ G „ pG1zπ´1i´1pξq, G0ztξuq.
After a finite number of zero reductions we may assume with out loss of gen-
erality that G is zero -reduced: every path in CG extends to a maximal path
beginning in In G ãÑ X and ending in Out G ãÑ Y .
Set,
AY,X “
"
G “ tG1 π0Ñ
π1
G0u, µ : G1 Ñ tl, ru , µpπ´1i pxqq ” l or ” r, no loops &
zero-reduced, In G “ G0zπ1pG1q ãÑ X , Out G “ G0zπ0pG1q ãÑ Y
*O
„
(2.9.5)
If pG,µq P AY,X , x1, x P G0, e P G1 are such that π´10 px1q “ teu “ π´11 pxq, i.e.
e is the unique edge going out of x1, and also the unique edge going into x, than
we can form the graph
G1 “ pG1zteu , G0Ltx1 „ xuq. (2.9.6)
by throwing out the edge e, and identifying the vertices x1 and x. We say G1
is obtained from G by 1-reduction. If there are no such x, x1, e in G, we say G
is one-reduced. After a finite number of 1-reductions we obtain a one reduced
graph. If pG,µq is both zero- & one- reduced, we say it is F -reduced.
We can relax the condition on the matrices to alternate between ”l” and ”r”,
if we remember that consecutive matrices both ”l” or both ”r”, are allowed
to be multiplied, and in the description of N -valued matrices as sets, matrix
multiplication corresponds to taking fiber products.
Define l{r- reduction: For a graph G, and x P G0 such that
µpπ´11 pxqq ” µpπ´10 pxqq p” l or ” rq
ùñ G „ G “
ˆ„
G1zpπ´11 pxq > π´10 pxqq

>
„
π´11 pxqΠπ´10 pxq

, G0ztxu
˙
(2.9.7)
with: pe, e1q P π´11 pxqΠπ´10 pxq, π1pe, e1q “ π1pe1q, π0pe, e1q “ π0peq
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The inverse passage from G to G will be called l{r -inflation. A Graph pG,µq P
AY,X is then l{r -reduced when for all x P G0zpIn GYOut Gq
tµpπ´11 pxqq, µpπ´10 pxqqu “ tl, ru (2.9.8)
We have a canonical form to any pG,µq P AY,X obtained after a finite number
of l{r -reduction and 1-reduction, and it is characterized by the fact that #G0
is minimal, and so actually:
L “ FpNq bF FpNq ” tpG,µq , F -reduced and l{r -reducedu (2.9.9)
Next let us look at the commutative quotient of L,
Lcom “ FpNq bF FpNq
L« ” tpG,µq , F -reducedu{« , (2.9.10)
where « is the equivalence relation generated by l{r -reduction, l{r -inflation,
and six commutative relations, passing from any vertice of the "commutativity
triangle" to any other vertice, once one of the three patterns are recognized
within our graph.
Commutativity triangle: for a P AY ,X , b P A1,J , d P AJ,1,
p‘
Y
pb ˝ dqq ˝a
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
„ÐÑ
¨ ¨ ¨
p‘
X
pb ˝ dqqa˝
ŒÔ „ ÕÖ„
p‘
Y
bq˝ p‘
J
aq˝ p‘
X
dq
a “ d “ b “ X “ 2, Y “ 4, J “ 3.
here have:
More specifically, « is the equivalence relation such that G « G1 if and only
if there is a path G “ G0, . . . , Gj , . . . , Gl “ G1, where tGj´1, Gju is one of the
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following forms:
(1) Gj is obtained from Gj´1 via l{r -reduction.
(2) Gj is obtained from Gj´1 via l{r -inflation.
(3) Gj is obtained from Gj´1 via (one out of 6 possible) commutativity moves
(see example above).
Claim: « is an equivalence ideal.
indeed, it is an equivalence relation and,
piq G « G1 ùñ G‘ F « G1 ‘ F
piiq G « G1 ùñ H ˝G ˝ F « H ˝G1 ˝ F (2.9.11)
The first implication piq is trivial, while the latter implication piiq follows by the
fact that (unlike total commutativity and 1 -commutativity), the commutativity
relation is F -linear:
G « G1 ùñ rY0sGrX0s « rY0sG1rX0s. (2.9.12)
Indeed, F- linearity implies piiq as (cf. (2.6.10)):
H ˝G ˝ F “ HrY0s
ž
Y0
rY0sGrX0s
ž
X0
rX0sF.
To show F- linearity we have to show that if G1 is obtained from G P AY,X by any
of the steps p1q, p2q, p3q, then so is rY0sG1rX0s obtained from rY0sGrX0s. This
is clear for steps p1q and p2q. For the 6 possible commutativity moves, we have
to identify within G one of the 3 possible patterns, and in particular subsets
X,Y Ď G0, and a subgraph a Ď G, a from X to Y . If G1 is obtained from
G via commutativity relation with pattern pY ,X, J, a, b, dq, then rY0sG1rX0s is
obtained from rY0sGrX0s via the same commutativity relations with pattern
pY 0, X0, J, rY 0sarX0s, b, dq, where
X0 “ tx P X | D maximal path e P rY0sGrX0s with x P eu
Y 0 “ ty P Y | D maximal path e P rY0sGrX0s with y P eu (2.9.13)
This proves that – is F- linear, and hence an equivalence ideal.
Note that commutative relations does not preserve l{r -reduction, it is also
needed to have l{r -inflation to get full commutative relations, e.g.,
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l{r -reduced
l{r -inflation
b
a d
a d
comm.:
p‘
1
bqp‘
2
aqp‘
2
dq “ b ˝ d ˝ a
“ a ˝ p‘
2
b ˝ dq
a
b d
b d b d a
l{r -reduction
Now using the presentation (2.9.10) for Lcom it follows that,
d ˝ g : Lcom ։ FpNq is an isomorphism
ðñ
σ “ pp1, 1q, lq « σ1 “ pp1, 1q, rq
ðñ
D path pG0, µ0q, . . . , pGk, µkq : with tGj´1, Gju of the form p1q, p2q, or p3q,
1
1
2
1
1
2
l
l
r
r
, . . . ,Gk “ σ1 “and G0 “ σ “ ,
(2.9.14)
where for any 0 ď j ď k, Out Gj ” t1u, In Gj ” t1, 2u, and D! path from
i to 1, i “ 1, 2. (its image under the diagonal homomorphism is p1, 1q), and
Gj has no circuits and is zero -reduced. This implies that Gj must be of the
following form:
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Gj ” i1, j1, k1 ě 0
k1
i1
j1
(2.9.15)
Therefore such a path from σ to σ1 is not possible.
2.10 Generators and relations for F-rings
We have a surjection
Frδ1,2, δt1,2s։ FpNq
δ1,2 ÞÑ p1, 1q (2.10.1)
and a surjection
Ft˘1urδ1,2, δt1,2s։ FpZq. (2.10.2)
Here Ft˘1urδ1,2, δt1,2s “ Ft˘1u bF Frδ1,2, δt1,2s.
Indeed, if A Ď FpNq, (resp. A Ď FpZq) is a sub-F-ring and contains p1, 1q P
A1,2,
ˆ
1
1
˙
P A2,1, than AY,X is closed under addition: a, a1 P AY,X :
a` a1 “
ˆà
Y
p1, 1q
˙
˝ pa‘ a1q ˝
ˆà
X
ˆ
1
1
˙˙
P AY,X (2.10.3)
And any matrix in FpNqY,X (resp. FpZqY,X) is a sum of matrices in F (resp.
Ft˘1u).
Given R P Rigptq, A “ FpRq P FRptq. We have a surjective homomorphism:
Φ : B “ Frδ1,2, δt1,2; δ1,1prq, r P Rs։ A “ FpRq,
Φpδ1,2q “ p1, 1q,Φpδt1,2q “
ˆ
1
1
˙
,Φpδ1,1prqq “ prq. (2.10.4)
Elements of BY,X can be represented by graphs with no loops G, with In G ãÑ
X,Out G ãÑ Y ,with a map µ : G1 Ñ R and the graph G is made of the basic
graphs
δ ”
" *1
1
δt ”
" *
1
1
prq ”
" *
r, ,
(2.10.5)
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The homomorphism Φ takes pG,µq P BY,X into the Y ˆ X -matrix with
values in R,
ΦpG,µqy,x “
ÿ
pek, . . . , e1q P mpGq
π1pekq “ y
π0pe1q “ x
µpekq . . . µpe1q. (2.10.6)
The equivalence ideal KERpΦq “ Bś
A
B contains the following elements:
i. (1): p1q ” 1 , p0q ” 0.
ii.
$’&’%Zero : δ ˝
˜
1
0
¸
” p1q.
Zerot : p1, 0q ˝ δt ” p1q.
iii.
#
Ass : δ ˝ pδ ‘ p1qq ” δ ˝ pp1q ‘ δq.
Asst : pδt ‘ p1qq ˝ δt ” pp1q ‘ δtq ˝ δt.
iv.
$’’’&’’’’%
Comm : δ ˝
˜
0 1
1 0
¸
” δ.
Commt :
˜
0 1
1 0
¸
˝ δt ” δt.
v. Total - commutativity: δt ˝ δ ” pδ ‘ δq ˝ pδt ‘ δtq.
i.e. we have,
1
2
1
2
”
1
2
p1, 1q
p1, 2q
p2, 1q
p2, 2q
1
2
(2.10.7)
the Φ- image of this relation is
ˆ
1
1
˙
˝ p1, 1q ”
ˆ
1 1
1 1
˙
”
ˆ
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
˙
˝
¨˚
˚˝1 00 1
1 0
0 1
‹˛‹‚ (2.10.8)
The indexing of the input of δ, and the output of δt, is important; the right
hand side of (v) is Not equal to
pδ ˝ δtq ‘ pδ ˝ δtq,whose Φ-image is
ˆ
2 0
0 2
˙
.
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We have the relations,
vi.
$’’’&’’%
pr, δq : prq ˝ δ ” δ ˝ pprq ‘ prqq.
pδt, rq : δt ˝ prq ” pprq ‘ prqq ˝ δt
pr1 ¨ r2q : pr1q ˝ pr2q ” pr1 ¨ r2q
pr1 ` r2q : δ ˝ ppr1q ‘ pr2qq ˝ δt ” pr1 ` r2q
Remark
When working in the context of FRt, (with involution!), every relation is equiv-
alent to its transpose, and we should add the relation,
prqt ” prtq.
Theorem 2.10.1
The equivalence ideal KERpΦq is generated by these relations.
Proof. Let G P B, we shall show that modulo these relations we can bring G
to a canonical form which depends only on ΦpGq. By using p1q, we can add to
G identities t 1 u, and assume without loss of generality that G has the
form
Zl
š
. . . Z2
š
Z1
Y ĚXl
š
Xl´1
š
. . .
š
X2
š
X1
š
X0 Ď X (2.10.9)
where each basic graph tZj Ñ Xj
š
Xj´1u has the form
Xj Xj´1
...
...
r1
r2
(2.10.10)
i.e. is a direct sum of δ, δt, prq, with no composition. By further adding
identities, we can assume each basic graph is either of the "left"form
-a direct sum of δ, prq’s, (no δt), or of the "right" form
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-a direct sum of δt, prq’s, (no δ). By using pr, δq, pδt, rq and total -comm. we
can replace Zj`1 of the "right" form, Zj of the "left" form, by a Z 1j`1 of the
"left" form, and Z 1j of the "right" form:
ùñ
Xj`1
Zj`1
Xj
Zj
Xj´1 Xj`1
Z 1j`1 Z
1
j
Xj´1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
r1 r2
r
r
r1 r2
r
r
r
r
(2.10.11)
Thus we can assume all the basic graphs of the "left" form appear to the left
of all the basic graphs of the "right" form. Moreover, we can assume the basics
graphs Zl, . . . , Zj`1, are all direct sum of δ ,p1q’s, Zj, . . . , Zi`1 are all direct sum
of prq’s, r P R, and Zi, . . . , Z1 are all direct sum of δt, p1q’s. We can represent
the graph L “ Zl˝¨ ¨ ¨˝Zj`1 (resp R “ Z1˝¨ ¨ ¨˝Zl) using Ass, Comm (resp, Asst,
Commt) as a direct sum of the graphs δpnq (resp. pδtqpnq) , δp1q ” p1q, δp2q ” δ,
and δpnq ” δ ˝ pδpn´1q ‘ p1qq “ t
1
2
n
...
u , pδtqpnq ” t
1
2
n
...
u.
Using the pr1 ¨ r2q relation, the graph D “ Zj ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Zi`1 is equivalent to a
"diagonal graph": a direct sum of prq’s, with identifications Out D „Ð D1 „ÝÑ
In D. Thus, all in all, we can represent G by the data of the set D, together
with the maps π1 : D Ñ Y, π0 : D Ñ X,µ : D Ñ R :
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Y D X
π0 π1
y1
y2
x1
x2
r1
r2
r3
r4
rm
...
(2.10.12)
If d1, d2 P D, are such that π1pd1q “ π1pd2q, π0pd1q “ π0pd2q, we can use the
pr1 ` r2q -relation to identify d1 and d2 to a point d with π1pdq “ π1pdiq, π0pdq “
π0pdiq, µpdq “ µpd1q ` µpd2q:
D D
...
...
r1
r2
ùñ r1 ` r2
...
... (2.10.13)
Thus we can assumeD is a subset of Y ˆX , µ : D Ñ R. Extending µ by zeros
we get µ : Y ˆX Ñ R, i.e. a Y ˆX matrix with values in R, which is just ΦpGq.
The same proof shows that,
Theorem 2.10.2
For the surjective homomorphism Φ : Frδ1,2, δt1,2s։ FpNq, the equivalence ideal
KER pΦq is generated by relations (i)-(v).
Theorem 2.10.3
For the surjective homomorphism Φ : Ft˘ 1urδ1,2, δt1,2s ։ FpZq, the relations
are (i)-(v), p´1, δq, pδt,´1q, pp´1q ¨ p´1qq, and cancellation
δ ˝ pp1q ‘ p´1qq ˝ δt ” 0.
Appendix B
Proof of Ostrowski’s theorem
Proof of Ostrowski I. We can describe the elements of V alpFpQq{Ft˘1uq as
collection of mappings
| |Y,X : FpQqY,X Ñ r0,8q
satisfying (I),(II),(III) and |˘1|1,1 “ 1, where we identify the collection t| |Y,Xu
with the collection t| |λY,Xu, for any λ ą 0. The "generic point" FpQq corresponds
to the trivial valuation |y|Y,X “
#
1 y ‰ 0
0 y “ 0 .
Let t| |Y,Xu be a non - trivial valuation on FpQq, and let B Ď FpQq be the
associated valuation - F - subring, BY,X “ tb P QYˆX , |b|Y,X ď 1u.
For q1, q2 P Q we have
|q1`q2|1,1 “
ˇˇˇˇ
p1, 1q ˝
ˆ
q1 0
0 q2
˙
˝
ˆ
1
1
˙ˇˇˇˇ
1,1
ď |p1, 1q|1,2¨
ˇˇˇˇˆ
1
1
˙ˇˇˇˇ
2,1
¨maxt|q1|1,1, |q2|1,1u.
Note that |p1, 1q|1,2 “
ˇˇˇˇˆ
1
1
˙ˇˇˇˇ
2,1
by III(iii).
If we have |p1, 1q|1,2 ď 1, than |q1 ` q2|1,1 ď maxt|q1|1,1, |q2|1,1u, and it follows
that: |n|1,1 ď 1 for all n P Z; tn P Z, |n|1,1 ă 1u “ p ¨ Z is a prime ideal of Z;
Zppq Ď B1,1 Ď‰ Q ; and as B1,1 is an (ordinary) subring of Q: Zppq “ B1,1.
For a matrix b P BY,X Ď QYˆX , its coefficients by,x “ jty ˝ b ˝ jx P B1,1 “ Zppq,
so B Ď FpZppqq. We have by II(i)
|p1, 1, . . . , 1q|1,n “ Sup
" ˇˇˇˇˇˇˇp1, 1, . . . , 1q ˝
¨˚
˝b1...
bn
‹˛‚
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
1,1
,
¨˚
˝b1...
bn
‹˛‚P Bn,1*
ď supt|b1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bn|1,1, bj P Zppqu ď 1,
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and for a vector b “ pb1, . . . , bnq P FpZppqq1,n, we have
|b|1,n “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇp1, 1, . . . , 1q ˝
¨˚
˚˝˚b1 0b2
. . .
0 bn
‹˛‹‹‚
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1,n
ď |p1, 1, ..., 1q|1,n¨maxt|bj|1,1u ď 1,
so FpZppqq1,n “ B1,n, and FpZppqqn,1 “ Bn,1 .
For a matrix b “ pby,xq P ZYˆXppq , we have by II(i)
|b|Y,X “ sup
"
|d ˝ b ˝ d1|1,1, d P FpZppqq1,X , d1 P FpZppqqY,1
*
ď 1
and so FpZppqqY,X “ BY,X .
Assume that we have |p1, 1q|1,2 ą 1. Passing to an equivalent norm t| |λY,Xu,
(with λ ď log
?
2
log |p1,1q|1,1 ), we can assume that |p1, 1q|1,2 “
ˇˇˇˇˆ
1
1
˙ˇˇˇˇ
2,1
ď ?2, and
|q1 ` q2|1,1 ď 2 ¨maxt|q1|1,1, |q2|1,1u , qi P Q.
By induction we get
|
2rÿ
i“1
qi|1,1 ď 2r ¨maxt|qi|1,1u , qi P Q
hence, ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
qi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1,1
ď 2 ¨ n ¨maxt|qi|1,1u
hence |n|1,1 ď 2 ¨ |n|η, |n|η “ ˘n. the usual absolute value for n P Z.
We have for q1, q2 P Q,
|q1 ` q2|1,1 “ |pq1 ` q2qn|1{n1,1 “ |
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
qk1 ¨ qn´k2 |1{n1,1 ď
p2pn` 1qq1{n ¨ pmax
k
t|
ˆ
n
k
˙
|1,1 ¨ |q1|k1,1 ¨ |q2|n´k1,1 uq1{n ď
p4pn` 1qq1{n ¨ pmax
k
t
ˆ
n
k
˙
¨ |q1|k1,1 ¨ |q2|n´k1,1 uq1{n ď
p4pn` 1qq1{n ¨ pp|q1|1,1 ` |q2|1,1qnq1{n “ p4pn` 1qq1{n ¨ p|q1|1,1 ` |q2|1,1q.
and taking the limit nÑ8 we get the triangle inequality
|q1 ` q2|1,1 ď |q1|1,1 ` |q2|1,1.
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We have by II(i),
|p1, 1, ..., 1q|1,n “ Supt|p1, 1, ..., 1q ˝ q|1,1, |q|n,1 ď 1u
“ Supt|q1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qn|1,1 , |q|n,1 ď 1u
ď Supt|q1|1,1 ` ...` |qn|1,1, |q|n,1 ď 1u ď n
Let a, b P N, with a ą 1, so we can expand b in the base a:
b “ dm ¨ am ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dj ¨ aj ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` d1 ¨ a` d0
0 ď dj ă a , m ă log b
log a
We get
|b|1,1 “ |p1, . . . , 1q ˝
mà
i“0
ai ˝
mà
j“0
dj ˝ p1, . . . , 1qt|1,1 ď
|p1, . . . , 1q|21,m`1 ¨ max
0ădăa
t|d|1,1u ¨ max
jă log b
log a
t|a|j1,1u ď
p1`mq2 ¨Ma ¨maxt1, |a|
log b
log a
1,1 u
with Ma “ max
0ďdăa
t|d|1,1u a constant independent of b. From this follows
|b|1,1 “ |bn|1{n1,1 ď p1` n ¨
log b
log a
q2{n ¨M1{na ¨maxt1, |a|
log b
log a
1,1 u
and letting nÑ8 we obtain
|b|1,1 ď maxt1, |a|
log b
log a
1,1 u
It follows that if |b|1,1 ą 1 for some b P Z, than |a|1,1 ą 1 for all a P Zzt˘1, 0u,
in which case |b|
1
log b
1,1 “ |a|
1
log a
1,1 “ eδ is a constant for a, b P Zzt˘1, 0u, or
|a|1,1 “ |a|δη for a P Z, hence for a P Q, p|a|η “ ˘a the real absolute value.q
Note that
2δ “ |2|1,1 ď |p1, 1q|1,2 ¨
ˇˇˇˇˆ
1
1
˙ˇˇˇˇ
2,1
ď
?
2
?
2 “ 2, , δ ď 1,
and passing to an equivalent norms we may assume δ “ 1, and |q|1,1 “ |q|η is
the usual real absolute value.
For a vector q “ pq1, . . . , qnq P Qn we get
nÿ
i“1
q2i “ |q ˝ qt|η “ |q ˝ qt|1,1 ď |q|1,n ¨ |qt|n,1 “ |q|21,n
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or |q|η “
ˆ
nř
i“1
q2i
˙1{2
ď |q|1,n.
On the other hand, from II(i) we get
|q|1,n “ Sup
"
|q ˝ b|1,1 , |b|n,1 ď 1
*
ď Sup
" ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
qi ˝ bi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , nÿ
i“1
b2i ď 1
*
“
˜
nÿ
i“1
q2i
¸1{2
“ |q|η.
and so
|pq1, . . . , qnq|1,n “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
¨˚
˝q1...
qn
‹˛‚
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
n,1
“ p
nÿ
i“1
q2i q1{2
and B1,n “ pOQ,ηq1,n , Bn,1 “ pOQ,ηqn,1.
Finally, for a matrix a P QYˆX , from II(i) we get
|a|Y,X “ Supt|b ˝ a ˝ b1| , b “ pbyq ,
ÿ
y
|by|2 ď 1 , b1 “ pb1xq ,
ÿ
x
|b1x|2 ď 1u
is the usual l2- operator norm, and BY,X “ pOQ,ηqY,X
Proof of Ostrowski II. We can describe the elements of V alpFpKq{FtµKuq as
collection of mappings
| |Y,X “ FpKqY,X “ KYˆX Ñ r0,8q.
satisfying (I),(II),(III), and |µK |1,1 “ 1, identifying t| |Y,Xu with t| |λY,Xu, λ ą 0.
Let BY,X “ tb P FpKqY,X , |b|Y,X ď 1u be the valuation -F- subring of FpKq,
corresponding to a non- trivial valuation t| |Y,Xu. For q1, q2 P K,
|q1 ` q2|1,1 “
ˇˇˇˇ
p1, 1q ˝
ˆ
q1 0
0 q2
˙
˝
ˆ
1
1
˙ˇˇˇˇ
1,1
ď |p1, 1q|21,2 ¨maxt|q1|1,1, |q2|1,1u.
Thus | |1,1 is a valuation of K (cf. [CF]), and passing to equivalent valuation we
may assume |q|1,1 “ |q|p, p Ď OK a finite prime, or |q|1,1 “ |ηq| with η : K ãÑ C
(modulo conjugation) a "real prime".
In the non-archimedean case, |q|1,1 “ |q|p , B1,1 “ OK,p, and for any matrix
b “ pby,xq P BY,X ,
|by,x|p “ |by,x|1,1 “ |jty ˝ b ˝ jx|1,1 ď |jty|1,Y ¨ |b|Y,X ¨ |jx|X,1 ď |b|Y,X ď 1,
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so BY,X Ď FpOK,pqY,X . Note that by II(i),
|p1, 1, . . . , 1q|1,n “ Sup
"
|b1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bn|p ,
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
¨˚
˝b1...
bn
‹˛‚
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
n,1
ď 1
*
ď Supt|b1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bn|p , |bi|p ď 1u ď 1.
For a vector b “ pb1, . . . , bnq P FpOK,pq1,n,
|b|1,n “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇp1, 1, . . . , 1q ˝
¨˚
˚˝˚b1 0b2
. . .
0 bn
‹˛‹‹‚
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1,n
ď |p1, 1, . . . , 1q|1,n¨maxt|bi|pu ď
1,
so B1,n “ FpOK,pq1,n, and Bn,1 “ FpOK,pqn,1.
Finally, for a matrix b “ pby,xq P FpOK,pqY,X we have by II(i),
|b|Y,X “ Supt|d ˝ b ˝ d1|p , d P FpOK,pq1,Y , d1 P FpOK,pqX,1u ď 1,
so BY,X “ FpOK,pqY,X .
In the archimedean case, |q|1,1 “ |ηq| , η : K ãÑ C.
For a vector q “ pq1, . . . , qnq P Kn, we get
nÿ
i“1
|ηqi|2 “ |q ˝ qt|1,1 ď |q|21,n , so p
nÿ
i“1
|ηqi|2q1{2 ď |q|1,n,
and B1,n Ď pOK,ηq1,n , Bn,1 Ď pOK,ηqn,1.
Conversely, from II(i) we get,
|q|1,n “ Supt|q ˝ b|1,1 , |b|n,1 ď 1u
ď Supt|ηp
nÿ
i“1
qi ¨ biq| ,
nÿ
i“1
|ηbi|2 ď 1u “ p
nÿ
i“1
|ηqi|2q1{2.
and B1,n “ pOk,ηq1,n, and similarly Bn,1 “ pOK,ηqn,1.
Finally, for a matrix a P KYˆX , we get from II(i),
|a|Y,X “ Supt|b ˝ a ˝ b1|1,1 ; b “ pbyq,
ÿ
y
|ηby|2 ď 1 , b1 “ pb1xq,
ÿ
x
|ηb1x|2 ď 1u
is the usual l2- operator norm, and BY,X “ pOK,ηqY,X .
Chapter 3
Geometry
In this section A P CFR is commutative.
3.1 Ideals, maximal ideals and primes
According to definition A.2.3, a subset a Ď A1,1 is called an ideal if for
a1, . . . , an P a, b P A1,n, b1 P An,1 : b ˝ pa1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ anq ˝ b1 P a. (3.1.1)
Denote the set of ideals of A by IpAq.
Given an indexed set of ideals ai Ď A1,1, i P I, their intersection XIai is again
an ideal. Their sum Σai is an ideal generated by YIai,ÿ
I
ai “
"
b ˝ p‘
j
ajq ˝ b1
ˇˇˇˇ
aj P Yaj
*
(3.1.2)
The product a ¨ a1 of two ideals is an ideal generated by the product of elements
of these ideals,
a ¨ a1 “
"
b ˝ p‘
j
aj ¨ a1jq ˝ b1
ˇˇˇˇ
aj P a, a1j P a1
*
(3.1.3)
Let ϕ : AÑ B be a homomorphism of F-Rings.
If b P IpBq then ϕ˚pbq “ ϕ´1pbq P IpAq , and we have a map
ϕ˚ : IpBq Ñ IpAq, b ÞÑ ϕ´1pbq. (3.1.4)
If a P IpAq, ϕpaq generates the ideal ϕ˚paq,
ϕ˚ : IpAq Ñ IpBq, a ÞÑ ϕ˚paq “ tb ˝ p‘ϕpaiqq ˝ b1u. (3.1.5)
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Proposition 3.1.1
We have the following:
(1) a Ď ϕ˚ϕ˚a, a P IpAq.
(2) b Ě ϕ˚ϕ˚b, b P IpBq.
(3) ϕ˚b “ ϕ˚ϕ˚ϕ˚b, ϕ˚a “ ϕ˚ϕ˚ϕ˚a.
(4) there is a bijection, via a ÞÑ ϕ˚a (with inverse map b ÞÑ ϕ˚b), from the set
ta P IpAq| ϕ˚ϕ˚a “ au “ tϕ˚b| b P IpBqu (3.1.6)
to the set
tb P IpBq| ϕ˚ϕ˚b “ bu “ tϕ˚a| a P IpAqu. (3.1.7)
Proof. The proofs of these are straightforward.
Given an ideal a P IpAq, we write A{a for the quotient F-Ring A{Epaq,
where Epaq is the equivalence ideal generated by a.
Proposition 3.1.2
We have a one-to-one order-preserving correspondence
π˚ : IpA{aq „ÝÑ tb P IpAq| b satisfies p˚qu (3.1.8)
where p˚q means
for any a P a : b ˝ pidZ ‘ aq ˝ b1 P b ðñ b ˝ pidZ ‘ 0q ˝ b1 P b. (3.1.9)
Proof. The proof is clear. (cf. (A.2.9) for the equivalence ideal Epaq generated
by pa, 0q, a P a).
Since the union of a chain of proper ideals is again a proper ideal, an appli-
cation of Zorn’s lemma gives the following result.
Theorem 3.1.1 (Zorn)
There exists a maximal ideal m Ł A1,1.
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Definition 3.1.1
An ideal p Ď A1,1 is called prime:
Sp “ A1,1zp is multiplicatively closed Sp ¨ Sp “ Sp. (3.1.10)
We denote by SpecA the set of prime ideals.
For a homomorphism of F-Rings ϕ : AÑ B, the pullback ϕ˚ “ ϕ´1 induces a
map
ϕ˚ “ Specpϕq : SpecB Ñ SpecA. (3.1.11)
Proposition 3.1.3
(1) If m is maximal then it is prime.
(2) More generally, if a P IpAq, and given f P A1,1 such that,
@n P N : fn R a. (3.1.12)
let m be a maximal element of the set
tb P IpAq|b Ě a, b S fn @n P Nu (3.1.13)
Then m is prime.
Proof. (1) If x, y P A1,1zm, the ideals pxq ` m, pyq ` m are the unit ideals. So
we can write
1 “ b ˝ pà
J
mjq ˝ d, with mj “ x or mj P m (3.1.14)
1 “ b1 ˝ pà
I
m1iq ˝ d1, with m1i “ y or m1i P m (3.1.15)
It then follows that,
1 “ 1 ¨ 1 “ pb ˝à
J
mj ˝ dq ˝ pb1 ˝
à
I
m1i ˝ d1q
“ pb ˝ ‘
J
mjq ˝
à
J
pb1 ˝ ‘
I
m1i ˝ d1q ˝ d
“ b ˝à
J
pb1 ˝ ‘
I
pmj ˝m1iq ˝ d1q ˝ d
“ pb ˝ ‘
J
b1q ˝ ‘
JbI
pmj ˝m1iq ˝ p‘
J
d1 ˝ dq. (3.1.16)
but mj ˝m1i “ x ˝ y or mj ˝ m1i P m, so 1 is in the ideal generated by m and
x ˝ y, and since 1 R m then x ˝ y R m.
(2) Similarly, if x R m then fn is in the ideal generated by x and m so fn “
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b˝À
J
mj ˝d , with mj “ x or mj P m. If y R m, fn1 “ b1 ˝
À
I
m1i ˝d1, with m1i “ y
or m1i P m. It then follows that
fn`n
1 “ b ˝à
J
mj ˝ d ˝ b1 ˝
à
I
m1i ˝ d1
“ b ˝ pà
J
b1q ˝
ˆà
JbI
mj ˝m1i
˙
˝ pà
J
d1q ˝ d (3.1.17)
but mj ˝m1i “ x ˝ y or mj ˝m1i P m, so fn`n
1
is in the ideal generated by m and
x ˝ y, and since fn`n1 R m then x ˝ y R m .
Definition 3.1.2
For a P IpAq, the radical is
?
a “ tf P A1,1| fn P a for some n ě 1u (3.1.18)
It is easy to see that
?
a is an ideal. This also follows from the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.1.4
We have ?
a “
č
aĎp
p (3.1.19)
the intersection of prime ideals containing a.
Proof. If f P ?a, say fn P a, then for all primes a Ď p, fn P p and so f P p.
If f R ?a, let m be a maximal element of the set (3.1.13), it exists by Zorn’s
lemma, and it is prime by proposition 3.1.3(2), a Ď m and f R m.
3.2 The spectrum: Spec A
Definition 3.2.1
For a set U Ď A1,1, we let
VApUq “ tp P SpecA | U Ď pu. (3.2.1)
If a is the ideal generated by U, VApUq “ VApaq; we have
VAp1q “ H, VAp0q “ SpecA, (3.2.2)
VApΣaq “ X
i
VApaiq , ai P IpAq, (3.2.3)
VApa ¨ a1q “ VApaq Y VApa1q. (3.2.4)
Hence the sets tVApaq | a P IpAqu are the closed sets for the topology on SpecA,
the Zariski topology.
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Definition 3.2.2
For f P A1,1 we let
DApfq “ SpecpAqzVApfq “ tp P SpecA | f R pu. (3.2.5)
We have
DApf1q XDApf2q “ DApf1 ¨ f2q, (3.2.6)
SpecAzVApaq “
ď
fPa
DApfq. (3.2.7)
Hence the sets tDApfq | f P A1,1u are the basis for the open sets in the Zariski
topology. We have
DApfq “ H ðñ f P
č
pPSpecA
p “
?
0 ðñ fn “ 0 for some n (3.2.8)
and we say f is a nilpotent. We have
DApfq “ SpecA ðñ pfq “ p1q ðñ Df´1 P A1,1 : f ¨ f´1 “ 1 (3.2.9)
and we say f is invertible. We denote by GL1pAq the (commutative) group of
invertible elements.
Definition 3.2.3
For a subset X Ď SpecA, we have the associated ideal
IpXq “
č
pPX
p. (3.2.10)
Proposition 3.2.1
We have
IVAa “
?
a, (3.2.11)
VAIpXq “ X, the closure of Xin the Zariski topology. (3.2.12)
Proof. Equation (3.2.11) is just a restatement of proposition 3.1.4. For (3.2.12),
VAIpXq is clearly a closed set containing X , and if C “ VApaq is a closed set
containing X , then
?
a “ IVApaq Ď IpXq, hence C “ VAp
apaqq Ě VAIpXq.
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Corollary 3.2.1
We have a one-to-one order-reversing correspondence between closed sets X Ď
SpecA, and radical ideals a, via X ÞÑ IpXq, VApaq Ð[ a
tX Ď SpecA | X “ Xu 1:1ÐÑ ta P IpAq | ?a “ au. (3.2.13)
Under this correspondence the closed irreducible subsets correspond to the
prime ideals. For p0, p1 P SpecA, p0 P tp1u ðñ p0 Ě p1, we say that p0 is a
Zariski specialization of p1, or that p1 is a Zariski generalization of p0. The space
SpecA is sober: every closed irreducible subset C has the form C “ VAppq “ tpu,
and we call the (unique) prime p the generic point of C.
Proposition 3.2.2
The sets DApfq, and in particular DAp1q “ SpecA, are compact (or ’quasi-
compact’: we do not include Hausdorff in compactness).
Proof. Note that DApfq is contained in the union
Ť
i
DApgiq if and only if
VApfq Ě
Ş
i
VApgiq “ VApaq, where a is the ideal generated by tgiu, if and
only if
?
f “ IVApfq Ď IVApaq “
?
a, if and only if fn P a for some n, if and
only if fn “ b ˝ pÀ
i
giq ˝ b1, and in such expression only a finite number of the gi
are involved.
Let ϕ : A Ñ B be a homomorphism of F-Ring, ϕ˚ : SpecB Ñ SpecA the
associated pullback map.
Proposition 3.2.3
We have
ϕ˚´1pDApfqq “ DBpϕpfqq, f P A1,1, (3.2.14)
ϕ˚´1pVApaqq “ VBpϕ˚paqq, a P IpAq, (3.2.15)
VApϕ´1bq “ ϕ˚pVBpbqq, b P IpBq. (3.2.16)
Proof. The proofs of (3.2.14) and (3.2.15) are straightforward:
q P ϕ˚´1pDApfqq ðñ ϕ˚pqq P DApfq ðñ f R ϕ´1pqq ðñ ϕpfq R q ðñ q P DBpϕpfqq,
q P ϕ˚´1pVApaqq ðñ ϕ˚pqq P VApaq ðñ a Ď ϕ´1pqq ðñ ϕ˚paq Ď q ðñ q P VBpϕ˚paqq.
For (3.2.16) we may assume b “ ?b is a radical since VBpbq “ VBp
?
bq, ϕ´1p?bq “a
ϕ´1pbq. Let a “ Ipϕ˚pVBpbqqq, so that VApaq “ ϕ˚pVBpbqq by (3.2.12). We
have
f P a ðñ f P p, @p P ϕ˚pVBpbqq ðñ f P ϕ´1pqq, @q Ě b
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ϕpfq P
č
qĚb
q “
?
b “ b ðñ f P ϕ´1pbq. (3.2.17)
It follows from (3.2.14), or from (3.2.15), that ϕ˚ “ Specpϕq is continuous,
hence A ÞÑ SpecA is a contravariant functor from commutative F-Rings to
compact, sober, topological spaces.
Example 3.2.1
Let A be a commutative ring, FpAq the associated F-Ring. An ideal a Ď A “
Fpaq1,1 is also an ideal in our sense, and conversely. Under this correspondence
the primes of A correspond to the primes of FpAq, and we have a homeomor-
phism with respect to the Zariski topologies:
SpecA “ SpecFpAq. (3.2.18)
Example 3.2.2
Let η : kÑ C be a real or complex prime of a number field, and let Ok,η denote
the F-Ring of real or complex ’integers’. Then
mη “ tx P k | |x|η ă 1u (3.2.19)
is the (unique) maximal ideal of Ok,η, the closed point of SpecOk,η.
3.3 Localization S´1A
The theory of localization of an F-Ring A, with respect to a multiplicative
subset S Ď A1,1, goes exactly as in localization of commutative rings - since it
is a multiplicative theory. We recall this theory next.
We assume S Ď A1,1 satisfies
1 P S (3.3.1)
s1, s2 P S ñ s1 ¨ s2 P S (3.3.2)
On the set
Aˆ S “
ž
Y,X
AY,X ˆ S
we define for ai P AY,X , si P S
pa1, s1q „ pa2, s2q ô s ¨ s2 ¨ a1 “ s ¨ s1 ¨ a2 for some s P S. (3.3.3)
It follows that „ is an equivalence relation, and we denote by a{s the equivalence
class containing pa, sq,and by S´1A the collection of equivalence classes. On
S´1A we define the operations:
a1{s1 ˝ a2{s2 “ pa1 ˝ a2q{s1s2 , a1 P AZ,Y , a2 P AY,X (3.3.4)
a1{s1 ‘ a2{s2 “ ps2 ¨ a1 ‘ s1 ¨ a2q{s1s2 (3.3.5)
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Proposition 3.3.1
The above operations are well defined, independent of the chosen representa-
tives, and they satisfy the axioms of an F-Ring.
Proof. The usual proof works. For example, replacing a1{s1 in (3.3.5) by
a11{s11 „ a1{s1, say s ¨ s11 ¨ a1 “ s ¨ s1 ¨ a11, then
s ¨ s11s2 ¨ ps2a1 ‘ s1a2q “ s ¨ s1s2 ¨ ps2a11 ‘ s11a2q,
hence
ps2a1 ‘ s1a2q{s1s2 “ ps2a11 ‘ s11a2q{s11s2.
The F-Ring S´1A comes with a canonical homomorphism
φ “ φS : AÑ S´1A , φpaq “ a{1. (3.3.6)
Proposition 3.3.2
We have the universal property of φS :
FRpS´1A,Bq “ tϕ P FRpA,Bq| ϕpSq Ď GLr1spBqurϕ ÞÝÑ rϕ ˝ φSrϕpa{sq “ ϕpaq ¨ ϕpsq´1 ÐÝ [ ϕ
Proof. Clear.
Note that S´1A is the zero F-Ring if and only if 0 P S.
The main examples of localizations are :
Sf “ tfnuně0, f P A1,1.We write Af for S´1f A. (3.3.7)
Sp “ A1,1 r p, p P SpecpAq. We write Ap for S´1p A. (3.3.8)
Consider the canonical homomorphism φ “ φS : AÑ S´1A, φpaq “ a{1.
If b P IpS´1Aq, then ϕ´1pbq P IpAq.
If a P IpAq is an ideal of A then
S´1a :“ φ˚paq “ ta{s P pS´1Aq1,1| a P a, s P Su (3.3.9)
is an ideal of S´1A.
Proposition 3.3.3
If b P IpS´1Aq, then S´1pϕ´1tbuq “ b.
Proof. If a{s P b, a P ϕ´1tbu, and a{s P S´1pϕ´1tbuq; so b Ď S´1pϕ´1tbuq.
The reverse inclusion is clear.
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Proposition 3.3.4
For a P IpAq ,
ϕ´1tS´1au “ ta P A| D s P S : s ¨ a P au. (3.3.10)
In particular,
S´1a “ p1q ô aX S ‰ ∅ (3.3.11)
Proof.
a P ϕ´1tS´1au ô a{1 “ x{s, x P a, s P S ô s ¨ a P a, for some s P S.
Proposition 3.3.5
The map φ˚S induces a bijection
φ˚S : SpecpS´1Aq „ÝÑ tp P SpecA| pX S “ ∅u, (3.3.12)
which is a homeomorphism for the Zariski topology.
Proof. If q P SpecpS´1Aq, φ˚Spqq belongs to the right-hand-side. Conversely,
if p belongs to the right-hand-side, S´1p is a (proper) prime of S´1A. By
propositions 3.3.3, 3.3.4, these operations are inverses of each other.
Corollary 3.3.6
We have homeomorphism for f P A1,1,
φ˚f : SpecpAf q „ÝÑ DApfq. (3.3.13)
Corollary 3.3.7
We have a homeomorphism for p P SpecpAq,
φ˚p : SpecpApq „ÝÑ tq P SpecA| q Ď pu. (3.3.14)
In particular, Ap contains a unique maximal ideal mp “ S´1p p; we say it is a
local F-Ring.
Remark 3.3.8
For p P SpecpAq we let Fp “ Ap{mp denote the residue field at p. Let π :
A Ñ A{p be the canonical homomorphism, and Sp “ πpSpq, we have also
Fp “ S´1p pA{pq. The commutative diagram
A
φp //
π

Ap

A{p // Fp
(3.3.15)
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is cartesian: Fp “ pA{pq bA Ap
It is also functorial: given a homomorphism of F-Rings ϕ : A Ñ B, q P
SpecB, p “ ϕ˚pqq, we have a commutative cube
A //
}}③③
③③
③③
③③
③

Ap

~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
B //

Bq

A{p
}}③③
③③
③③
③③
// Fp
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
B{q // Fq
(3.3.16)
3.4 Structure sheaf OA
Next we define a sheaf OA of F-Rings over SpecA.
Definition 3.4.1
For an open set U Ď SpecpAq, and for Y,X P F, we let OApUqY,X denote the
set of functions
s : U Ñ
ď
pPU
pApqY,X , (3.4.1)
such that sppq P pApqY,X, and s is "locally a fraction":
@ p P U, D a neighborhood Up of p; D a P AY,X ; Df P A1,1 r
ď
qPUp
q (3.4.2)
such that spqq “ a{f P Aq, @ q P Up p‹q
It is clear that
OApUq “
ď
Y,X
OApUqY,X (3.4.3)
is an F-Ring. If U 1 Ď U , the natural restriction map s ÞÑ s|U 1 , is a homomor-
phism of F-Rings OApUq Ñ OApU 1q, thus OA is a presheaf of F-Rings. From
the local nature of p‹q we see that OA is in fact a sheaf of F-Rings over SpecA,
in the sense that for any X,Y P F, U ÞÑ OApUqY,X is a sheaf of (pointed) sets.
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Proposition 3.4.2
For p P SpecpAq, the stalk
OA,p “ limÝÑ
pPU
OApUq (3.4.4)
of the sheaf OA is isomorphic to Ap.
Proof. The map taking a local section s in a neighborhood of p to sppq P Ap,
induces a homomorphism OA,p Ñ Ap, which is clearly surjective. It is also
injective:
Let s1, s2 P OApUqY,X have the same value at p, s1ppq “ s2ppq. Shrinking U
we may assume si “ ai{fi on U, ai P AY,X , fi P A1,1. a1{f1 “ a2{f2 in Ap
means h ¨ f2 ¨ a1 “ h ¨ f1 ¨ a2, h P A1,1 r p, but then a1{f1 “ a2{f2 in Aq @q P
U XDAphq.
Proposition 3.4.3
For f P A1,1, the F-Ring OApDApfqq is isomorphic to Af .
In particular, the global sections ΓpSpecpAq,OAq def“ OApDAp1qq – A.
Proof. Define the homomorphism ψ : Af Ñ OApDApfqq by sending a{fn to the
section whose value at p is the image of a{fn in Ap.
We shall show that ψ is injective:
If ψpa1{fn1q “ ψpa2{fn2q then @ p P DApfq there is hp P A1,1 r p with
hpf
n2a1 “ hpfn1a2. (3.4.5)
Let a “ annApfn2a1, fn1a2q, it is an ideal of A, and @ p P DApfq, p R VApaq,
so DApfq X VApaq “ ∅, hence VApaq Ď VApfq, hence f P IVApaq “
?
a, hence
fn P a for some n ě 1, showing that a1{fn1 “ a2{fn2 in Af .
We show next that ψ is surjective:
Let s P OApDApfqqY,X . By proposition 3.2.2, DApfq is compact, so there exists
a finite open covering
DApfq “
ď
1ďiďN
DAphiq, (3.4.6)
such that for all p P DAphiq : sppq “ ai{gi P Ap, where ai P AY,X and
gi P Ar1s,r1s is such that DApgiq Ě DAphiq for 1 ď i ď N .
We have VApgiq Ď VAphiq, hencea
pgiq “ IVApgiq Ě IVAphiq “
a
phiq, (3.4.7)
hence hi P
apgiq so that for some ni ě 1 we have hnii “ ci ¨ gi, hence sppq “
ciai{hnii . So we can replace hi by gi. On the set
DApgiq XDApgjq “ DApgigjq (3.4.8)
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we have ai{gi “ sppq “ aj{gj, hence by the injectivity of ψ
ai{gi “ aj{gj in Agigj . (3.4.9)
This means pgigjqn ¨gjai “ pgigjqn ¨giaj , and we can choose n big enough to work
for all i, j. We can replace gi by g
n`1
i (since DApgiq “ DApgn`1i q), and replace
ai by g
n
i ¨ ai (since sppq ” gni ai{gn`1i ), and then have the simpler equation
gj ¨ ai “ gi ¨ aj @ i, j.
Since the sets DApgiq cover DApfq we have, (cf ., Proposition 3.2.2),
fm “ b ˝ p‘igiq ˝ b1. (3.4.10)
Set
a “ p‘
Y
bq ˝ p‘
i
aiq ˝ p‘
X
b1q. (3.4.11)
Then
gj ¨ a “ p‘
Y
bq ˝ p‘
i
gjaiq ˝ p‘
X
b1q
“ p‘
Y
bq ˝ p‘igiajq ˝ p‘
X
b1q
“ ‘
Y
pb ˝ p‘
i
giq ˝ b1q ˝ aj (by commutativity!) (3.4.12)
“ fm ¨ aj .
Hence aj{gj “ sppq “ a{fm and s “ ψpa{fmq.
3.5 Grothendieck F - Schemes and locally-F-ringed
spaces
We define the categories of F-(locally)-ringed-spaces, and its full subcategory of
(Grothendieck) F-schemes.
Definition 3.5.1
An F-ringed-space pX,OXq is a topological space with a sheaf OX of F-Rings:
U ÞÑ OXpUq is a pre-sheaf of F-Rings such that for any W,Z P F, U ÞÑ
OXpUqW,Z is a sheaf of (pointed) sets. That is, a collection OXpUq together
with restriction maps ρUV P FRpOXpUq,OXpV qq for every inclusion of open sets
V Ď U , such that:
OXpUq
OXpV q
OXpW q
ρUV
ρUW
ρVW
is commutative for W Ď V Ď U.
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And for all Y,X P F: U ÞÑ OXpUqY,X is a sheaf,
i.e. for any open covering U “ Ť
i
Ui:
0 ÝÑ OXpUqY,X ÝÑ
ź
i
OXpUiqY,X Ñ
ź
i,j
OXpUi X UjqY,X
is exact.
A map of F-ringed-spaces f : X Ñ Y is a continuous map of the underlying
topological spaces together with a map of sheaves of F-Rings on Y,
f# : OY Ñ f˚OX , i.e. for U Ď Y open we have f#U : OY pUq Ñ OXpf´1Uq a
map of F-Rings, such that for U 1 Ď U :
f
#
U psq|f´1U 1 “ f#U 1ps|U 1q. (3.5.1)
The F-ringed-space X is F-locally-ringed-space if for all p P X the stalk OX,p
is a local F-Ring, i.e. contains a unique maximal ideal mX,p.
For a map of F-ringed-spaces f : X Ñ Y , and for p P X, we get an induced
homomorphism of F-Rings on the stalks
f
#
p : OY,fppq “ limÝÑ
fppqPV
OY pV q Ñ limÝÑ
pPf´1V
OXpf´1V q Ñ limÝÑ
pPU
OXpUq “ OX,p
(3.5.2)
A map f : X Ñ Y of F-locally-ringed-spaces is a map of F-ringed-spaces such
that f#p is a local homomorphism for all p P X, i.e.
f
#
p pmY,fppqq Ď mX,p or equivalently pf#p q´1mX,p “ mY,fppq. (3.5.3)
We let FRSp (resp. LFRSp ) denote the category of F-(resp. locally)-ringed-
spaces.
For a homomorphism of commutative F-Rings ϕ : AÑ B, for p P SpecpBq,
we have a unique homomorphism ϕp : Aϕ´1p Ñ Bp, such that we have a com-
mutative diagram,
A
ϕ //

B

Aϕ´1p
ϕp // Bp
(3.5.4)
ϕppa{sq “ ϕpaq{ϕpsq, and ϕp is a local homomorphism.
Thus A ÞÑ SpecpAq is a contravariant functor from F-Rings to LFRSp .
It is the adjoint of the functor Γ of taking global sections
ΓpX,OXq “ OXpXq, Γpfq “ f#Y : OY pY q Ñ OXpXq. (3.5.5)
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Proposition 3.5.2
LFRSp pX, SpecpAqq “ FRpA,OXpXqq. (3.5.6)
Proof. For an F-locally-ringed-space X , and for a point x P X , the canoni-
cal homomorphism φx : OXpXq Ñ OX,x gives a prime Ppxq “ φ´1x pmX,xq P
SpecOXpXq. The map P : X Ñ SpecOXpXq is continuous:
P´1pDpfqq “ tx P X | φxpfq R mX,xu (3.5.7)
is open for f P OXpXq. We have an induced homomorphism
P#
Dpfq : OXpXqf Ñ OXptx P X | φxpfq R mX,xuq, (3.5.8)
making P a map of F-ringed-spaces , and taking the direct limit over f with
φxpfq R mX,x we get
P#x : OXpXqPpxq Ñ OX,x, (3.5.9)
showing P is a map of F-locally-ringed-spaces .
To a homomorphism of F-Rings ϕ : A Ñ OXpXq we associate the map of
F-locally-ringed-spaces
X
PÑ SpecOXpXq SpecpϕqÝÑ SpecA. (3.5.10)
Conversely, to a map f : X Ñ SpecA of F-locally-ringed-spaces (as in definition
3.5.1) we associate its action on global sections
Γpfq “ f#SpecA : A “ OApSpecAq Ñ OXpXq. (3.5.11)
Clearly, ΓpSpecpϕq ˝ Pq “ ϕ.
Conversely, given a map f : X Ñ SpecA (as in definition 3.5.1), for x P X we
have a commutative diagram,
A “ OApSpecAq
Γpfq //
φfpxq

OXpXq
φx

Afpxq
f#x // OX,x
. (3.5.12)
Since f#x is assumed to be local, pf#x q´1pmX,xq “ mfpxq, and by the commuta-
tivity of the diagram we get Γpfq´1pPpxqq “ fpxq, i.e. f “ pSpec Γpfqq ˝ P is
the continuous map associated to the homomorphism Γpfq. Similarly, for g P A,
the commutativity of the diagram
A
Γpfq //

OXpXq

Ag
f
#
Dpgq // OXpDXpf#gqq
(3.5.13)
gives f#
Dpgqpa{gnq “ Γpfqpaq{pΓpfqpgqqn, hence f “ pSpec Γpfqq ˝ P as a map of
F-locally-ringed-spaces .
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Corollary 3.5.3
For F-Rings A,B:
LFRSp pSpecB, SpecAq “ FRpA,Bq. (3.5.14)
Definition 3.5.4
A (Grothendieck) F-scheme is an F-locally-ringed-space pX,OXq, such that
there is a covering by open sets X “ YiUi, and the canonical maps
P : pUi,OX |Uiq Ñ SpecOXpUiq (3.5.15)
are isomorphisms of F-locally-ringed-spaces . A morphism of F-schemes is a
map of F-locally-ringed-spaces .
We denote the category of F-schemes by gFSc
F-schemes can be glued:
Proposition 3.5.5
Given a set of indices I, and for i P I given Xi P gFSc , and for i ‰ j, i, j P I,
an isomorphism ϕij : Uij
„ÝÑ Uji, with Uij Ď Xi open (and hence Uij are
F-schemes), such that
ϕji “ ϕ´1ij (3.5.16)
ϕijpUij X Uikq “ Uji X Ujk, and ϕjk ˝ ϕij “ ϕik on Uij X Uik. (3.5.17)
There exists X P gFSc , and maps ψi : Xi Ñ X, such that
ψi is an isomorphism of Xi onto the open set ψipXiq Ď X, (3.5.18)
X “
ď
i
ψipXiq, (3.5.19)
ψipUijq “ ψipXiq X ψjpXjq, (3.5.20)
ψi “ ψj ˝ ϕij on Uij . (3.5.21)
Proof. Clear: glue the topological spaces and glue the sheaves of F-Rings. For
V Ď X open
OXpV q “ ker
#ź
i
OXipψ´1i V qÑ
ź
i,j
OXipψ´1i V X Uijq
+
. (3.5.22)
Chapter 4
Symmetric Geometry
In this section A P CFRt is commutative and has involution.
4.1 Symmetric ideals and symmetric primes
Definition 4.1.1
Consider the set A` :“ ta P A1,1 |a “ atu.
An ideal a Ď A1,1 is called symmetric if it is generated by a` :“ a X A`. (In
particular a “ at).
Denote by I`pAq the symmetric ideals of A.
Given an indexed set of symmetric ideals ai Ď A, i P I, their symmetric inter-
section X`I ai is the ideal generated by the mutual symmetric elements:
X
I
`ai “ tb ˝ p‘
J
ajq ˝ b1|aj P X
I
ai
`u. p4.1.1q
Their sum is again a symmetric ideal:
Σ
I
ai “ tb ˝ p‘
J
ajq ˝ b1|aj P Y
I
ai
`u. p4.1.2q
Their product a ¨ a1 is again the symmetric ideal:
a ¨ a1 “ tb ˝ p‘
J
aj ¨ a1jq ˝ b1|aj P a`, a1j P a1`u. p4.1.3q
Let ϕ : AÑ B be a homomorphism of F-Rings. If b P I`pBq, we define:
ϕ˚pbq “ ideal generated by ta “ at P A`, ϕpaq P bu ” xϕ´1pb`qy p4.1.4q
and if a P I`pAq, we define,
ϕ˚paq “ ideal generated by ϕpa`q Ď B` ” xϕpa`qy. p4.1.5q
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Proposition 4.1.1
For any a P I`pAq, b P I`pBq, we have the following:
(1) a Ď ϕ˚ϕ˚a.
(2) b Ě ϕ˚ϕ˚b.
(3) ϕ˚b “ ϕ˚ϕ˚ϕ˚b, ϕ˚a “ ϕ˚ϕ˚ϕ˚a.
(4) there is a bijection, via a ÞÑ ϕ˚a (with inverse map b ÞÑ ϕ˚b), from the set
ta P I`pAq| ϕ˚ϕ˚a “ au “ tϕ˚b| b P I`pBqu p4.1.6q
to the set
tb P I`pBq| ϕ˚ϕ˚b “ bu “ tϕ˚a| a P I`pAqu. p4.1.7q
Since the union of a chain of (proper) symmetric ideals is a (proper) sym-
metric ideal, we have
Theorem 4.1.1 (Zorn)
There exists a maximal symmetric ideal m Ł A1,1.
Definition 4.1.2
A symmetric ideal p Ď A1,1 is called symmetric prime:
S`p “ A`zp is multiplicatively closed S`p ¨ S`p “ S`p . p4.1.8q
We denote by Spec`A the set of symmetric prime ideals.
For a homomorphism of F-Rings ϕ : AÑ B, the pullback ϕ˚ induce a map
ϕ˚ “ Specpϕq : Spec` B Ñ Spec`A. p4.1.9q
Proposition 4.1.2
(1) If m P I`pAq is a maximal symmetric ideal then it is symmetric prime.
(2) More generally, if a P I`pAq, and given f “ f t P A` such that,
@n P N : fn R a.
let m be a maximal element of the set
tb P I`pAq|b Ě a, fn R b @n P Nu p4.1.10q
Then m is symmetric prime.
Proof. (1) If x “ xt, y “ yt P A1,1zm, the ideals pxq ` m, pyq ` m are the unit
ideals. So we can write
1 “ b ˝ pà
J
mjq ˝ d, with mj “ x or mj P m. p4.1.11aq
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1 “ b1 ˝ pà
J
m1jq ˝ d1, with m1j “ y or m1j P m. p4.1.11bq
It then follows that,
1 “ 1 ¨ 1 “ b ˝à
J
mj ˝ d ˝ b1 ˝
à
I
m1i ˝ d1 p4.1.12q
“ b ˝ pà
J
b1q ˝
ˆà
IbJ
mj ˝m1i
˙
˝ pà
I
dq ˝ d1.
but mj ˝m1i “ x ˝ y or mj ˝ m1i P m, so 1 is in the ideal generated by m and
x ˝ y, and since 1 R m then x ˝ y R m.
(2) Similarly, if x R m then fn is in the ideal generated by x and m so fn “
b ˝ ‘
J
mj ˝ d, with mj “ x or mj P m. If y R m, fn1 “ b1 ˝ ‘
I
m1i ˝ d1, with mi “ y
or mi P m. It then follows that
fn`n
1 “ b ˝à
J
mj ˝ d ˝ b1 ˝
à
I
m1i ˝ d1 p4.1.13q
“ b ˝ pà
J
b1q ˝
ˆà
JbI
mj ˝m1i
˙
˝ pà
I
dq ˝ d1
but mj ˝m1i “ x ˝ y or mj ˝m1i P m, so fn`n
1
is in the ideal generated by m and
x ˝ y, and since fn`n1 R m then x ˝ y R m .
Definition 4.1.3
For a P I`pAq, the symmetric radical is
?
a
` “ ideal generated by tf “ f t P A`, fn P a for some n ě 1u p4.1.14q
“ tb ˝ ‘
J
fj ˝ d | b P A1,J , d P AJ,1, fj “ f tj P A`, and fnj P au.
Note that
?
a
` Ď ?a, and for any a P ?a`, we have an P a for n ąą 1.
Proposition 4.1.4
We have
?
a
` “
č
aĎp
`
p “ i.e. the symmetric ideal generated by
č
aĎp
p` p4.1.16q
where p runs over symmetric primes containing a.
Proof. If f “ f t, fn P a, then for all symmetric primes a Ď p: f P p. If f “ f t
and fn R a,@ n, let m be a maximal element of the set (4.1.10), it exists by
Zorn’s lemma, and it is symmetric prime by proposition (4.1.2b), a Ď m and
f R m.
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4.2 The symmetric spectrum: Spec`pAq
Definition 4.2.1
For a set U Ď A`, we let
V `A pUq “ tp P Spec`pAq|U Ď pu p4.2.1q
If a is the ideal generated by U, V `A pUq “ V `A paq; we have
V `A p1q “ H, V `A p0q “ Spec`pAq, p4.2.2q
V `A pΣaq “ X
i
V `A paiq , ai P I`pAq,
V `A pa ¨ a1q “ V `A paq Y V `A pa1q.
Hence the sets tV `A paq | a P I`pAqu are the closed sets for the topology on
Spec`pAq, the Zariski topology.
Definition 4.2.2
For f “ f t P A` we let
D`Apfq “ Spec`pAqzV `A pfq “ tp P Spec`pAq|f R pu. p4.2.3q
We have
D`Apf1q XD`Apf2q “ D`Apf1 ¨ f2q, p4.2.4q
Spec`AzV `A paq “
ď
fPa`
D`Apfq.
Hence the sets tD`Apfq|f P A`u are the basis for the open sets in the Zariski
topology. We have
D`Apfq “ H ðñ f P
č`
pPSpec` A
p “
?
0
` ðñ fn “ 0 for some n p4.2.5q
and we say f is a nilpotent. We have
D`Apfq “ Spec`A ðñ pfq “ p1q ðñ Df´1 P A` : f ¨ f´1 “ 1 p4.2.6q
and we say f is invertible. We denote by GL`1 pAq the (commutative) group of
symmetric invertible elements.
Definition 4.2.3
For a subset X Ď Spec`pAq, we have the associated ideal
I`pXq “
č
pPX
`
p “ ideal generated by
č
pPX
p`. p4.2.7q
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Proposition 4.2.1
We have
I`V `A a “
?
a
`
, p4.2.8aq
V `A I
`pXq “ X, the closure of X in the Zariski topology. p4.2.8bq
Proof. The first equation is just a restatement of proposition 4.1.4. Indeed,
I`V `A a “ ideal generated by
č
aĎpPSpec`pAq
p` “ ?a` p4.2.9q
For the second, V `A I
`pXq is clearly a closed set containing X , and if C “
V `A paq is a closed set containing X , then
?
a
` “ I`V `a paq Ď I`pXq, hence
C “ V `A p
apaq`q Ě V `A I`pXq
Corollary 4.2.1
We have a one-to-one order-reversing correspondence between closed sets X Ď
Spec`pAq, and radical symmetric ideals a, via X ÞÑ I`pXq, V `A paq Ð[ a
tX Ď Spec`pAq|X “ Xu 1:1ÐÑ ta P I`pAq|?a` “ au. p4.2.10q
Under this correspondence the closed irreducible subsets corresponds to sym-
metric prime ideals. For p0, p1 P Spec`pAq, p0 P tp1u ðñ p0 Ě p1, we say
that p0 is a Zariski specialization of p1, or that p1 is the Zariski generalization
of p0. The space Spec
`pAq is sober: every closed irreducible subset C has the
form C “ V `A ppq “ tpu, and we call the (unique) prime p the generic point of
C.
Proposition 4.2.2
The sets D`Apfq, and in particular D`Ap1q “ Spec`pAq, are compact.
Proof. Note that D`Apfq is contained in the union
Ť
i
D`Apgiq if and only if
V `A pfq Ě
Ş
i
V `A pgiq “ V `A paq, where a is the ideal generated by tgiu, if and
only if
?
f
` “ I`V `A pfq Ď I`V `A paq “
?
a
`
, if and only if fn P a` for some n,
if and only if fn “ b ˝ pÀ
i
giq ˝ b1, and in such expression only a finite number of
the gi are involved.
Let ϕ : A Ñ B be a homomorphism of F-Ring with involution, ϕ˚ :
Spec`pBq Ñ Spec`pAq the associated pullback map.
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Proposition 4.2.3
We have
ϕ˚´1pD`Apfqq “ D`Bpϕpfqq, f P A`, p4.2.11q
ϕ˚´1pV `A paqq “ V `B pϕ˚paqq, a P I`pAq, p4.2.12q
V `A pϕ´1bq “ ϕ˚pV `B pbqq, b P I`pBq. p4.2.13q
Proof. The proofs of p4.2.11q and p4.2.12q are straightforward:
q P ϕ˚´1pD`Apfqq ðñ ϕ˚pqq P D`Apfq ðñ f R ϕ´1pqq ðñ ϕpfq R q ðñ q P D`Bpϕpfqq,
q P ϕ˚´1pV `A paqq ðñ ϕ˚pqq P V `A paq ðñ a` Ď ϕ´1pqq ðñ ϕ˚paq Ď q ðñ q P V `B pϕ˚paqq.
For p4.2.13qwe may assume b “
?
b
`
is a radical since V `B pbq “ V `B p
?
b
`q, ϕ˚p
?
b
`q “a
ϕ˚pbq`. Let a “ I`pϕ˚pV `B pbqqq, so that V `A paq “ ϕ˚pV `B pbqq by p4.2.8bq.
We have
f P a ðñ f P p, @p P ϕ˚pV `B pbqq ðñ f P ϕ´1pqq, @q Ě b
ϕpfq P
č
qĚb
`
q “
?
b
` “ b ðñ f P ϕ˚pbq. p4.2.14q
It follows from p4.2.11q, or from p4.2.12q, that ϕ˚ “ Spec`pϕq is continuous,
hence A ÞÑ Spec`pAq is a contravariant functor from CF-Ringst to compact,
sober, topological spaces.
Example 4.2.1
Let A be a commutative ring with (nontrivial) involution a ÞÑ at, FpAq the
associated F-Ring with involution patqx,y “ pay,xqt, a “ pay,xq P AY,X . An
ideal a Ď A “ Fpaq1,1 is also an ideal in our sense, and conversely. Under this
correspondence the primes of A correspond to the primes of FpAq, and we have
a homeomorphism with respect to the Zariski topologies: Spec FpAq » Spec A.
The symmetric primes correspond to primes of the subring
A` “ ta P A | at “ au p4.2.15q
consisting of symmetric elements. (note that A{A` is always integral, α P A is
a root of x2 ´ pα ` αtqx ` ααt P A`rxs). We have as well a homeomorphism
with respect to the topology defined in p4.2.1´ 2q: Spec` FpAq » Spec A`.
Given A P CFRt, we can forget the involution and consider Spec A. There
is a canonical map
π`A : Spec AÑ Spec` A
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p ÞÑ π`Appq “ ideal generated by p`. p4.2.16q
and this map is continuous:
pπ`Aq´1pV `A paqq “ VApaq p4.2.17aq
pπ`Aq´1pD`Apfqq “ DApfq. p4.2.17bq
4.3 Symmetric localization
A set S Ď A`1,1 (consisting of symmetric elements!) is called "multiplicative"
when
1 P S (4.3.1)
S ¨ S “ S (4.3.2)
For such S the localized F-Ring S´1A has involution:
pa{sqt “ at{s. (4.3.3)
The following universal property holds:
FRtpS´1A,Bq “ tϕ P FRtpA,Bq, ϕpSq Ď GL`1 pBqu. (4.3.4)
The main examples of localizations are:
For p P Spec`A, Sp “ A`zp , S´1p A :“ Ap (4.3.5)
For f “ f t P A`, Sf “ t1, f, f2, . . . , fn, . . . u , S´1f A :“ Af “ Ar
1
f
s.
(4.3.6)
4.4 Structure sheaf OtA{ Spec
` pAq
Definition 4.4.1
A sheaf of FRt (with involution!) over a topological space X, O P FRt{X is a
pre-sheaf of F-Rings with involutions U ÞÑ OpUq, such that for any W,Z P F,
U ÞÑ OpUqW,Z is a sheaf.
Next we define a sheaf OtA of FR
t over Spec` A.
Definition 4.4.2
For an open set U Ď Spec` A, X, Y P F :
OApUqY,X :“ ts : U Ñ
ž
pPU
pApqY,X , sppq P pApqY,X , and satisfy p˚qu
p˚q @p P U, Df “ f t R p, p P D`pfq Ď U, Da P AY,X ,
spqq “ a{f, @q P D`pfq. (4.4.1)
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Theorem 4.4.1
(i) For p P Spec`A we have
OA,p “ limÝÑ
pPU
OA pUq „ÝÑ Ap. (4.4.2)
(ii) For f “ f t P A`,
OApD`pfqq „Ð Af . (4.4.3)
Proof. The proofs are exactly as in propositions 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.
4.5 Schemes with involution gFSct and locally-
FRt- spaces LFRtSp
Definition 4.5.1
An FRt-space pX,OXq is a topological space X with a sheaf OX of F-Rings
with involutions. A map of FRt-spaces f : X Ñ Y is a continuous map of the
underlying topological spaces together with a map of sheaves of FRt on Y,
f# : OY Ñ f˚OX , i.e. for U Ď Y open we have f#U : OY pUq Ñ OXpf´1Uq a
map of FRt, such that for
U 1 Ď U : f#U psq|f´1U 1 “ f#U 1ps|U 1q.
The FRt-space X is a locally-FRt-space if for all p P X the stalk OX,p is a local
FRt, i.e. contains a unique maximal symmetric ideal mX,p.
For a map of FRt -spaces f : X Ñ Y , and for p P X, we get an induced
homomorphism of FRt on the stalks
f
#
p : OY,fppq “ limÝÑ
fppqPV
OY pV q Ñ limÝÑ
pPf´1pV q
OXpf´1V q Ñ limÝÑ
pPU
OXpUq “ OX,p
(4.5.1)
A map f : X Ñ Y of locally- FRt-spaces is a map of FRt-spaces such that f#p
is a local homomorphism for all p P X, i.e.
f
#
p pmY,fppqq Ď mX,p or equivalently pf#p q˚pmX,pq “ mY,fppq. (4.5.2)
We let LFRtSp denote the category of F-locally-ringed-spaces with involution.
Definition 4.5.2
A pair pX,OXq P LFRtSp is an (Grothendieck) F´ Scheme with involution,
if there exists an open covering tUiuiPI of the topological space X s.t.
pUi,OX |Uiq „ÝÑ Spec`pOXpUiqq. (4.5.3)
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We denote the category of Grothendieck F-Scheme with involution by gFSct .
Note that we have the following full embedding of categories:
pFRtqop Ď gFSct Ď LFRtSp . (4.5.4)
Chapter 5
Pro - limits
We can work with general filtered small category J (cf. [AM]), or restrict
attention to the case of pJ,ďq a partial ordered set that is directed,
@j1, j2 P J, Dj P J, j ě j1, j ě j2.
and co-finite,
@j P J,
ˇˇˇˇ
ti P J | i ď ju
ˇˇˇˇ
ă 8.
The following inverse limits over J-indexed inverse systems in pFRtqop and
LFRtSp exist:
limÐÝ
J
: p LFRtSp qJ LFRtSp
Ď Ď
limÐÝ
J
: ppFRtqopqJ pFRtqop
Moreover in the affine case the following limit can be interchanged:
limÐÝ
J
Spec`pAjq “ Spec`plimÝÑ
J
Ajq.
But inverse limits over p gFSct qJ do not always exist!. This leads us to define
the "pro" category of gFSct as our category of schemes.
5.1 Pro - Schemes
Definition 5.1
Define the pro- gFSc (respectfully pro- gFSct ) category to be the category
with objects all inverse systems in gFSc (respectfully gFSct ) over arbitrary
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directed co- finite partially ordered set. The morphisms between objects X “
tXjujPJ , Y “ tYiuiPI are given by,
pro- gFSc pX,Y q “ limÐÝ
I
limÝÑ
J
gFSc pXj , Yiq, (5.1.1)
prespectfully. pro- gFSct pX,Y q “ limÐÝ
I
limÝÑ
J
gFSct pXj , Yiqq.
For every i1 ď i, j ď j1 we have a commutative diagram in Set:
gFSc pXj , Yiq gFSc pXj1 , Yiq
gFSc pXj , Yi1q gFSc pXj1 , Yi1q
πi
i1
˝
˝ πj1j
πi
i1
˝
˝ πj1j
(5.1.2)
(here πii1 : Yi Ñ Yi1 and πj
1
j : Xj1 Ñ Xj).
We can describe a morphism betweenX and Y in the pro- category as collections
of maps tϕji : Xj Ñ Yiu defined for every i and for every j ě σpiq large enough
(depending on i). The maps are such that the following conditions must hold
for every i1 ď i and σpiq ď j ď j1,
ϕ
j
i ˝ πj
1
j “ ϕj
1
i
πii1 ˝ ϕji “ ϕji1 (5.1.3)
The maps tϕji u, tϕ˜ji u are considered equivalent if for all i P I and all j P J large
enough (depending on i): ϕji “ ϕ˜ji .
We have a full and faithful embedding gFSct ãÑ pro- gFSct , (taking the in-
dexing set to be a point). We have a functor limÐÝ (which is generally not full, and
not faithful, but is such on finitely presented objects), making a commutative
diagram
pro- gFSct LFRtSp
gFSct
limÐÝ
(5.1.4)
5.2 The compactified SpecZ.
Let N ě 2 be a square free integer. Let AN be the F-Ring defined by:
AN “ FpZr 1
N
sq XOQ,η,
pAN qY,X “
"
a P F
ˆ
Z
„
1
N
˙
Y,X
ˇˇˇˇ
|a|η ď 1
*
. (5.2.1)
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The map j : AN Ñ FpZr 1N sq is a localization, pAN q 1N – FpZr
1
N
sq, and so defines
an injection:
j˚ : Spec Z
„
1
N

– Spec F
ˆ
Z
„
1
N
˙
– Spec pAN q 1
N
– DAN
ˆ
1
N
˙
ãÑ Spec AN .
(5.2.2)
The space SpecAN also contains the closed point,
η “ i˚pmQ,ηq “
"
a P pAN q1,1
ˇˇˇˇ
|a|η ă 1
*
“ Z
„
1
N

X p´1, 1q. (5.2.3)
which is the real prime given by the injection i : AN ãÑ OQ,η. The prime ideal
η contains any other ideal of AN thus it is the unique maximal ideal for AN ,
which is a local F-Ring (of Krull dimension 2).
Note that SpecAN “ SpecZr 1N s Y tηu as sets. The point η P SpecAN is
very closed in the sense that the only open set containing it is the whole space.
For any non-trivial basic open set DAN pfq, say f “ aNk , a P Z, |a|η ă Nk, we
have pAN qf “ FpZr 1N ¨a sq, and so
DAN pfq “ SpecpAN qf “ SpecF
ˆ
Z
„
1
N ¨ a
˙
» SpecZ
„
1
N ¨ a

(5.2.4)
does not contain η.
Let XN P gFSc be the Grothendieck-F-scheme defined by:
XN “ SpecFpZq
ž
SpecFpZr 1
N
sq
SpecAN . (5.2.5)
i.e. gluing SpecFpZq with SpecAN along the common basic open set SpecFpZr 1N sq.
XN
SpecFpZq SpecAN
SpecFpZr 1
N
sq
i1
i2
(5.2.6)
The open sets of XN are open sets of SpecZ and sets of the form U Y tηu with
SpecZr 1
N
s Ď U Ď SpecZ.
The points and specializations of XN , N “ p1 . . . pk,
SpecANη
p1 p2
. . .
pk
q1 q2 q3 . . .
p0q (qi the primes ∤ N).
(5.2.7)
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The structure sheaf OXN is defined as follows: for any open set U Ď XN ,
OXN pUq “
"
ă s1, s2 ą
ˇˇˇˇ
s1 P OFpZqpi´11 pUqq and s2 P OAN pi´12 pUqq and
s1|i´11 pUqXSpecFpZr 1N sq » s2|i´12 pUqXSpecFpZr 1N sq
*
(5.2.8)
For an open set U “ SpecZr 1
M
s “ DpMq Ď SpecZ , we have
s1 P OFpZqpDpMqq » FpZr
1
M
sq, (5.2.9)
s2 P OAN pi´12 pUqq, i´12 pUq Ď SpecFpZr
1
N
sq. (5.2.10)
the isomorphism condition gives us in that case that
s1|i´11 pUqXFpZr 1N sq “ s2, (5.2.11)
and therefore OXN pUq “ FpZr 1M sq .
For a set U “ SpecZr 1
M
s with M |N , we have,
i´11 pU Y tηuq “ SpecF
ˆ
Zr 1
M
s
˙
, (5.2.12)
i´12 pU Y tηuq “ SpecAN . (5.2.13)
and so,
s1 P OFpZqpDpMqq » FpZr
1
M
sq (5.2.14)
s2 P OAN pDp1qq » AN (5.2.15)
where s1|SpecFpZr 1
N
sq “ s2|SpecFpZr 1
N
sq.
Thus OXN pU Y tηuq is the pullback of the diagram
AN FpZr 1M sq
FpZr 1
N
sq
(5.2.16)
which is AM , and so, OXN pU Y tηuq “ AM .
Alternatively, XN is "integral", and OXN pUq, for U Ď XN open, are all F-
sub-rings of the stalk at the generic point OXN ,p0q “ FpQq, given by
OXN pUq “
$’&’%
Ş
pPU
FpZppqq η R U,Ş
pPU
FpZppqq XOQ,η η P U
(5.2.17)
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For N dividing M we have commutative diagrams
AN
  //
_

AM_

SpecAN SpecAM?
_oo
F
`
Z
“
1
N
‰˘
  // F
`
Z
“
1
M
‰˘
SpecF
`
Z
“
1
N
‰˘?
OO
SpecF
`
Z
“
1
M
‰˘
? _oo
?
OO
(5.2.18)
and we obtain a map πMN : XM Ñ XN which is a bijection on points and further
pπNM q˚OXM “ OXN , i.e. pπMN q# is the identity. But note thatXM has more open
neighborhoods of η than XN such as SpecZr 1M s Y tηu “ SpecAM Ď SpecAN .
The "compactified SpecZ" is the inverse system tXNu with indices square free
integers N ě 2, maps πMN , and partial order given by divisibility. We denote it
by SpecZ.
Note that the F-locally-ringed-spaceLpSpecZq “ limÐÝ
N
XN has for points SpecZY
tηu, with open sets of the form U or U Y tηu with U an arbitrary open set of
SpecZ (hence SpecZ is of "Krull" dimension 1). Note that each XN is compact,
and hence LpSpecZq is compact. Furthermore, the local F-Ring OSpecZ,η is just
OQ,η (while the local F-Ring OXN ,η is only AN ).
For an open set U “ SpecZ “ 1
N
‰
we have
OSpecZpUq “ F
ˆ
Z
„
1
N
˙
, (5.2.19)
and
OSpecZpU Y tηuq “ AN . (5.2.20)
The global sections OSpecZpSpecZq is the F-Ring Ft˘1u.
5.3 The compactified SpecOK.
Similarly, for a number field K, with ring of integers OK , with real primes
tηiu, i “ 1, . . . , rp“ rR ` rCq, let AN,i “ FpOKr 1N sq XOK,ηi , be the F-Ring with
pAN,iqY,X “
"
a P FpOKr 1
N
sq : |a|ηi ď 1
*
(5.3.1)
the Y ˆ X matrices with values in OK
“
1
N
‰
and with ηi-operator L2- norm
bounded by 1.
Let XN be the Grothendieck-F-scheme obtain by gluing tSpecAN,iuri“1, and
tSpecFpOKqu, along the common open set SpecF
`
OK
“
1
N
‰˘
. For N dividingM
we obtain a map πMN : XM Ñ XN , with πMN |SpecAM,i induced by AN,i Ď AM,i.
The inverse system tXNu is the pro- F-scheme SpecOK , the compactification
of SpecOK .
The space LpSpecOKq “ limÐÝ
N
XN has for points SpecOK Y tηiuiďr
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sets are of the form U Y tηiuiPI with U open in SpecOK , and I Ď t1, ..., ru a
subset (and hence it is of "Krull" dimension 1). The local F-Rings OSpecOK ,ηi
is the ring OK,ηi . The global sections OSpecOK pSpecOKq is the F-Ring FtµKu,
µK the group of roots of unity in O
˚
K .
Chapter 6
Vector bundles
6.1 Meromorphic functions KXN .
Let X “ tXN , πMN uMěNPN be a pro- object in the category gFScptq,
let U Ď XN be an open set and define a multiplicative set,
SN pUq “
"
s P O`XN pUq1,1 | @M ě N,@V Ď pπMN q´1pUq
@a, a1 P OXM pV qY,X , pπMN q#psq ¨ a “ pπMN q#psq ¨ a1 ùñ a “ a1
*
. (6.1.1)
Define the sheaf of F-Rings with involution, the "meromorphic functions" KN ,
to be the sheaf associated to the pre- sheaf U ÞÑ SN pUq´1 ¨OXN pUqY,X
KN “ S´1N OXN P FRt{XN . (6.1.2)
For M ě N we have the following commutative diagram:
OXN KN SN
pπMN q˚OXM pπMN q˚KM SM
πMN
(6.1.3)
6.2 Rank-d Vector Bundles at finite layer.
For any d P F, we have an injection (of sheaves) of groupsˆ
GLdpOXN q ãÑ GLdpKN q
˙
P Grps{XN p6.2.1q
define,
DdpXN q “ ΓpXN , GLdpKN q{GLdpOXN q q P Sets˚. p6.2.2q
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Elements of DdpXN q are represented as D :“ puα, fαq, where
XN “ Y
α
uα, fα P GLdpKN qpuαq, f´1α |uαXuβ ˝ fβ |uαXuβ P GLdpOXN q,
p6.2.3q
and two such elements D :“ puα, fαq, D1 :“ pvβ , gβq represent the same element
of DdpXN q:
D “ D1
ðñ
DXN “
ď
γ
wγ a common refinement of tuαu and tvβu,
and D uγ P GLdpOXN qpwγq such that fα|wγ “ gβ |wγ ˝ uγ , for wγ Ď uα X vβ .
p6.2.4q
We obtain a category VecpXN q of "vector- bundles over XN", with objectsŤ
dPF
DdpXN q, and with arrows from D “ puα, fαq P DdpXN q to D1 “ pvβ , gβq P
Dd1pXN q given by
VecpXN qpD,D1q “ th P ΓpXN , pKqd1,dq, g´1β ˝ h|vβXuα ˝ fα
P OXN pvβ X uαqd1,d Ď KN pvβ X uαqd1,du
p6.2.5q
For such D “ puα, fαq,D1 “ pvβ , gβq, we have the well defined element D‘D1 P
Dd‘d1pXN q,
D ‘D1 :“ puα X vβ , fα|uαXvβ ‘ gβ|uαXvβ q p6.2.6q
We have associativity, commutativity, and unit isomorphisms, the unit object
p0q “ pXN , idr0sq (where: Dr0spXN q “ tp0qu) is the initial and final object of
VecpXN q. For hi P VecpDi,D1iq, we have h0 ‘ h1 P VecpD0 ‘D1,D10 ‘D11q, thus
VecpXN q is a symmetric monoidal category.
For d ě 0, we have the isomorphism classes of rank- d vector bundles
PicdpXN q :“ ΓpXN , GLdpKN qq
J
DdpXN q p6.2.7q
and we get from ‘ an induced commutative monoid structure on Pic8pXN q “Ť
dě0
PicdpXN q .
For Di,D
1
i P Pic8pXN q, we let pD0,D10q „ pD1,D11q iff D0 ‘ D11 ‘ D – D1 ‘
D10 ‘ D for some D P Pic8pXN q. This defines an equivalence relation on pairs
pD,D1q. We let D ´ D1 denote the equivalence class of pD,D1q, and we let
KpXNq “ Pic8pXN q ˆ Pic8pXN q{„ , the Grothendieck group of stable iso-
morphism classes of (virtual) vector bundles.
We have a homomorphism of monoids Pic8pXN q Ñ KpXN q, which is universal
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into an abelian group.
For M ě N we have pull-back of vector bundles
pπMN q# : DdpXN q ÝÑ DdpXM q
D “ puα, fαq ÞÝÑ pπMN q#D “ ppπMN q´1uα, pπMN q#pfαqq
p6.2.8q
It is (the object part of) a strict- symmetric- monoidal functor VecpXN q Ñ
VecpXM q, and it induces a homomorphism of commutative monoids{abelian
groups
Pic8pXN q Pic8pXM q
KpXN q KpXM q
p6.2.9q
Remark 6.2.1
We have a partial order on DdpXN q
D “ puα, fαq ď D1 “ pvβ , gβq ðñ idrds P VecpXN qpD,D1q
ðñ g´1β ˝ fα P OXN pvβ X uαqd1,d for all β, α. p6.2.10q
The action of the group ΓpXN , GLdpKN qq on DdpXN q preserves this partial
order. The maps pπMN q# of p6.2.8q is order preserving, and is covariant with
respect to ΓpXN , GLdpKN qq Ñ ΓpXM , GLdpKM qq .
6.3 DdpXq, Rank-d Vector Bundles in the limit.
Passing to the limit limÐÝN XN , we have a symmetric monoidal categoryVecpXq “
limÝÑN VecpXN q.
It has objects
Ť
dPF
limÝÑN DdpXN q, and for D P DdpXN0q,D1 P Dd1pXN 10q,
VecpXqpD,D1q “ limÝÑ
NěN0,N 10
VecpXN qppπNN0 q#D, pπNN 10q
#D1q p6.3.1q
The isomorphism classes of rank-d vector-bundles are given by
PicdpXq “ limÝÑ
N
PicdpXN q “ limÝÑ
N
ΓpXN , GLdpKN qq
J
limÝÑ
N
DdpXN q
The direct sum ‘ induces a commutative monoid structure on Pic8pXq “Ť
dě0
PicdpXq , and passing to stable isomorphism classes of virtual vector- bun-
dles we obtain the Grothendieck group
KpXq “ limÝÑ
N
KpXN q P Ab. p6.3.2q
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We describe next another passage to the limit (which is kind of dual to the one
above, as we consider "limÐÝN DdpXN q") . Set
BdpXq “
"
D “ tDNu, DN P DdpXN q, p˚q @M ě N, pπMN q#DN ě DM ,
p˚˚q Dδ0 P DdpXN0q, @N ě N0, DN ě pπNN0q#δ0
*
p6.3.3q
i.e. BdpXq is the collection of bounded below p˚˚q, monotone decreasing p˚q,
filters of vectors bundles.
Define a transitive reflexive relation on BdpXq,
tDNu ě tD1Nu
ðñ"
@δ0 P DdpXN0q such that @N ě N0 D1N ě pπNN0q#δ0 p6.3.4q
ùñ @N ě N 10pě N0q DN ě pπNN0q#δ0
*
p6.3.5q
and an equivalence relation,
tDNu „ tD1Nu p6.3.6q
if tDNu ď tD1Nu and tDNu ě tD1Nu p6.3.7q
Finally, we define pDdpXq to be the „ equivalence classes:pDdpXq :“ BdpXq{„ . p6.3.8q
It is a partially ordered set, with an (order preserving) action of the group
GLdpKpXqq :“ limÝÑN GLdpKN qpXN q.
Example 6.3.1
We have pDdpSpecZq – GLdpAQqMOd ˆΠσGLdpZpq , p6.3.9q
where AQ is the ring of Adeles of Q, and Od “ GLdpOR,ηq the orthogonal group.
For a finite p, the symmetric space Ξp “ GLdpQpq
L
GLdpZpq can be identi-
fied with the GLdpQpq- set
L
p
“ tL Ď Q‘dp , L is a Zp -latticeu p6.3.10q
via,
g ¨GLdpZdq ÞÑ gpZ‘dp q, p6.3.11q
since GLdpQpq acts transitively on Lp, and the stabilizer of Z
‘d
p is precisely
GLdpZpq.
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Similarly, for the real prime η, the symmetric space Ξη “ GLdpRq{Od , can be
identified with theGLdpRq -set Lη “ tQ PMatd,dpRq, symmetric and positive definiteu,
of positive definite quadratic forms Q, or alternatively by the associated ellip-
soids LQ :“ tx P R‘d, x ˝ Q ˝ xt ď 1u, so that the correspondence is given
(more like the case of finite p’s) as
Ξη “ GLdpRq{Od „ÝÑ Lη “ tL Ď R
‘d ellipsoidu p6.3.12q
g ¨Od ÞÑ gpZ‘dη q. p6.3.13q
with Z‘dη “ tx P R‘d, x ˝ xt ď 1u the d- dimensional unit ball.
The Adelic symmetric space ΞA “ GLdpAq
N
Od ˆΠpGLdpZpq can be iden-
tified with the restricted- product L
A
“ L
η
ˆśp Lp, it is the subset of the
product consisting of l “ pl1, l2, l3, l5, . . . q such that lp “ Z‘dp for all but finitely
many p’s. Each such l is a compact subset of A‘d.
In the space XN “ Spec FpZq
š
SpecFpZr 1
N
sq
AN , N “ p1 . . . pl, we have the
system tVMη , VMp1 , . . . , VMpl u of cofinal coverings for M “ q1 . . . qk prime to N ,
with
VMpj “ SpecFpZr
pj
N ¨M sq , j “ 1, . . . , l p6.3.14q
VMη “ SpecAN (independent of M !). p6.3.15q
(for every open cover tuαu of XN , there exists M such that tVMη , VMpi u is a
refinement of tuαu).
The sheaf KN of meromorphic functions is the constant sheaf FpQq, for all N .
Thus we can represent an element of DdpXN q by a sequence pgη, gp1 , . . . , gplq P
GLdpQqpl`1q, with g´1pi ˝gη, and g´1pi ˝gpj in
ś
p∤N ¨M
GLdpZpq , (a vacuous condition
since M is arbitrary).
Two such sequences pgη, gp1 , . . . , gplq, and phη, hp1 , . . . , hplq, represent the
same element of DdpXN q, if and only if h´1pi ˝ gpi P GLdpZpiq, and h´1η ˝ gη P
Od XGLdpZr 1N sq.
Thus we have the well defined map
divN : DdpXN q Ñ LA p6.3.16q
divN pgη, gp1 , . . . , gplq “ tLpu , Lp “
#
gpipZ‘dpi q p “ pi | N
gηpZ‘dp q p ∤ N or p “ η.
p6.3.17q
For N “ p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pl, and for N 1 “ p11 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1l1 prime to N , the map πN ¨N
1
N :
XN ¨N 1 Ñ XN , induce pullback pπN ¨N 1N q# : DdpXN q Ñ DdpXN ¨N 1q , and
pπN ¨N 1N q#pgη, gp1 , . . . , gplq{ „“ pgη, gp1 , . . . , gpl , gη, . . . , gηq{„ , p6.3.18q
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i.e. gη placed in the p
1
i- spots. Thus we have a commutative diagram:
DdpXN ¨N 1q u
divN ¨N 1
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
L
A
DdpXN q
)
	 divN
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠?
OO p6.3.19q
Note that
Ť
N
divN pDdpXN qq is the dense subset of LA consisting of tLpu
with arbitrary Lp at finite primes p, and with Lη defined over Q (i.e. Lη P
GLdpQq ¨ pZ‘dη q Ď Lη, while GLdpQq ¨ pZ
‘ d
p q ” Lp).
GivenD “ tDNu P BdpXq, X “ Spec Z “ tXNu, monotone decreasing bounded
below sequence, we let ˆdivD :“ Ş
N
divN pDN q, the intersection taken in A‘d.
Thus xdivpDqp “ divN pDN qp, for all finite p, and all N divisible by (some fixed)
N0, and xdivpDqη “ Ş
N
gNη pZ‘dη q (where gNη is the η- component of DN ) is an
(arbitrary real) ellipsoid. We have D “ tDNu ě D1 “ tD1Nu, if and only if,xdivpDq Ě xdivpD1q, and so xdivp q induces a bijectionpDdpXq “ BdpXq{„ „ÝÑydiv LA Ð„ XA. p6.3.20q
In exactly the same way, we obtain for any number field K, a GLdpKq-
covarient identification
pDdpSpecOKq – GLdpAKqOź
ν
GLdpOK,νq , p6.3.21q
where AK is the ring of Adeles of K, OK,ν the local ring at ν for finite ν’s, and
GLdpOK,νq – Od (resp. Ud) the orthogonal (resp. unitary) group for ν real
(resp. complex).
For d “ 1, GL1pKN q{GL1pOXN q – K˚N
L
O˚XN is a sheaf of abelian groups, and
we have the ordered abelian group pD1pXq, and its quotient by GL1pKpXqq “
limÝÑ
N
GL1pKN pXN qq, the completed- Picard group
yPic1pXq :“ GL1pKpXqqJpD1pXq. p6.3.22q
For a number field K,
yPic1pSpecOKq “ K˚K A˚K
Oź
ν
O˚K,ν . p6.3.23q
Chapter 7
Modules
7.1 Definitions
Definition 7.1.1
Let A P FR. We denote by A-mod the full subcategory of the functor category
pAbqAˆAop given by
A-mod ”
"
M “ tMY,Xu P pAbqAˆAop , M0,X “ t0u “MY,0
*
. (7.1.1)
Thus an A- module M is a collection of abelian groups MY,X , for X,Y P F,
together with maps:
AY 1,Y ˆMY,X ˆAX,X1 ÑMY 1,X1 (7.1.2)
a,m, b ÞÑ a ˝m ˝ b (7.1.3)
such that,
a ˝ pm`m1q ˝ b “ a ˝m ˝ b` a ˝m1 ˝ b, (homomorphism) (7.1.4)
pa1 ˝ a2q ˝m ˝ pb2 ˝ b1q “ a1 ˝ pa2 ˝m ˝ b2q ˝ b1, (associativity) (7.1.5)
idY ˝m ˝ idX “ m. (identity) (7.1.6)
Notation: for m PMY,X we will write
a ˝m :“ a ˝m ˝ idX , (7.1.7)
m ˝ b :“ idY ˝m ˝ b. (7.1.8)
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Proposition 7.1.1
A-mod is complete and co-complete abelian category. It has enough projectives
and injectives.
Proof. (Well known). All (co)limits can be taken pointwise plimMqY,X “
limpMY,Xq. The evaluation functor iY,X : A-modÑ Ab, iY,XM “ MY,X , has a
left (resp. right) adjoint iY,X! (resp. i
Y,X
˚ ). Taking a surjection pY,X ։ MY,X
(resp. injection MY,X ãÑ pY,X) with pY,X projective (resp. injective) in Ab,
we obtain a surjection (resp. injection)
À
Y,X
i
Y,X
! p
Y,X
։ M (resp. M ãÑś
Y,X
i
Y,X
˚ pY,X) from a projective (resp. into an injective) A- module.
We have the following injective and surjective maps:
MY0,X0 ‘MY0,X1 ‘MY1,X0 ‘MY1,X1 MY0‘Y1,X0‘X1
f
g
(7.1.9)
given by, ˆ
m00 m01
m10 m11
˙
ÞÝÑ
ÿ
i,j“0,1
1Yi ˝mi,j ˝ 1tXj ,
p1tYi ˝m ˝ 1Xj q ÐÝ [ m. (7.1.10)
where,
1Yi P FY0‘Y1,Yi , 1tXj P FXj ,X0‘X1 . (7.1.11)
p1tXj ˝ 1Xj “ idXj , 1Xj ˝ 1tXj “ idXj ‘ 0X1´j , j “ 0, 1q.
Note that the composition g ˝ f “ id, therefore it is a direct summand, but in
general f ˝ g ‰ id, in fact,
f ˝ g “ id ðñ m “
ÿ
i,j“0,1
1Yi ˝ 1tYi ˝m ˝ 1Xj ˝ 1tXj , (7.1.12)
@m PMY0‘Y1,X0‘X1 .
There is a similar correspondence :
pM1,1qXbY MY,X
f
g
(7.1.13)
where pM1,1qXbY is a direct summand,ˆ
1ty ˝m ˝ 1x
˙
px,yqPYbX
ÐÝ [ m
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my,x ÞÝÑ
ÿ
xPX,yPY
1y ˝my,x ˝ 1tx. (7.1.14)
If these maps are isomorphisms for all X,Y P F, we say M is a "matrix A-
module".
In particular, the map f of p7.1.9q, made up from the F- action of 1Yi and 1tXj ,
gives the "direct- sum" for M :
MY0,X0 ˆMY1,X1 ÑMY0‘Y1,X0‘X1 (7.1.15)
pm0,m1q ÞÑ m0 ‘m1 :“ 1Y0 ˝m0 ˝ 1tX0 ` 1Yi ˝m1 ˝ 1tX1 . (7.1.16)
Note: associativity, commutativity, unit -isomorphisms are the canonical F-
isomorphisms. The map pm0,m1q ÞÑ m0 ‘m1 is strongly natural in the sense
that
a˝pm0‘m1q˝a1 “ pa˝1Y0q˝m0 ˝p1tX0 ˝a1q`pa˝1Y1q˝m1 ˝p1tX1 ˝a1q, (7.1.17)
In particular it is natural,
pa0 ‘ a1q ˝ pm0 ‘m1q ˝ pa10 ‘ a11q “ pa0 ˝m0 ˝ a10q ‘ pa1 ˝m1 ˝ a11q (7.1.18)
Example 7.1.1
Define Mk,l P F-mod byˆ
Mk,l
˙
Y,X
:“ free abelian group on pY0, X0q, (7.1.19)
Y0 Ď Y , #Y0 :“ k
X0 Ď X , #X0 “ l , (7.1.20)
and the F- action of a P FY 1,Y , b P FX,X1 , is defined on the generators pY0, X0q
of pMk,lqY,X by:
a ˝ pY0, X0q ˝ b “
#
papY0q, btpX0qq Y0 Ď Dpaq , X0 Ď Ipbq
0 otherwise
. (7.1.21)
The rank at every degree pY,Xq is easy to calculate and is given by,
RankZ
ˆ
M
k,l
Y,X
˙
“
ˆ
#Y
k
˙
¨
ˆ
#X
l
˙
. (7.1.22)
where in case k ą 1 or l ą 1 and X “ Y “ 1 we have:
ˆ
Mk,l
˙
1,1
“ t0u.
It is an example of a non- matrix F- module.
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Example 7.1.2
Define Mk,l P FpZq-mod by,ˆ
Mk,l
˙
Y,X
“ HomZ
ˆ lľ
Z
pZ ¨Xq,
kľ
Z
pZ ¨ Y q
˙
(7.1.23)
and the FpZq -action of
a P FpZqY 1,Y “ HomZpZ ¨ Y,Z ¨ Y 1q, b P FpZqX,X1 “ HomZpZ ¨X 1,Z ¨Xq,
(7.1.24)
is given by,
a ˝m ˝ b :“
kľ
paq ˝m ˝
lľ
pbq. (7.1.25)
Note that it is non- matrix.
Tensor product:
For M,N P A-mod, we have their tensor product M b
A
N P A-mod,
pMb
A
NqY,X :“
à
Z
MY,Z b
Z
NZ,X
O
tpm ˝ aq b n „ mb pa ˝ nq,m PMY,Z1 , a P AZ1,Z , n P NZ,Xu ,
and we have their left (resp. right) inner hom Hom
l{r
A pM,Nq P A-mod
HomlApM,NqY,X :“ tϕ “ tϕZu, ϕZ P AbpMZ,X , NZ,Y q, ϕpa ˝mq “ a ˝ ϕpmqu
with A- action: pa1 ˝ ϕ ˝ a2qpmq :“ ϕpm ˝ a1q ˝ a2.
resp.,
HomrApM,NqY,X :“ tϕ “ tϕZu, ϕZ P AbpMX,Z , NY,Zq, ϕpm ˝ aq “ ϕpmq ˝ au,
with A- action: pa1 ˝ ϕ ˝ a2qpmq :“ a1 ˝ ϕpa2 ˝mq.
We have the adjunction:
A-modpM b
A
N,Kq “ A-modpM,HomrApN,Kqq “ A-modpN,HomlApM,Kqq.
Note that bA is associative, but Not commutative, and has unit A only if A is
an A- module, i.e. A P pFRqAb.
Definition 7.1.2. A- modules with involution: A-modt
For any A P FRt define A-modt to be the category of M “ tMY,Xu P A-mod
with an involution,
p qt :MY,X ÑMX,Y (7.1.26)
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m ÞÑ mt (7.1.27)
satisfying:
pm0 `m1qt “ mt0 `mt1 (7.1.28)
pmtqt “ m
pa ˝m ˝ bqt “ bt ˝mt ˝ at. (7.1.29)
The morphisms in A-modt between two such modules M,N , are given by the
set:
A-modtpM,Nq ” tϕ P A-modpM,Nq ϕpmtq “ ϕpmqtu. (7.1.30)
Proposition 7.1.2
The category A-modt is complete and co-complete abelian category with enough
injectives and projectives objects.
Proof. Same as proposition 7.1.1.
Free A- modules
For X,Y P F and an abelian group N P Ab, we have the adjunction:
A-mod
ˆ
i
Y,X
! N,M
˙
” Ab
ˆ
N,MY,X
˙
(7.1.31)
where the i! functor defined by,
piY,X! NqW,Z “
à
AW,YˆAX,Z
N. (7.1.32)
An element of piY,X! NqW,Z has the form
řk
i“1 ni ¨ pai, biq with ni P N, ai P
AW,Y , bi P AX,Z .
pwhere 0 ¨ pa, bq ” n ¨ p0, bq ” n ¨ pa, 0q ” 0, q (7.1.33)
The A- action on such an element of a P AW 1,W , b P AZ,Z1 is given by:
a ˝ pΣnipai, biqq ˝ b “ Σnipa ˝ ai, bi ˝ bq. (7.1.34)
In particular, we have the free A- module of degree pY,Xq:
AY,X :“ iY,X! Z, (7.1.35)
A-modpAY,X ,Mq ”MY,X . (7.1.36)
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For A P FRt (with involution!) , X, Y P F, N P Ab,M P A-modt, we have the
adjunction:
A-modtpiY,X! ,Mq ” AbpN,MY,Xq (7.1.37)
where now: piY,X! NqW,Z “
ˆ à
AW,YˆAX,Z
N
˙
‘
ˆ à
AW,XˆAY,Z
N
˙
(7.1.38)
has A- action as above and has involution, interchanging the summands above:
pΣnipai, biqqt “ Σnipbti, atiq. (7.1.39)
The free A- module with involution of degree pY,Xq, AY,Xt , is obtained by taking
N “ Z:
A
Y,X
t :“ iY,X! Z with involution, (7.1.40)
A-modtpAY,Xt ,Mq ”MY,X (7.1.41)
Similarly, for I P Set{Fˆ F , i.e. I is a set together with a map I Ñ Fˆ F, i ÞÑ
pYi, Xiq, we have the free A- module, AI “ AYi,Xi
iPI
, giving the adjunction:
A-mod
U
		
Set{Fˆ F
AI
HH A-modpAI ,Mq ” Set{Fˆ F pI, UMq. (7.1.42)
If we let pSet{Fˆ Fqt denote the category of sets over FˆF, I Ñ FˆF, together
with involution i.e. a bijection I Ñ I, i ÞÑ it, itt “ i, pI´1pY,Xqqt “ I´1pX,Y q,
than we have the adjunction:
A-modt
U



pSet{Fˆ Fqt
AIt
HH A-mod
tpAIt ,Mq ” pSet{Fˆ F qtpI, UMq. (7.1.43)
7.2 Commutativity for Modules
Let M P A-modptq.
Definition 7.2.1
We say M is Total commutative:
@m PMY,X , b P AI,J ,
pà
Y
bq ˝ pà
J
mq “ pà
I
mq ˝ pà
X
bq, (7.2.1)
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Commutative:
@m PMY,X , b P A1,J , d P AJ,1,
pà
Y
bq ˝ pà
J
mq ˝ pà
X
dq “ p‘
Y
b ˝ dq ˝m “ m ˝ p‘
X
b ˝ dq, (7.2.2)
Central:
@m PMY,X , b P A1,1
pà
Y
bq ˝m “ m ˝ pà
X
bq :“ b ¨m. (7.2.3)
i.e. the monoid A1,1 acts centrally on MY,X, and we denote this actions by b ¨m.
Note that,
total commutativity ùñ commutativity ùñ centrality.
We let CA-mod (resp. A-modtot´com, A-modcent1l) denote the full subcategory
of A-mod consisting of commutative (resp. totally commutative, central) A-
modules.
We have the following adjunctions between the categories,
A-modtot´com 
 // CA-modoooo 
 // A-modcentr1l
oooo   // A-modoooo
the left adjoint given by the quotient maps:
Mtot´com CMoooo Mcent1loooo Moooo (7.2.4)
For M P A-modptqcent1l, and S Ď Ap`q1,1 multiplicative, we have the localization
S´1M P S´1A-modptq. (7.2.5)
We have
pS´1MqY,X :“ pMY,X ˆ Sq{ „, (7.2.6)
pm0, s0q „ pm1, s1q ðñ Ds P S such that ps ¨ s1q ¨m0 “ ps ¨ s0q ¨m1,
and denoting by m{s the equivalence class of pm, sq, we have
pa1{s1q ˝ pm{sq ˝ pa2{s2q :“ pa1 ˝m ˝ a2q{ps1 ¨ s ¨ s2q (7.2.7)
In particular we have localizations
Mf :“ S´1f M, Sf “ t1, f, f2, . . . , fn, . . . u, f P Ap`q1,1
Mp :“ S´1p M, Sp “ Ap`q1,1 zp, p P Specp`qA.
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Remark 0
If A P FR is such that there exists b P A1,J , d P AJ,1, b˝d “ 1, bj “ b˝1j “ 0, (or
dj “ 1tj ˝d “ 0) then CA-mod” t0u: If M P A-mod is commutative, m PMY,X ,
m “ pb˝dq¨m “ pà
Y
bq˝p
ÿ
jPJ
1Yj˝m˝1tXjq˝p
à
X
dq “
ÿ
jPJ
pà
Y
bjq˝m˝p
à
X
djq “
ÿ
j
pbj˝djq¨m “ 0.
(7.2.8)
E.g. when A “ Fη.
Remark 1
If M P F -mod, then M is automatically commutative.
Remark 2
If M P FtSu -mod, M commutative ðñ M central: p‘
Y
sq ˝m “ m ˝ p‘
X
sq,
@ s P S,m P MY,X . For S “ t˘1u, p‘
Y
p´1qq ˝m “ m ˝ p‘
X
p´1qq; if this is ´m
(=the inverse of m in the abelian groupMY,X), we shall say M is "p´1q- true".
For S “ N, ‘
Y
ppq ˝m “ m ˝ ‘
X
ppq for all (prime) p P N; if this is equal to p ¨m
(“ pm`m` ¨ ¨ ¨`mq, p times), we shall sayM is " N- true". If it is both p´1q-
true and N- true we shall say it is "Z- true".
Remark 3
For R P CRig, M P FpRq -mod, m0,m1 PMY,X , the element m0 ‹m1 PMY,X
m0‹m1 “ p‘
Y
p1, 1qq˝pm0‘m1q˝p‘
X
ˆ
1
1
˙
q “ p‘
Y
p1, 1qq˝p1Y0˝m0˝1tX0`1Y1˝m1˝1tX1q˝p‘
X
ˆ
1
1
˙
q.
(7.2.9)
is equal to m0`m1 (indeed, pm0`m10q ‹ pm1`m11q “ pm0 ‹m1q` pm10 ‹m11q ).
Assume that M is commutative as FpRq -module. For r P R,m PMY,X , put
r ¨m :“ p‘
Y
prqq ˝m “ m ˝ p‘
X
prqq pM centralq. (7.2.10)
We have pr1 ¨r2q ¨m “ r1 ¨ pr2 ¨mq, 1 ¨m “ m, 0 ¨m “ 0, r ¨ pm`m1q ” r ¨m`r ¨m1,
(by definition!), and moreover,
r ¨m` r1 ¨m “ p‘
Y
p1, 1qq ˝ p1Y0 ˝ r ¨m ˝ 1tX0 ` 1Y1 ˝ r1 ¨m ˝ 1tX1q ˝ p‘
X
ˆ
1
1
˙
q
“ p‘
Y
pr, r1qq ˝ pm‘mq ˝ p‘
X
ˆ
1
1
˙
q
“
ˆ
‘
Y
pr, r1q ˝
ˆ
1
1
˙˙
˝m pM commutativeq
“ pr ` r1q ¨m.
(7.2.11)
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Thus MY,X is an R -module. For a P FpRqY 1,Y , b P FpRqX,X1 , the map m ÞÑ
a ˝m ˝ b is an R -module homomorphism, so M P pR-modqFpRqˆFpRqop .
Note that M is N- true, and if R P CRing, has negatives, p´1q ¨m “ p‘
Y
p´1qq ˝
m “ m ˝ p‘
X
p´1qq is equal to ´m, the inverse of m, and M is Z- true.
Conversely, if M P pR-modqFpRqˆFpRqop , is an FpRq-module with values in R
-modules such that for r P R,m P MY,X , p‘
Y
prqq ˝m “ m ˝ p‘
X
prqq “ r ¨m, (i.e.
M is central, and the action of the monoid FpRq1,1 “ R is the given R -module
structure on MY,Xq, then M is commutative as FpRq -module:
ˆ
‘
Y
pr1, . . . , rnq
˙
˝
ˆ
n‘
i“1
m
˙
˝
ˆ
‘
X
¨˚
˝r
1
1
...
r1n
‹˛‚˙ “
ˆ
‘
Y
p1, . . . , 1q
˙
˝
ˆ
n‘
i“1
ri ¨ r1i ¨m
˙
˝
ˆ
‘
X
¨˚
˝1...
1
‹˛‚˙ “
r1 ¨ r11 ¨m` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rnr1n ¨m “
rr1r11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rnr1ns ¨m “ pMY,X P R-modq„
pr1, . . . , rnq ˝
¨˚
˝r
1
1
...
r1n
‹˛‚ ¨m (7.2.12)
7.3 Sheaves of OX- modules
Definition 7.3.1
Given pX,OXq P FRptqSp, define an OX-modptq M to be a functor
U ÞÑMpUq, for U Ď X open, (7.3.1)
such that,
MpUq P COXpUq-modptq, (7.3.2)
for U Ď U 1 Ă X open:
b|U ˝m|U ˝ d|U “ pb ˝m ˝ dq|U , (7.3.3)
presp. pm|U qt “ mt|U q, (7.3.4)
and @X,Y P F,
U ÞÑMpUqY,X is a sheaf. (7.3.5)
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Definition 7.3.2
Let A P CFRptq, X “ Specp`qA, M P CA-modptq. Define M˜ P OX-modptq,
M˜pUqY,X ” ts : U Ñ
ž
pPU
pMpqY,X , sppq P pMpqY,X such that locally sppq “ m{f.u
(7.3.6)
We have,
Proposition 7.3.1
For p P Specp`qA,
pM˜qp “Mp. (7.3.7)
Proof. see Proposition 3.4.2.
Theorem 7.3.2
For f P Ap`q1,1 ,
M˜pDp`qpfqq ”Mf . (7.3.8)
Proof. Replace a P AY,X by m PMY,X in Proposition 3.4.3.
Theorem 7.3.3
Let X P gFRptqSc , M P OX -modptq, the following conditions are equivalent,
p1q X “
ď
Specp`qAi, DMi P Ai-modptq,M |Specp`q Ai “ M˜i, (7.3.9)
p2q @ Specp`qA Ď X, MpSpecp`qAq „ÝÑM |Specp`q A, (7.3.10)
p3q @ U Ď X open, @g P OXpUqp`q1,1 , letting Dpgq “ tp P U, g|p P GL1pOX,pqu Ď U,
restriction induces isomorphism: MpUqg „ÝÑMpDpgqq. (7.3.11)
We say M is "quasi- coherent" OX -module, and we denote by q.c. OX -mod
ptq
the full subcategory of OX -mod
ptq consisting of the quasi coherent OX -modules.
For an affine X “ Specp`qA, we have an equivalence
CA-modptq „ÝÑ q.c. OX -modptq Ď OX -modptq, (7.3.12)
M ÞÝÑ M˜,
MpXq ÐÝ [M. (7.3.13)
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7.4 Extension of scalars
For ϕ P FRptqpB,Aq, we have an induced pair of adjoint functors: We use
geometric notations
A-modptq
ϕ˚ //
B-modptq
ϕ˚
oo
The right adjoint is:
N
✤ // ϕ˚N ” NB :“ N (7.4.1)
with B- action given via ϕ:
b1 ˝ n ˝ b2 :“ ϕpb1q ˝ n ˝ ϕpb2q. (7.4.2)
The left adjoint will be denoted by M ÞÑ ϕ˚M “ MA. The abelian group
pMAqY,X is obtained from the free sum:à
W,ZPF
à
AY,WˆAZ,X
MW,Z (7.4.3)
whose elements can be written as sums
kÿ
i“1
ai ˝ rmis ˝ a1i, ai P AY,Wi , a1i P AZi,X , mi PMWi,Zi . (7.4.4)
with a ˝ rm`m1s ˝ a1 “ a ˝ rms ˝ a1 ` a ˝ rm1s ˝ a1, (7.4.5)
by dividing by the subgroup generated by all elements of the form
a ˝ rb ˝m ˝ b1s ˝ a1 ´ pa ˝ ϕpbqq ˝ rms ˝ pϕpb1q ˝ a1q. (7.4.6)
If ϕ P FRtpB,Aq, M P B-modt then MA P A-modt has automatically an
involution,
p
ÿ
ai ˝ rmis ˝ ciqt “
ÿ
cti ˝ rmtis ˝ ati. (7.4.7)
7.5 Infinitesimal extensions
Let A P FR,M P A-mod, We define the infinitesimal extension AśM P
pFR{A qab, an abelian group object of the category FR{A of F-Rings over
A:
pAΠMqY,X :“ AY,XΠMY,X (7.5.1)
pa,mq ˝ pb, nq :“ pa ˝ b, a ˝ n`m ˝ bq (7.5.2)
pa0,m0q ‘ pa1,m1q :“ pa0 ‘ a1,m0 ‘m1q (7.5.3)
We have homomorphism
π P FRpAΠM,Aq , πpa,mq “ a, (7.5.4)
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Furthermore the map,
µ P FR{A
ˆ
pAΠMq
ź
A
pAΠMq, AΠM
˙
, µppa,mq, pa,m1qq “ pa,m`m1q.
(7.5.5)
satisfy associativity, commutativity, unit: ǫ P FR{A
ˆ
A,AΠM
˙
, ǫpaq “ pa, 0q,
antipode: Spa,mq “ pa,´mq and so makes AśM into an abelian group object
in FR{A .
In the case where A P FRt,M P A-modt, AśM , has a natural involution
pa,mqt :“ pat,mtq,
and so A
ś
M P p FRt{A qab.
Note that we have the (strict) implications
A totally- commutative
M commutative
ùñ AΠM commutative ùñ A commutative pas F-Ringq
M commutative pas A-moduleq.
7.6 Derivations and differentials
Definition 7.6.1
Let ϕ P FRptqpC,Aq , M P A-modptq.
Define the C -derivations from A to M to be the set:
Der
ptq
C pA,Mq :“
"
δ “ tδY,X : AY,X ÑMY,Xu such that
p˚q Leibnitz : δpa ˝ a1q “ δpaq ˝ a1 ` a ˝ δpa1q
p˚˚q C- linear δpϕpcqq ” 0.
p˚ ˚ ˚q δpa0 ‘ a1q “ δpa0q ‘ δpa1q
*
presp. δpaqt “ δpatqq (7.6.1)
It is a functor Der
ptq
C pA, q : A-modptq Ñ Ab, representable by the A- module
of Kähler differentials ΩpA{C q P A-modptq. The abelian group ΩpA{C qY,X has
elements that are sums of the form
kÿ
i“1
mi ¨ a1i ˝ dpaiq ˝ a2i (7.6.2)
mi P Z, a1i P AY,Wi , ai P AWi,Zi , a2i P AZi,X . (7.6.3)
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with the relations,
p˚q Leibnitz : a1 ˝ dpb ˝ b1q ˝ a2 “ pa1 ˝ bq ˝ dpb1q ˝ a2 ` a1 ˝ dpbq ˝ pb1 ˝ a2q
p˚˚q C- linear a1 ˝ dpϕpcqq ˝ a2 ” 0.
(7.6.4)
(or equivalently,
a1 ˝ ϕpc1q ˝ dpaq ˝ ϕpc2q ˝ a2 “ a1 ˝ dpϕpc1q ˝ a ˝ ϕpc2qq ˝ a2.q
p˚˚˚q a1˝dpa0‘a1q˝a2 “ pa1˝1Y0q˝dpa0q˝p1tX0˝a2q`pa1˝1Y1q˝dpa1q˝p1tX1˝a2q, ai P AYi,Xi .
If ϕ P FRtpC,Aq, i.e. has involution, then ΩpA{C q P A-modt:ˆ
Σmi ¨ a1i ˝ dpaiq ˝ a2i
˙t
“ Σmi ¨ pa2i qt ˝ dpatiq ˝ pa1iqt. (7.6.5)
E.g. for A “ CrδY,Xs “ C bF FrδY,Xs we have,
ΩpCrδY,Xs{C q ” free CrδY,Xs- module of degree pY,Xq with generator dpδY,Xq.
(7.6.6)
and similarly, for A “ CrδY,X , δtY,Xs the free - C - F-Ring with involution,
ΩpCrδY,X , δtY,Xs
L
C q ” free CrδY,X , δtY,X s- mod with involution of degree pY,Xq
generated by dpδY,Xq. (7.6.7)
For ϕ P FRptqpC,Aq, B P C å FRptq ä A, i.e. we have FRptq- maps
ǫ : C Ñ B,
π : B Ñ A,
π ˝ ǫ “ ϕ, (7.6.8)
we have the following identifications, for M P A-modptq:
ˆ
C å FRptq ä A
˙
pB,AΠMq ”
$’’’’&’’’’%
ψ : B Ñ AśM, ψpbq “ pπpbq, δpbqq
δY,X : BY,X ÑMY,X , δpb ˝ b1q “ δpbq ˝ πpb1q ` πpbq ˝ δpb1q
δpǫpCqq ” 0
δpb0 ‘ b1q “ δpb0q ‘ δpb1q
prespectfully, δpbtq “ δpbqtq
,////.////-
” DerptqC pB,MBq ” B-modptqpΩpB{Cq,MBq ” A-modptqpΩpB{CqA,Mq.
(7.6.9)
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Thus we have the adjunction:
ΩpB{C qA A-modptq❧



M❴

B
❴
OO
C å FRptq ä A
✐
HH
AΠM
(7.6.10)
Restricting to commutative A-modules CA-modptq, we have similar adjunction,
with ΩpB{CqA replaced by its commutative quotient CΩpB{CqA.
7.7 Properties of differentials
Given a homomorphism k Ñ A of FRptq, and M P A-modptq, we have the
bijection:
Der
ptq
k pA,Mq ” A-modptq
ˆ
ΩpA{kq,M
˙
.
ϕ ˝ dA{k Ð[ ϕ, (7.7.1)
where dA{k : AÑ ΩpA{kq is the universal derivation.
Property 0
Given any commutative diagram in CFRptq, and M 1 P A1- modptq,
A // A1
k //
OO
k1
OO (7.7.2)
we have a sequence of homomorphisms:
Der
ptq
k1 pA1,M 1q 
 // Derptqk pA1,M 1q // Derptqk pA,M 1q (7.7.3)
represented by the A1- mod homomorphisms (with commutative diagrams of
derivations)
ΩpA{kqA1 // ΩpA1{kq // // ΩpA1{k1q
A
pdA{kqA
1
OO
// A1
dA1{k
OO
dA1{k1
99rrrrrrrrrrr
(7.7.4)
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Property 1 (First exact sequence)
Given a commutative diagram in FRptq
A
ϕ // A1
k
__❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
(7.7.5)
we have an exact sequence:
ΩpA{kqA1 // ΩpA1{kq // ΩpA1{Aq // 0 (7.7.6)
Proof. Applying A1-modp ,M 1q this is equivalent to
0 // DerApA1,M 1q // DerkpA1,M 1q // DerkpA,M 1q (7.7.7)
is exact for every M 1 P A1-mod, which is clear.
The first exact sequence (7.7.6) will be exact on the left, if and only if, any
derivation D : AÑ M 1 into an A1- mod has an extension to a derivation D1 of
A1
A
D
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈

M 1
A1
D1
==⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
(7.7.8)
e.g. this holds if ϕ : A Ñ A1 is a retract: have ψ : A1 Ñ A, ψ ˝ ϕ “ idA, and
can take D1 “ D ˝ ψ.
Property 2 (Second exact sequence)
For a surjective ϕ : A։ A1,
KERpϕq “ AśA1 A // // A ϕ // // A1
k
??        
^^❂❂❂❂❂❂❂❂
(7.7.9)
we have an exact sequence
ΩpA
ź
A1
A{kqA1 δÝÑ ΩpA{kqA1 Ñ ΩpA1{kq Ñ 0
dpa0, a1q δÞÝÑ dpa0q ´ dpa1q. (7.7.10)
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Proof. Applying the functor A1- modp ,M 1q this is equivalent to the left exact
sequence,
0Ñ DerkpA1,M 1q Ñ DerkpA,M 1q Ñ DerkpA
ź
A1
A,M 1q
D ÞÝÑ Dpa0, a1q “ Dpa0q ´Dpa1q. (7.7.11)
which is clear.
Moreover, we can replace Ωp2q “ ΩpAś
A1
A{kqA1 on the left of p7.7.11q by its
odd quotient (w.r.t. the involution permuting the factors), Ωp´q “ Ωp2qLdpa0, a1q ` dpa1, a0q .
Furthermore, we have a map δ : Ωp3q “ ΩpAś
A1
A
ś
A1
A{kqA1 Ñ Ωp2q,
dpa0, a1, a2q ÞÑ dpa1, a2q ´ dpa0, a2q ` dpa0, a1q,
and since δ ˝ δ “ 0, we can replace Ωp2q on the left of p7.7.11q by Ωp´qLδpΩp3qq .
Property 3
ΩpA1 bk A2{kq – ΩpA1{kqA1bkA2 ‘ ΩpA2{kqA1bkA2 . (7.7.12)
Property 4
ΩpAbk k1{k1q – ΩpA{kqAbkk
1
. (7.7.13)
Property 5
Differentials commute with direct limits: we have isomorphisms of A “ limÝÑAi-
modules,
ΩplimÝÑAi{ limÝÑ kiq – limÝÑpΩpAi{kiqq, (7.7.14)
Proof. Taking A-modp ,Mq this is equivalent to
A-modpΩpA{ limÝÑ kiq,Mq ” DerlimÝÑ kipA,Mq ” limÐÝDerki pAi,Mq ” limÐÝAi-modpΩpAi{kiq,Mq
” A-modplimÝÑΩpAi{kiq,Mq. (7.7.15)
Properties p0q ´ p5q all hold with Ω replaced by its commutative quotient
CΩ.
Given multiplicative sets σ Ď k1,1, S Ď A1,1, such that ϕ : k Ñ A, takes
ϕ1,1pσq Ď S, we have
CΩpS´1A{σ´1kq – S´1CΩpA{kq. (7.7.16)
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Example 7.7.1
For a map of monoids ϕ P MonpM0,M1q, and the associated map of F-Rings
Φ “ Ftϕu P FRpFtM0u,FtM1uq, the FtM1u- module Ω “ ΩpFtM1u{FtM0uq
is generated by dpmq P Ω1,1,m P M1, and so is a matrix- module ΩY,X “
pΩ1,1qYˆX , and Ω1,1 “ ΩpZrM1s{ZrM0s q is the usual bi- module of differentials
of the associated rings. ForMi commutative, CΩY,X “ pCΩ1,1qYˆX , and CΩ1,1
the usual module of Kähler differentials of ZrM1s{ZrM0s .
Example 7.7.2
For a map of rings ϕ P MonpR0, R1q, and the associated map of F-Rings Φ “
Fpϕq P FRpFpR0q,FpR1qq, the FpR1q- module Ω “ ΩpFpR1q{FpR0q q is generated
by dprq P Ω1,1, r P R1, and so is a matrix- module ΩY,X “ pΩ1,1qYˆX , and
Ω1,1 “ ΩpZrR1s{ZrR0s q is the usual bi- module of differentials of the associated
rings. For Ri commutative, CΩY,X “ pCΩ1,1qYˆX , and CΩ1,1 the usual module
of Kähler differentials of ZrR1s{ZrR0s .
7.8 Differentials of FpZq and FpNq.
Theorem 7.8.1
The module Ω “ ΩpFpNq{F q, (respectively, ΩpFpZq{Ft˘1uq ) is defined as:
Ωn,m “ free abelian group on generators:
ra| b
b1s “ a ˝ dp1, 1q ˝
ˆ
b
b1
˙
and ra, a1|bs “ pa, a1q ˝ d
ˆ
1
1
˙
˝ b, @b, b1 P Nm,@a, a1 P Nn,
(7.8.1)
(respectfully, b, b1 P Zm, a, a1 P Zn),
modulo relations:
p0q :
„
0
ˇˇˇˇ
b
b1

“
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
0
b1

“
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
b
0

“ ra, a1|0s “ r0, a1|bs “ ra, 0|bs “ 0,
pCommq :
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
b
b1

“
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
b1
b

, ra, a1|bs “ ra1, a|bs,
pAssq :
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
b1 ` b2
b3

`
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
b1
b2

“
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
b1
b2 ` b3

`
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
b2
b3

ra1 ` a2, a3|bs ` ra1, a2|bs “ ra1, a2 ` a3|bs ` ra2, a3|bs,
pAlmost linearq : ra1, a2|b1 ` b2s `
„
a1 ` a2
ˇˇˇˇ
b1
b2

“
„
a1
ˇˇˇˇ
b1
b2

`
„
a2
ˇˇˇˇ
b1
b2

` ra1, a2|b1s ` ra1, a2|b2s.
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respectively and the relations,
pCancellationq :
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
b
´b

` ra,´a|bs “ 0
p´1q :
„
´a
ˇˇˇˇ
b
b1

“
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ´b
´b1

, ra, a1| ´ bs “ r´a,´a1|bs,
(7.8.2)
Proof. By the description of §2.10, FpNq “ Frδ1,2, δt1,2s
L
relations , (respectively
FpZq “ Ft˘1urδ1,2, δt2,1s{relations), the second exact sequence (7.7.11) gives
that Ω is the free FpNq (respectively FpZq)- module on dδ1,2 “ dp1, 1q and
dδt1,2 “ d
ˆ
1
1
˙
, modulo the derived - relations.
The p0q relation follows, from the implication,
p1, 1q ˝
ˆ
1
0
˙
“ p1q ùñ dp1, 1q ˝
ˆ
1
0
˙
“ 0. (7.8.3)
The pCommq relation follows since,
p1, 1q ˝
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
“ p1, 1q ùñ dp1, 1q ˝
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
“ dp1, 1q. (7.8.4)
The pAssq relation follows since,
p1, 1q ˝ pp1, 1q ‘ id1q “ p1, 1q ˝ pid1 ‘ p1, 1qq
ó
dp1, 1q˝pp1, 1q‘p1qq`p1, 1q˝pdp1, 1q‘0q “ dp1, 1q˝pp1q‘p1, 1qq`p1, 1q˝p0‘dp1, 1qq
ó
ra|b1 ` b2
b3
s ` ra|b1
b2
s “ ra| b1
b2 ` b3s ` ra|
b2
b3
s. (7.8.5)
Thus
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ´
´

, r´,´|bs are symmetric normalized 2-cycles @b,@a.
The pAlmost linearq relation follows since by total commutativity,
ˆ
1
1
˙
˝p1, 1q “
ˆ
1 1
1 1
˙
“
ˆ
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
˙
˝
¨˚
˚˝1 00 1
1 0
0 1
‹˛‹‚“ pp1, 1q‘p1, 1qq˝pˆ11
˙
‘
ˆ
1
1
˙
q
ó
d
ˆ
1
1
˙
˝ p1, 1q `
ˆ
1
1
˙
˝ dp1, 1q “ pdp1, 1q1{1,2 ` dp1, 1q2{3,4q ˝
¨˚
˚˝1 00 1
1 0
0 1
‹˛‹‚`
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`
ˆ
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
˙
˝ pd
ˆ
1
1
˙
1,3{1
` d
ˆ
1
1
˙
2,4{2
q. (7.8.6)
Here the subindices indicate how the matrices act on the differentials (left/right),
so that multiplying (7.8.6) by pa1, a2q on the left, and by
ˆ
b1
b2
˙
on the right, we
obtain the almost linear form of the theorem.
Respectively for Z, the pCancelationq relation follows since,
p1, 1q˝
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
˝
ˆ
1
1
˙
“ p0q ùñ dp1, 1q˝
ˆ
1
´1
˙
`p1,´1q˝d
ˆ
1
1
˙
“ 0. (7.8.7)
The commutative quotient CΩ “ CΩpFpNq{Fq (respectively, CΩpFpZq{Ft˘1uq)
is obtained by adding the relations for all λ P Nprespectively, Zq, (cf. Remark 3
of §7.2):
λ ¨
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
b
b1

“
„
λ ¨ a
ˇˇˇˇ
b
b1

“
„
a
ˇˇˇˇ
λ ¨ b
λ ¨ b1

λ ¨ ra, a1|bs “ rλ ¨ a, λ ¨ a1|bs “ ra, a1|λ ¨ bs.
(7.8.8)
Define N˜Y,X :“ free abelian group on generators ra|bs, a P ZY “ FpZqY,1, b P
ZX “ FpZq1,X , (i.e. we think of the a’s as column vectors, the b’s as row
vectors), modulo the relations ra|0s “ r0|bs “ 0, r´a|bs ” ra| ´ bs “ ´ra|bs.
N˜ “ tN˜Y,Xu is an F-Ring with involution,
N˜Z,Y ˆ N˜Y,X Ñ N˜Z,X , (7.8.9)
p
ÿ
j
njrcj|a1jsq ˝ p
ÿ
i
mirai|bisq “
ÿ
i,j
nj ¨mi ¨ a1j ˝ ai ¨ rcj |bis, (7.8.10)
p
ÿ
i
mirai|bisqt “
ÿ
i
mirbti|atis. (7.8.11)
and N˜ is also an FpZq -module, via
FpZqY 1,Y ˆ N˜Y,X ˆ FpZqX,X1 Ñ N˜Y 1,X1 (7.8.12)
A ˝ p
ÿ
i
mirai|bisq ˝B :“
ÿ
i
mirAai|biBs (7.8.13)
(and the monoidal structure, ‘ : N˜Y0,X0 ˆ N˜Y1,X1 Ñ N˜Y0‘Y1,X0‘X1 , which is
part of the F-Ring structure, comes from the FpZq- module structure).
We have a surjective map
π˜ : N˜ ։ FpZq (7.8.14)
π˜Y,X : N˜Y,X Ñ FpZqY,X (7.8.15)
π˜p
ÿ
mirai|bisq “
ÿ
miai b bi P ZY b ZX ” ZYbX ” FpZqY,X (7.8.16)
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and π˜ is both a homomorphism of F-Rings with involution, and a homomor-
phism of FpZq -modules.
We have a surjective map B : ΩpFpZq{Ft˘1uq։ Kerpπ˜q, define on the generators
by
p‹q
Bra1, a2|bs “ ra1|bs ` ra2|bs ´ ra1 ` a2|bs
Bra|b1
b2
s “ ´ra|b1s ´ ra|b2s ` ra|b1 ` b2s (7.8.17)
(indeed it is easy to verify that Bprelationsq “ 0).
Similarly, let NY,X :“ free abelian group on generators ra|bs, a P ZY , b P ZX
modulo
λ ¨ ra|bs “ rλ ¨ a|bs “ ra|λ ¨ bs, for all λ P Z. (7.8.18)
N “ tNY,Xu is an F-Ring with involution, and a commutative FpZq -module,
and again we have a surjection
π : N ։ FpZq (7.8.19)
which is both a homomorphism of F-Rings with involution, and a homomor-
phism of FpZq -modules. We have a surjective map B : CΩpFpZq{Ft˘1uq ։
Kerpπq, defined as in p‹q.
Thus we have exact sequence (of FpZq- modules)
ΩpFpZq{Ft˘1uq

B // N˜

π˜ // FpZq // 0
CΩpFpZq{Ft˘1uq B // N π // FpZq // 0
(7.8.20)
The derivation d “ B ˝ dFtZu{Ft˘1u : FpZq Ñ N , is given by :
d1,1 ” 0, (7.8.21)
d1,2pa, bq “ ra|1, 0s ` rb|0, 1s ´ r1|a, bs (7.8.22)
d2,1
ˆ
a
b
˙
“
„
a
b
ˇˇˇˇ
1

´
„
1
0
ˇˇˇˇ
a

´
„
0
1
ˇˇˇˇ
b

(7.8.23)
d2,2
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
“
„
a
c
ˇˇˇˇ
1, 0

`
„
b
d
ˇˇˇˇ
0, 1

´
„
1
0
ˇˇˇˇ
a, b

´
„
0
1
ˇˇˇˇ
c, d

(7.8.24)
For A P FpZqn,m,with columns Ap1q, . . . , Apmq P Zn, rows A1, . . . , An P Zm,
letting fn1 , . . . , f
n
n be the standard column basis, e
m
1 , . . . , e
m
m the standard row
basis,
fni “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
0
0
1piq
0
...
0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
, emj “ p0, . . . , 0, 1pjq, 0, . . . , 0q (7.8.25)
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we have:
dn,mpAq “
mÿ
j“1
rApjq|emj s ´
nÿ
i“1
rfni |Ais. (7.8.26)
7.9 Differentials for commutative rings
Let R P CRing, S Ď R, a multiplicative set.
We have the exact sequences of FpRq- modules
ΩpFpZq{Ft˘1uqFpRq // ΩpFpRq{Ft˘1uq // ΩpFpRq{FpZq q // 0
ΩpFtSu{Ft˘1uqFpRq // ΩpFpRq{Ft˘1uq // ΩpFpRq{FtSuq // 0
(7.9.1)
Theorem 7.9.1
For the FpRq- module Ω “ ΩpFpRq{Fq, the abelian group Ωn,m can be described
as the free Z -module with generators
ra| b
b1s “
¨˚
˝a1...
an
‹˛‚˝ dp1, 1q ˝ ˆb1 . . . bm
b11 . . . b
1
m
˙
(7.9.2)
ra, a1|bs “
¨˚
˝a1 a
1
1
...
...
an a
1
n
‹˛‚˝ dˆ1
1
˙
˝ pb1 . . . bmq (7.9.3)
ra|bsprq “
¨˚
˝a1...
an
‹˛‚˝ dprq ˝ pb1, . . . , bmq, (7.9.4)
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modulo the relations: ai P Rn, bi P Rm, r P R
Zero : ra|0
b
s “ ra|b
0
s “ 0
Zerot : r0, a|bs “ ra, 0|bs “ 0
p0q : ra, bsp0q “ 0
p1q : ra, bsp1q “ 0
Comm: ra|b1
b2
s “ ra|b2
b1
s
Commt : ra1, a2|bs “ ra2, a1|bs
Ass: ra|b1 ` b2
b3
s ` ra|b1
b2
s “ ra| b1
b2 ` b3s ` ra|
b2
b3
s
Asst : ra1 ` a2, a3|bs ` ra1, a2|bs “ ra1, a2 ` a3|bs ` ra2, a3|bs
tot-com: ra1, a2|b1 ` b2s ´ ra1, a2|b1s ´ ra1, a2|b2s
`ra1 ` a2|b1, b2s ´ ra1|b1, b2s ´ ra2|b1, b2s “ 0
pr, δq : ra|b1 ` b2sprq “ ra|b1sprq ` ra|b2sprq
pδt, rq : ra1 ` a2|bsprq “ ra1|bsprq ` ra2|bsprq
pr1 ¨ r2q : ra|bspr1¨r2q “ ra ¨ r1|bspr2q ` ra|r2 ¨ bspr1q
pr1 ` r2q : ra|bspr1`r2q “ ra|bspr1q ` ra|bspr2q ` ra|r1 ¨ br2 ¨ bs ` rr1 ¨ a, r2 ¨ a|bs.
(7.9.5)
The FpRq- module ΩpFpRq{FtSuq is the quotient of ΩpFpRq{F q obtained by
adding the relations ra|bspsq “ 0 @s P S.
Proof. Same as the proof of 7.8.1, by derivation of the relations §2.10 of FpRq.
Remark (cf. Remark 3 §7.2)
For the commutative quotient CΩ “ CΩpFpRq{FtSuq, CΩn,m is obtained from
the R -module Ωn,m b
Z
R by adding the relations
r ¨ ra|b1
b2
s “ rr ¨ a|b1
b2
s “ ra|r ¨ b1
r ¨ b2s
r ¨ ra1, a2|bs “ rr ¨ a1, r ¨ a2|bs “ ra1, a2|r ¨ bs
r ¨ ra|bspr1q “ rr ¨ a|bspr1q “ ra|r ¨ bspr1q
(7.9.6)
Let NY,X denote the R -module obtained from the free R -module with
generators ra|bs, a P RY , b P RX ,modulo the relations r¨ra|bs “ rr¨a|bs “ ra|r¨bs.
We think of the b’s (resp. a’s) as row (resp. column) vector, i.e. b P FpRq1,X
(resp. a P FpRqY,1).
The collection N “ tNY,Xu forms an F-Ring with involution with respect to
the operations
˝ : NZ,Y ˆNY,X Ñ NZ,X (7.9.7)
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p
ÿ
j
rcj|ajsq ˝ p
ÿ
i
rai|bisq “
ÿ
i,j
paj ˝ aiq ¨ rcj |bis (7.9.8)
p
ÿ
i
rai|bisqt “
ÿ
i
rbti|atis. (7.9.9)
It is also a commutative FpRq -module with respects to the operation
FpRqY 1,Y ˆNY,X ˆ FpRqX,X1 Ñ NY 1,X1 (7.9.10)
A ˝ p
ÿ
i
rai|bisq ˝B “
ÿ
i
rA ˝ ai|bi ˝Bs. (7.9.11)
We have a surjection of F-Rings with involution
π : N ։ FpRq, (7.9.12)
Nn,m
π
։ Rn b
R
Rm ” Rnˆm ” FpRqn,m, (7.9.13)
πpΣrirai; bisq “ Σri ¨ ai b bi. (7.9.14)
We have a surjection B : CΩpFpRq{Fq։ Kerpπq, defined on the generators by
Bra|b1
b2
s “ ra|b1s ` ra|b2s ´ ra|b1 ` b2s (7.9.15)
Bra1, a2|bs “ ´ra1|bs ´ ra2|bs ` ra1 ` a2|bs (7.9.16)
Bra|bsprq “ 0
(Indeed, it is easy to check that B takes our relations to zero. The minus signs
comes from the need to have Bptot-comq “ 0 and Bppr1 ` r2qq “ 0). Thus we
have,
Theorem 7.9.2
For R P CRing, we have an exact sequence of commutative FpRq-modules
CΩpFpRq{Fq BÝÑ NpRq πÝÑ FpRq Ñ 0. (7.9.17)
The map π is a homomorphism of F-Rings with involution.
7.10 Quillen model structures
Define a Quillen model structure on the category of simplicial F-Rings (with
involution) under C P FRptq, ∆pC å FRptqq :“ pC å FRptqq∆op :
Fibrations: F “
"
ϕ : B Ñ B1 | @X,Y P F, tϕY,X : BY,X Ñ B1Y,Xu P FSet0
*
,
Weak equivalences: W “
"
ϕ : B Ñ B1 | @X,Y P F tϕY,X : BY,X Ñ B1Y,Xu PWSet0
*
,
Cofibrations: C “ LpW X Fq.
(7.10.1)
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where FSet0 (resp. WSet0) denote the fibrations (resp. weak - equivalences) of
simplicial pointed sets, and where LpW X Fq denotes maps satisfying the left
lifting property with respects to all the acyclic fibrations W X F .
Theorem 7.10.1
This is a closed model structure.
Proof. ([Q67], theorem 4,II,§4 )
For C P FRptq, I P pSet{Fˆ F q define,
CrIs “ CrδYi,Xi s “ C
â
F
b
iPI
FrδYi,Xis. (7.10.2)
We have the adjunction,
∆pSet{Fˆ F qptq F“Cr sÕ
U
∆pC å FRptqq (7.10.3)
The model structure on ∆pCzFRptqq is cofibrantly generated. The set of gener-
ating cofibrations is:
I “
"
CrtB∆pnq Ñ ∆pnquX,Y s
*
”
"
CrpB∆pnqqY,X s ãÑ Crp∆pnqqY,X s, n ě 1, Y,X P F.
*
(7.10.4)
The set of generating acyclic fibrations is:
J “
"
CrtΛpn, kq Ñ ∆pnquX,Y s
*
”
"
CrΛpn, kqsY,X Ñ Cr∆pnqsY,X , 0 ď k ď n, Y,X P F.
*
(7.10.5)
A model structure on simplicial A -modules (with involution),
∆pA-modptqq :“ pA-modptqq∆op (7.10.6)
is given similarly by,
Fibrations: F “
"
ϕ :M ÑM 1 | @X,Y P F, tϕY,X :MY,X ÑM 1Y,Xu P FSet0
*
,
Weak equivalences: W “
"
ϕ :M ÑM 1 | @X,Y P F, tϕY,X :MY,X ÑM 1Y,Xu PWSet0
*
,
Cofibrations: C “ LpW X Fq.
(7.10.7)
For I P Set{Fˆ F , define the functor A´ptq : ∆pSet{Fˆ Fq Ñ ∆pA-modptqq,
AIptq ”
à
iPI
A
Yi,Xi
ptq . (7.10.8)
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A
Yi,Xi
ptq the free A- module (with involution) on a generator of degree pYi, Xiq.
This model structure on ∆pA-modptqq is cofibrantly generated with,
I “
"
A
pB∆pnqqY,X
ptq Ñ A
∆pnqY,X
ptq , n ě 1 , Y,X P F
*
, (7.10.9)
J “
"
A
Λpn,kqY,X
ptq Ñ A
∆pnqY,X
ptq , 0 ď k ď n ě 1, Y,X P F
*
. (7.10.10)
Under the Dold-Puppe equivalence ∆pA-modptqq „ÝÑ chpA-modptqq, these model
structures corresponds to the projective model structure on chain complexes,
Fibrations: F “
"
ϕ :M‚ Ñ N‚ | ϕn :Mn ։ Nn surjective @n ě 1
*
,
Weak equivalences:W “
"
ϕ :M‚ Ñ N‚ | Hnpϕq : HnpM‚q „ÝÑ HnpN‚q isomorphism @n ě 0
*
Cofibrations: C “
"
ϕ : M‚ Ñ N‚ , injective, with Cokertϕn :Mn Ñ Nnu projective @n ě 0
*
.
(7.10.11)
For a free C-FRptq, B “ CrδYi,Xi siPI presp. B “ CrδYi,Xi , δtYi,XisiPI{„), there is
an identification,
ΩpB{C q ” BpYi,XiqiPIptq . (7.10.12)
Thus the left adjoint functor of (7.6.10), B ÞÑ ΩpB{CqA, takes (acyclic) cofibra-
tions to (acyclic) cofibrations, and is a left Quillen functor.
For ϕ P FRptqpC,Aq, Quillen’s cotangent bundle is the element of the derived
category of A-modptq,DpA-modptqq “ HOp∆pA-modptqqq, given by,
LΩpA{C q :“ ΩpPCpAq{C qA P DpA-modptqq. (7.10.13)
where PCpAq Ñ A is a cofibrant replacement of A.
D standard resolution associative to the pair of adjoint functors,
C å FRptq
U



pSet{Fˆ F qptq
F
II (7.10.14)
PCpAq ” . . . FUFUpAq //// FUpAq “ Cra“; a P
š
Y,X
AY,X s // //oo A
a
“
✤ // a
(7.10.15)
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given by the unit and counit of the adjunction.
We have,
LΩp limÝÑBi
L
limÝÑCi q ” limÝÑLΩpBi{Ci q. (7.10.16)
Similarly, for a map of simplicial objects C‚ Ñ A‚ in ∆pFRptqq, applying
PCnpAnq at each dimension n, we obtain a bi- simplicial object PCnpAnqm “
pFCnUqmpAnq, and taking the diagonal object pn “ mq we obtain the resolution
P∇C pA‚q Ñ A‚, cf. [I].
Given FRptq- homomorphisms
C // B // A
C // Q “ PCpBq //
OO
P∇Q pAq
OO , (7.10.17)
we have compatible resolutions, hence an exact (also on the left!) sequence of
A- modules,
0Ñ ΩpQ{CqA Ñ ΩpP∇Q pAq{CqA Ñ ΩpP∇Q pAq{QqA Ñ 0. (7.10.18)
This can be interpreted (see [I]) as the exact triangle in DpA-modq,
LΩpB{CqA Ñ LΩpA{Cq Ñ LΩpA{Bq, (7.10.19)
or as the long exact sequence of A- modules
0ΩpA{BqΩpA{CqΩpB{CqA
L1ΩpA{BqL1ΩpA{CqL1ΩpB{CqA
L2ΩpA{BqL2ΩpA{CqL2ΩpB{CqA. . .
(7.10.20)
Let X be a finite (Krull) dimensional, noetherian, topological space.
Define a model structure on ∆pOX -modptqq, pX,OXq P FRptqSp,
Fibrations: F “
#
ϕ : mÑ m1, @X,Y P F,@V Ď U Ď X,
mpUqY,X Ñ m1pUqY,X
ś
m1pV qY,X
mpV qY,X P FSet0
+
,
Weak equivalences: W “ tϕ : mÑ m1, @X,Y P F,@p P X, pmpqY,X Ñ pm1pqY,X PWSet0u
Cofibrations: C “ LpW X Fq.
(7.10.21)
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Define a model structure on ∆pOXzpFRptq
L
X qq, the category of simplicial
sheaves of FRptq over X , together with a map OX Ñ B, with arrows B Ñ B1
are homomorphisms of simplicial FRptq -sheaves over OX .
Fibrations:
F “
#
ϕ : B Ñ B1, such that @X,Y P F,@V Ď U Ď X,
tBpUqY,X Ñ B1pUqY,X
ś
B1pV qY,X
BpV qY,Xu P FSet0
+
,
Weak equivalences:
W “ tϕ : B Ñ B1, @X,Y P F,@p P X, tpBpqY,X Ñ pB1pqY,Xu PWSet0u
Cofibrations:
C “ LpW X Fq.
(7.10.22)
That these constitute a Quillen model structure on ∆pOXzpFRptq
L
X qq, and on
∆pOX -modptqq, follows as in [Q67] (theorem 4.II,§ 4), with the aid of the Brown-
Gerstein lemma [BG]: For X finite dimensional, noetherian,
FXW Ď
#
ϕ : B Ñ B1, such that @X,Y P F,@V Ď U Ď X,
tBpUqY,X Ñ B1pUqY,X
ś
B1pV qY,X
BpV qY,Xu PWset0
+
the global weak equivalences.
(7.10.23)
For a map f P gFSc ptqpX,Y q, the cotangent bundle LΩpX{Y q is the element
of the derived category of OX - modules, DpOX - modq “ HOp∆pOX - modqq,
LΩpX{Y q :“ ΩpPf˚OY pOXq
L
f˚OY q. (7.10.24)
Given another map g P gFSc ptqpY, Zq, we have the exact triangle,
LΩpY {Z qX Ñ LΩpX{Z q Ñ LΩpX{Y q. (7.10.25)
Part II
Generalized Rings
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Chapter 8
Generalized Rings
8.1 Definitions
For Y P F and X Ď Y , define the operation of contracting X to a point ˚X :
Y {X :“ pY zXq > t˚Xu (8.1.1)
equipped with a map,
π : Y ։ Y {X, πpXq “ t˚Xu. (8.1.2)
We have an ”inverse” operation: for X,Z P F and z0 P Z, , set
Z ✁
z0
X :“ pZztz0uq >X, (8.1.3)
equipped with a map,
π : Z ✁
z0
X ։ Z, πpXq “ z0. (8.1.4)
We have the following two trivial identifications:
pY {Xq ✁
˚X
X ” Y and pZ ✁
z0
Xq{X ” Z. (8.1.5)
Definition 8.1.1
A generalized ring is a functor A P pSet0qF, such that Ar0s “ t0u with the two
operations:
multiplication: for z0 P Z P F, contraction: for X Ď Y P F,
AZ ˆAX AZ✁
z0
X AY ˆAX AY {X
c, a pc✁
z0
aq b, a pb  aq
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such that the following axioms holds:
O. Functoraility of operations.
For ϕ P FpZ,Z 1q, ϕpz0q “ z10 and ψ P FpX,X 1q, we have a map defined in
the obvious way ϕ ✁ ψ P FpZ ✁
z0
X,Z 1 ✁
z10
X 1q and we require the following
diagram to commute:
AZ ˆAX AZ✁
z0
X
AZ1 ˆAX1 AZ1✁
z1
0
X1
ϕ ˆ ψ ϕ✁ ψ (8.1.6)
that is,
ϕpaZq✁
z10
ψpaXq “ ϕ✁ ψpaZ ✁
z0
aXq. (8.1.7)
Secondly, for ϕ P FpY {X,Y 1{X 1q, ϕp˚Xq “ ˚X1 and ψ P FpX,X 1q, we have a
diagram:
pAY ˆAXq
ϕ✁ψ

// AY {X
ϕ

pAY 1 ˆAX1q
ψt
UU
// AY 1{X1
(8.1.8)
and we require,
ϕ✁ ψpaY q  aX1 “ ϕpaY  ψtpaX1qq (8.1.9)
e.g. for the contraction,
AX ˆAX // Ar1s
pa1, a2q ✤ // a1  a2
(8.1.10)
and for ϕ P FpX,X 1q we have,
ϕpaXq  aX1 “ aX  ϕtpaX1q (8.1.11)
(up-to the identifications, A˚X “ Ar1s “ A˚X1 ).
And we have the four zero- axioms:
(i) 0Z ✁
z0
aX “ 0Z✁
z0
X ,
(ii) 0Y  aX “ 0Y {X ,
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(iii) aZ ✁
z0
0X “ ϕpaZq with pϕ :
ĎZhkkikkj
Zztz0u “ÝÑ
ĎZ✁
z0
Xhkkikkj
Zztz0uq P FZ✁
z0
X,Z , Also for
aZ P AZzz0 Ď AZ , viewed as an element of AZ , we have for any aX P AX ,
aZ ✁
z0
aX “ ϕpaZq,
for ϕ P FpZztz0u, Z ✁
z0
Xq defined as above.
(iv) aY  0X “ ϕpaY q with pϕ :
ĎYhkikj
Y zX “ÝÑ
ĎY {Xhkikj
Y zX q P FY {X,Y .
I. Disjointness Axiom.
Suppose X0 > X1 Ď Y P F is a disjoint union of subsets. Then for any
b P AY , ai P AXi ,
pb  a1q  a0 ” pb  a0q  a1 . (8.1.12)
Schematically we have,
a0 a1
b
X0 X1
(8.1.13)
and we can contract from b, a0 first and then a1 or the other way round.
X{X0
Y
pY {X0q{X1
”
pY {X1q{X0
:“
Y  tX0, X1u
“
pY zptX0 >X1uqq > t˚X0 , ˚X1u
X{X1
(8.1.14)
Generally, we denote such multiple contractions as,
b  paiq P AY {tXiuI , b P AY , ai P AXi , >
I
Xi Ď Y. (8.1.15)
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Definition 8.1.2
For a map of sets f P Set‚pY, Zq, (Y, Z P F), we put
Af :“
ź
zPZ
Af´1pzq. (8.1.16)
We have the (multiple) contraction
AY ˆAf // AZ
aY , a
f ✤ // aY  af .
(8.1.17)
for aY P AY , af “ pafz q, afz P Af´1pzq, z P Z.
II. Disjointness Axiom.
Suppose z0 ‰ z1 P Z and X0, X1 P F. We have for c P AZ and ai P AXi ,
pc✁
z0
a0q✁
z1
a1 “ pc✁
z1
a1q✁
z0
a0, (8.1.18)
Schematically we have,
z0 z1
a0 a1
b
(8.1.19)
and a corresponding diagram of sets:
Z ✁
z0
X0
Z ✁
zi
Xi :“
pZ ✁
z0
X0q✁
z1
X1
”
pZ ✁
z1
X1q✁
z0
X0
Z Q z0, z1
Z ✁
z1
X1
(8.1.20)
Generally we denote such a multiple multiplications, indexed by a subset
Z0 Ď Z with tXzuzPZ0 by,
c ✁
zPZ0
pazq. (8.1.21)
for c P AZ and taz P AXz uzPZ0 .
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Definition 8.1.3
For a map of sets f P Set‚pY, Zq, (Y, Z P F), we get (multiple) multiplica-
tion
AZ ˆAf // AY
aZ , a
f ✤ // aZ ✁ af
(8.1.22)
III. Disjointness Axiom.
For b P AZ , ai P AXi and X0 Ď Z, z1 P ZzX0, we have,
pb  a0q✁
z1
a1 ” pb ✁
z1
a1q  a0. (8.1.23)
Schematically,
z1 X0
a1 a0
b
(8.1.24)
IV. Associativity Axiom.
For b P AZ , ai P AXi , z0 P Z, x0 P X0,
pb✁
z0
a0q ✁
x0
a1 “ b✁
z0
pa0 ✁
x0
a1q. (8.1.25)
Schematically,
z1
x0
a1
a0
b
(8.1.26)
V. Left adjunction Axiom.
For X0 Ď X1 Ď Y , b P AY , a0 P AX0 , a1 P AX1{X0 we have,
pb  a0q  a1 ” b  pa1 ✁˚X0
a0q. (8.1.27)
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Schematically seen,
a0
a1
b
”
(8.1.28)
with a corresponding identity of sets:
pY {X0q{pX1{X0q ” Y {X1. (8.1.29)
VI. Right adjunction Axiom.
For X Ď Y0 Ď Y1, b P AY0 , a P AX , c P AY1{X , we have,
c  pb  aq ” pc ✁
˚X
aq  b (8.1.30)
Schematically seen,
˚Xa
b
c
”
(8.1.31)
with a corresponding identity of sets:
pY1{Xq{pY0{Xq ” Y1{Y0. (8.1.32)
VII. Left linear Axiom.
For a P AX , b P AY , c P AZ where X Ă Y, z0 P Z, we have,
c✁
z0
pb  aq ” pc✁
z0
bq  a (8.1.33)
Schematically seen,
z0b
a
c
”
(8.1.34)
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VIII. Unit Axiom.
We have an element 1 P A1. We obtain for any x P X P F,
1x ” 1Xx P AX , 1Xx “ jXx p1q (8.1.35)
for jXx P FX,1, jXx p1q “ x.
We require that the following identities holds: for any a P AX , and any
x P X ,
1✁
1
a ” a,
a✁
x
1 ” a,
a  1x ” a.
(8.1.36)
with a corresponding identities of sets:
r1s✁
1
X ” X,
X ✁
x
r1s ” X,
X{txu ” X.
(8.1.37)
Schematically it can be seen as follows:
1
”
x
1
”
x
1
”
1✁ a a✁x
1 a{1x a
(8.1.38)
IX. Commutativity.
Definition 8.1.4
We say a generalized ring A is commutative if it satisfies for any b P AY , X0 Ď
Y, ai P AXi ,
pb  a0q ✁˚X0
a1 ” pb ✁
x0PX0
pa1qqlooooooomooooooon
PApX0ˆX1q>pY zX0q
pa0qx1PX1 (8.1.39)
(where the x1’ the copy of a0 is attached through the indices X0 ˆ tx1u).
We also call this identity ”Right- linear”.
Schematically seen,
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b
”
b
(8.1.40)
We are mainly interested in the commutative generalized rings. We are not
interested in the vertical-commutative generalized rings of the following:
Definition 8.1.5
We say a generalized ring A is vertical- commutative if it satisfies, for any
a P AX , b P AY ,
a ✁
xPX
pbq ” b ✁
yPY
paq P AX ✁
xPX
Y ” AXˆY ” AY ✁
yPY
X (8.1.41)
Schematically seen,
b
”
b
(8.1.42)
We say that A is "totally- commutative" if it is both commutative and vertical-
commutative.
Definition 8.1.6
A homomorphism of generalized rings ϕ : A Ñ A1 is a natural transformation
of functors (so for X P F, we have ϕX P Set0pAX , A1Xq, and for f P FpX,Y q,
we have ϕY ˝ fA “ fA1 ˝ϕX), such that ϕ preserves multiplication, contraction,
and the unit:
ϕpa✁ bq “ ϕpaq✁ ϕpbq, (8.1.43)
ϕppa  bqq “ pϕpaq  ϕpbqq, (8.1.44)
ϕp1Aq “ 1A1 (8.1.45)
We remark that for generalized rings A,A1, a collection of maps ϕ “ tϕX P
Set0pAX , A1Xqu satisfying (8.1.43-8.1.45) is a homomorphism; i.e. it is auto-
matically a natural transformation of functors by functoriality (O) and unit
axiom (VIII).
Thus we have a category of generalized rings and homomorphisms which we
denote by GR.
We denote by GRC the full subcategory of GR consisting of the commutative
generalized rings.
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There are three equivalent ways to describe the operations of a generalized ring
A:
1. The elementary operations of multiplications and contraction as above:#
a✁ b : AZ ˆAX Ñ AZ✁
z0
X , z0 P Z
a  b : AY ˆAX Ñ AY {X , X Ď Y
(8.1.46)
2. Using the disjointness axioms we can view these operations as maps:
For f P Set‚pY, Zq a map of sets, (Y, Z P F), and Af “
ś
zPZ Af´1pzq,$’’’’’&’’’’’%
a✁ b : AZ ˆAf Ñ AY
paZ , pbfqq ÞÝÑ aZ ✁
z
pbfz q
a  b : AY ˆAf Ñ AZ
paY , pbf qq ÞÝÑ aY  pbfz q
(8.1.47)
3. We can further extend the operations "fiber by fiber", so that for map of
sets Y
fÝÑ Z gÝÑW we obtain:$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
a✁ b : Ag ˆAf Ñ Ag˝f
rpagwq✁ pafz qsw0 :“ agw0 ✁
zPg´1pw0q
pafz q
a  b : Ag˝f ˆAf Ñ Ag
rpag˝fw q  pafz qsw0 :“ ag˝fw0  pafz qzPg´1pw0q
(8.1.48)
The axioms in the fiber-extended form.
We can now write the axioms again in the fiberwise extended form:
Associativity: For W
hÐÝ Z gÐÝ Y fÐÝ X in Set‚, and for d P Ah, c P Ag, b P Af ,
we have in Ah˝g˝f :
d✁ pc✁ bq “ pd✁ cq✁ b (8.1.49)
Z <
c✁b
X
W <
d✁c
d
<
Y
b
<
c
<
Left-Adjunction: For W
hÐÝ Z gÐÝ Y fÐÝ X in Set‚, and for d P Ah˝g˝f , a P Ag,
c P Af , we have in Ah:
pd  pa✁ cqq “ ppd  cq  aq (8.1.50)
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X
Y
c
_
W <
d
< pd{cq<
Z
a✁c
>a >
Right-Adjunction: For W
hÐÝ Z gÐÝ Y fÐÝ X in Set‚, and for d P Ah˝g,
a P Ag˝f , c P Af , we have in Ah:
pd✁ cq  a “ d  pa  cq (8.1.51)
X
Y
c
<
W
d
_
< Z
a
>
ac
>
Left-Linear: ForW
hÐÝ Z gÐÝ Y fÐÝ X in Set‚, and for d P Ah, a P Ag˝f , c P Af ,
we have in Ah˝g:
pd✁ aq  c “ d✁ pa  cq (8.1.52)
X
Z
a
<
W
d
_
< Y
c
>
ac
<
The axiom of right-linearity is the delicate one, as it captures the commu-
tativity we need, and it will require the following notations for generalizing the
indices adjustment we had in (8.1.39).
For Z
gÝÑ Y fÐÝ X in Set‚, we form the cartesian square,
Z
ź
Y
X “ tpz, xq P Dpgq ˆDpfq, gpzq “ fpxqu (8.1.53)
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Z
ś
Y
X
Z
f˜
<
X
g˜
>
Y
f
<
g >
with f˜ , g˜ the natural projections. Note that we have an identification of
fibers
f˜´1pzq – f´1pgpzqq for z P Z
and we get a map
Af Ñ Af˜ , c ÞÑ g˚c P Af˜ with g˚cpzq “ cpgpzqq. (8.1.54)
Similarly, g˜´1pxq – g´1pfpxqq for x P X , and we get a map
Ag Ñ Ag˜ , a ÞÑ f˚a P Ag˜ with f˚apxq “ apfpxqq
Right-Linear: For f, g, f˜ , g˜ as above, and W
hÐÝ Y in Set‚, and for d P Ah˝f ,
a P Ag, c P Af , we have in Ah˝g:
pd  cq✁ a “ pd✁ f˚aq  g˚c (8.1.55)
X
ś
Y
Z
X
f˚a
<
Z
g˚c
>
W < pd{cq
d
<
Y
a
<
c >
Unit axioms: We have a distinguished element 1 “ 1A P Ar1s.
Hence for each singleton txu P F, using the unique isomorphism r1s „ÝÑ txu
we get 1x P Atxu; and for f P FpX,Y q we have 1f “ p1ftpyqqyPfpXq P Af .
We have for all h P Set‚pX,W q, d P Ah:
d✁ 1idX “ d,
1idW ✁ d “ d,
pd  1idX q “ d
(8.1.56)
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8.2 Remarks
Remark 8.2.1. Functoriality
In Ar1s we have 0✁ 1 “ 1✁ 0 “ 0✁ 0 “ 0, and 1✁ 1 “ 1, hence for f P FpX,Y q,
g P FpY, Zq, we have
1g ✁ 1f “ 1g˝f (8.2.1)
Also we have 0  1 “ 1  0 “ 0  0 “ 0, and 1  1 “ 1, hence
1idY  1ft “ 1f (8.2.2)
We obtain for all a P AX , f P FpX,Y q,
a✁ 1ft “ pa✁ 1ftq  1idY “ pa  p1idY  1ftqq “ a  1f . (8.2.3)
This gives a structure of a functor F Ñ Set0 on X ÞÑ AX , which is the given
structure by the functoriality and the unit axiom: for all a P AX , f P FpX,Y q,
a✁ 1ft “ pa  1f q “ fApaq. (8.2.4)
Remark 8.2.2. The involution
Note that p1  aq makes sense only for a P Ar1s, we define
at “ 1  a , a P Ar1s. (8.2.5)
It is an involution of Ar1s:
patqt “ 1  p1  aq “ p1✁ aq  1 “ a  1 “ a (8.2.6)
It preserves the operation of multiplication, and the special elements 0, 1:
pa✁ bqt “ 1  pa✁ bq “ p1  bq  a “
´
1✁ p1  bq
¯
 a “ (8.2.7)
“ p1  aq✁ p1  bq “ at ✁ bt
0t “ p1  0q “ 0 , 1t “ p1  1q “ 1
Definition 8.2.3
We shall say that A is self-adjoint if
at “ a for all a P Ar1s.
In general, we let
A`r1s “ ta P Ar1s, at “ au (8.2.8)
denote the subset of symmetric elements.
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Remark 8.2.4. The structure of Ar1s
It follows from the associativity and unit axioms that Ar1s is an associative
monoid with unit 1. It also follows from the commutativity axiom IX, that it is
commutative:
a✁ b “ pa✁ bq  1 “ p1 ✁ aq  p1  bq comm.“ p1  p1  bqq✁ a “ b✁ a (8.2.9)
For X P F, the commutative monoid AidX “ pAr1sqX acts on the right on AX .
AX ˆ pAp1qqX // AX
b , papxqq ✤ // b ✁
xPX
papxqq
(8.2.10)
Note that for a “ papxqq P AidX , and b P AX ,
b✁ a “ pb ✁ aq  1idX “ pb  p1idX  aqq “ pb  atq (8.2.11)
The monoid Ar1s also acts on the left on AX , via
Ar1s ˆAX // AX
a , b
✤ // a✁ b
(8.2.12)
and this is the diagonal right action: For a P Ar1s, b P AX , putting a˜ P AidX ,
a˜pxq ” a for all x P X ,
a✁ b “ p1  atq✁ b comm.“ p1 ✁ bq  a˜t “ b  a˜t “ b✁ a˜. (8.2.13)
More generally, for f P Set‚pX,Y q, b P Af , a “ papyqq P AidY “ pAr1sqY , we get
f˚a P AidX “ pAr1sqX , f˚apxq “ apfpxqq for x P X,
and we have in Af ,
a✁ b “ b✁ f˚a. (8.2.14)
Indeed checking (8.2.14) at a given fiber Af´1pyq, y P Y , reduces to (8.2.13).
The action of pAr1sqX on AX is self-adjoint with respect to the pairing
(8.1.10): for a P pAr1sqX , b, d P AX , we have
pb✁ aq  d “ b  pd  aq “ b  pd✁ atq (8.2.15)
We denote the group of invertible elements of Ar1s by A˚:
A˚ “ ta P Ar1s, Da´1 P Ar1s, a✁ a´1 “ a´1 ✁ a “ 1u (8.2.16)
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Remark 8.2.5. "one contraction suffices"
The axioms of a commutative generalized ring allow to transform any formula
in the operations of multiplication and contraction, to an equivalent formula
with only one contraction. Thus expressions of the form
pa  bq “ pa1 ✁ a2 ✁ ¨ ¨ ¨✁ anq  pb1 ✁ ¨ ¨ ¨✁ bmq (8.2.17)
are closed under multiplication and contraction. We have the following lemma:
Lemma 8.2.6
Suppose we have a commutative diagram in Set‚ and elements of A over it
(bi P Afi , b P Ah):
X˜2
X2 X˜1
X1 X˜0
X0
f˜2
˜˜
h
f2 f˜1
h˜
f1
h
X˜2
X2 X˜1
X1 X˜0
X0
h˜˚pb2q
f˚2 pf˚1 pbqq
b2 h
˚pb1q
f˚1 pbq
b1
b
(8.2.18)
where the inner squares are fibre products. Then we have the following identi-
ties:
h˚pb1 ✁ b2q “ h˚pb1q✁ h˜˚pb2q, (8.2.19)
f˚1 pf˚2 pbqq “ pf2 ˝ f1q˚pbq. (8.2.20)
Proof. For any z P X˜0 we get:
h˚pb1 ✁ b2qpzq “ pb1 ✁ b2qphpzqq “ bphpzqq1 ✁
f1|hpzq
b2|hpzq “
“ bphpzqq1 ✁
f1|hpzq
pb2qxPf´1phpzqq,
and
ph˚pb1q✁ h˜˚pb2qqpzq “ h˚pb1qpzq ✁
f˜1|z
h˜˚pb2q|z “
“ bphpzqq1 ✁
f˜1|z
´
h˜˚pb2q
¯
x˜Pf˜´11 pzq
“ bphpzqq1 ✁
f˜1|z
pbph˜px˜qq2 q.
and we get the equality by the identification of fibers for any z P X˜0 of f´11 phpzqq
and f˜1
´1pzq given by
px, zq P f˜1´1pzq ðñ x P f´11 phpzqq.
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In the general case where there are n consecutive fiber products and an
element b1 ✁ b2 ✁ . . . bn, we have formulas:
h˚pb1 ✁ b2 ✁ ¨ ¨ ¨✁ bnq “ h˚pb1q✁ h˜˚pb2q✁ ˜˜h˚pb3q✁ . . .
pf1 ˝ . . . fnq˚pb1 ✁ ¨ ¨ ¨✁ bnq “ f˚n pf˚n´1p¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f˚1 pbq . . . q.
(8.2.21)
We have the formulas:
Multiplication 8.2.7: pabq✁pcdq “ pa✁g˚cqpd✁f˚bq, for b P Ag, c P Af
(8.2.22)
Indeed, for c “ c1 ✁ ¨ ¨ ¨✁ cl an element over g : Y Ñ Z, and b “ b1 ✁ ¨ ¨ ¨✁ bm
an element over f : X Ñ Z, we have,
pabq✁pcdq “ ppabq✁cqd comm.“ ppa✁f˚cqg˚bqd “ pa✁f˚cqpd✁g˚bq.
(8.2.23)
‚
‚
g˚c
< ś ‚
f˚b
>
‚ <
a
< ‚ <
c
<
b
>
‚
d
>
(8.2.24)
Similarly we have:
Contraction 8.2.8: pabqpcdq “ pa✁g˚dqpc✁f˚bq, for b P Ag, d P Af
(8.2.25)
‚
‚
g˚d
< ś ‚
f˚b
>
‚
d
<
b
>
‚
a
_
<
< ‚
c
_>
(8.2.26)
We can also see this in a more explicit way: for elements d1✁d2✁¨ ¨ ¨✁dm over
Ym Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Y0 and b1 ✁ b2 ✁ ¨ ¨ ¨✁ bn over Xm Ñ . . .X0, with an isomorphism
Ym – Xn, and an element b over h : X˜0 Ñ X0 we form the diagram:
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Ym – Xn
Y2
Y1
Y0
X2
X1
X0
X˜n
X˜2
X˜1
X˜0
bn
b2
b1
h˜˚pb2q
h˚pb1q
dm
¨¨¨
d2
d1
f
˚
2
pf˚
1
pbqq
f
˚
1
pbq
b
˜
h˚
pnq
pbnq
¨ ¨ ¨
¨
¨ ¨
(8.2.27)
By commutativity we have now,ˆ
pd1✁d2✁¨ ¨ ¨✁dmqpb1✁¨ ¨ ¨✁bnq
˙
✁b “ pd1✁¨ ¨ ¨✁pf˚n˝¨ ¨ ¨˝f˚1 pbqqph˚pb1q✁¨ ¨ ¨✁h˜˚
pnqpbnqq.
(8.2.28)
Remark 8.2.9. Matrixness and Tameness
We say that A is a "matrix" generalized ring if for X P F we have an injection:
AX ãÑ pAr1sqX , a ÞÑ pa  1xqxPX . (8.2.29)
We say A is "tame"if for X P F, and any a, a1 P AX , we have
a  d “ a1  d for all d P AX ùñ a “ a1. (8.2.30)
Note that we have the implication
A matrix ùñ A tame .
8.3 Examples of generalized Rings
8.3.0 Generalized Rings arising from F-Rings.
If A “ tAY,Xu is an F-Ring with involution, we get a generalized ring GpAq,
with
GpAqX :“ A1,X .
and operations,
multiplication:
z0 P Z : GpAqZ ˆ GpAqX “A1,Z ˆA1,X Ñ GpAqZ✁
z0
X “ A1,Z✁
z0
X
aZ ✁
z0
aX :“ aZ ˝ paX ‘
à
zPZztz0u
1q. (8.3.1)
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contraction:
GpAqY ˆ GpAqX “A1,Y ˆA1,X Ñ GpAqY {X “ A1,Y {X
aY  aX :“ aY ˝ patX ‘
à
yPY zX
1q. (8.3.2)
Equivalently, for a map of sets f : Y Ñ Z, we have
multiplication:
A1,Z ˆ
ź
zPZ
A1,f´1pzq Ñ A1,Y
aZ ✁ pafz q :“ aZ ˝ p
à
zPZ
afz q
(8.3.3)
contraction:
A1,Y ˆ
ź
zPZ
A1,f´1pzq Ñ A1,Z
aY  pafz q :“ aZ ˝ p
à
zPZ
afz qt
(8.3.4)
When A is ˆ- commutative (resp. totally- commutative) F-Ring with involu-
tion, the generalized ring GpAq is commutative (resp. totally- commutative).
We have the following diagram:
F-Ringt // GR
F-Ringtˆ-com //
?
OO
GRC
OO
F-Ringttot-com
//
?
OO
GRtot-com
 ?
OO
(8.3.5)
In particular we have the totally- commutative matrix generalized rings:
I. F the initial object of GR : FX “ X Y t0u
II. GpRq R a commutative rig
III. OK,η η : K Ñ C, pℓ2q!
IV. FtMu M commutative monoid.
We specify now each of these examples explicitly.
8.3.1 The field with one element F
We write F for the functor F
∼Ñ F0 Ď Set0. Thus
FX “ X0 “ X
ž
t0Xu, andFf “
ź
y
`
f´1pyq˘
0
for f P Set‚pX,Y q. (8.3.6)
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The multiplication is given by
FY ˆ Ff Ñ FX
y0, pxpyqf q ÞÑ y0 ✁ xf “ xpy0qf P
`
f´1py0q
˘
0
Ď X0 (8.3.7)
The contraction is given by
FX ˆ Ff Ñ FY
x0, pxpyqf q ÞÑ px0  xf q “
#
y x0 “ xpyqf
0 otherwise.
(8.3.8)
It is easy to check that F is a totally-commutative, self-adjoint matrix general-
ized ring.
For A P GR, and for x P X P F, put
ϕXpxq “ p1x  1jxq “ 1x ✁ 1jtx P AX . (8.3.9)
with jx P Fptxu, Xq the inclusion.
We have ϕX P Set0pFX , AXq, and the collection of ϕX define a homomorphism
ϕ P GRpF, Aq. It is easy to check this is the only possible homomorphism, and
F is the initial object of GR.
8.3.2 Commutative Rigs
For a rig A, let GpAqX “ A ¨X “ AX be the free A-module with basis X . It
forms a functor GpAq : F Ñ A ¨mod Ď Set0. We define the multiplication for
f P Set‚pX,Y q by
GpAqY ˆ GpAqf “ AY ˆ
ź
yPY
Af
´1pyq Ñ AX “ GpAqX (8.3.10)
a “ payq, b “ pbpyqx qxPf´1pyq ÞÑ pa✁ bqx “ afpxq ¨ bfpxqx
We define the contraction by
GpAqX ˆ GpAqf “ AX ˆ
ź
yPY
Af
´1pyq Ñ AY “ GpAqY (8.3.11)
a “ paxq, b “ pbpyqx qxPf´1pyq ÞÑ pa  bqy “
ÿ
xPf´1pyq
ax ¨ bpyqx
It is straightforward to check that GpAq is a self-adjoint, Matrix generalized ring.
When A is a commutative rig, GpAq is a totally- commutative generalized ring.
A homomorphism of (commutative) rigs ϕ P RigpA,Bq gives a homomorphism
Gpϕq P GRpGpAq,GpBqq, thus we have a functor
G : Rig Ñ GR (8.3.12)
It is fully-faithful: if ϕ P GRpGpAq,GpBqq, and a “ paxq P GpAqX , then
ϕXpaqx “
`
ϕr1spaxq
˘
by functoriality over F, so ϕ is determined by
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ϕr1s : A Ñ B; the map ϕr1s is multiplicative (and preserves 1), but it is also
additive
ϕr1spa1 ` a2q “ ϕr1s ppa1, a2q  p1, 1qq “ pϕr1spa1q, ϕr1spa2qq  p1, 1q “
“ ϕr1spa1q ` ϕr1spa2q
(8.3.13)
Thus ϕr1s P RigpA,Bq , and ϕ “ Gpϕr1sq; and we have
RigpA,Bq “ GRpGpAq,GpBqq (8.3.14)
Note that for every X P F, we have a distinguished element
1X P GpAqX , p1Xqx “ 1 for allx P X (8.3.15)
hence for f P Set‚pX,Y q, the element 1f “ p1f´1pyqq P GpAqf . These elements
satisfy
1g ✁ 1f “ 1g˝f ; 1r1s “ 1; (8.3.16)
which imply naturality
1X ✁ 1ft “ 1Ipfq P GpAqIpfq Ď GpAqY for f P FpX,Y q (8.3.17)
Note that any element a “ paxq P GpAqX , gives an element of the monoid
xay “ paxq P GpAqidX “ AX (8.3.18)
and the vector 1X is "cyclic" in the sense that
a “ 1X ✁ xay (8.3.19)
We have the generalized rings GpNq and Gpr0,8qq, as well as the "tropical”
examples GpN0q and Gpr0,8q0q where we replace addition by the operation of
taking the maximum maxtx, yu. For σ “ 1{p P p0, 1s we have the generalized
ring Gpr0,8qσq where we replace addition by the operation x`σ y :“ pxp`ypqσ.
8.3.3 Real primes
Let | | : K Ñ r0,8q be a non-archimedean absolute value on a field K. Let
OX “
#
a “ paxq P GpKqX ,
ÿ
xPX
|ax|2 ď 1
+
(8.3.20)
Note that X ÞÑ OX is a subfunctor of GpKq : F Ñ Set0. But it is also a
sub-generalized-ring, in the sense that it is closed under the operations of multi-
plication and contraction, and 1 P Or1s. The proof for multiplication is straight-
forward:
For a “ payq P OY , b “ pbpyqx q P Of , we haveÿ
xPX
|pa✁ bqx|2 “
ÿ
xPX
|afpxq|2 ¨ |bpfpxqqx |2 “ (8.3.21)
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“
ÿ
yPY
|ay|2
ÿ
xPf´1pyq
|bpyqx |2 ď
ÿ
yPY
|ay|2 ď 1
and so a✁ b P OX .
The proof for contraction is just the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:
For a “ paxq P OX , b “ pbpyqx q P Of , we have
ř
yPY
|pa  bqy|2 “
ř
yPY
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ řxPf´1pyqax ¨ bpyqx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ď
ď ř
yPY
˜ ř
xPf´1pyq
|ax|2
¸
¨
˜ ř
xPf´1pyq
|bpyqx |2
¸
ď ř
yPY
ř
xPf´1pyq
|ax|2 ď
ř
xPX
|ax|2 ď 1
(8.3.22)
and so a  b P OY .
Thus O is a generalized ring (totally- commutative, matrix, self- adjoint).
Note that
mX “
#
a “ paxq P OX ,
ÿ
xPX
|ax|2 ă 1
+
(8.3.23)
forms a subfunctor of O, and it is (the unique maximal) functorial- ideal of O,
in the sense that we have
O ✁m, m✁O , pm Oq , pO mq Ď m (8.3.24)
By collapsing mX to zero we obtain the quotient (in Set0):
kX “ OX{mX “
#
a “ paxq P OX ,
ÿ
xPX
|ax|2 “ 1
+
> t0Xu (8.3.25)
There is a canonical projection map πX : OX ´´" kX , with πXpmXq “ 0X . Now
(8.3.24) imply that there is a (unique) structure of a generalized ring on k, such
that π is a homomorphism, π P GRpO, kq. It is given by
a✁ b “
"
a✁ b if ||a✁ b|| “ 1
0 if ||a✁ b|| ă 1 , pa  bq “
"
a  b if ||a  b|| “ 1
0 if ||a  b|| ă 1
with the l2 -norm
||paxq|| “
˜ÿ
xPX
|ax|2
¸ 1
2
Note that the (totally- commutative, self- adjoint) generalized ring k is Not
matrix, but is tame.
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8.3.4 Ostrowski’s theorem
Let K P GRC . We say K is a field when any element in K1zt0u is invertible:
K˚1 “ K1zt0u. (8.3.26)
For A Ď K a sub-generalized ring of K we say A is full when:
@y P KX , Dd P A1zt0u, d✁ y P AX . (8.3.27)
(i.e. K “ Ap0q the localization of A with respects to the prime t0u).
We say A is tame when: for any X P F
AX “ ty P KX , y  a P A1,@a P AXu. (8.3.28)
We call A a valuation of K when it is full and tame and
@y P K˚1 , y P A1 or y´1 P A1. (8.3.29)
For k Ď K we denote the set of K{k- valuations by
ValpK{kq :“ tA Ď K a valuation , k Ď Au. (8.3.30)
For B P ValpKq, the ordered-abelian-group K˚1 {B˚1 can be embedded in a com-
plete ordered-abelian-group Γ, and the quotient map,
| | : K1 Ñ ΓY t0u, |x| :“ x✁B˚1 , (8.3.31)
satisfies:
(I)
|x| “ 0 ðñ x “ 0
|x1 ✁ x2| “ |x1| ¨ |x2|
|1| “ 1 “ punit of Γq.
(8.3.32)
For y P KX we have the equality (cf. Claim(II) of §2.5)
(II)
|y|X :“ supt|y  b|, b P BXu “ inft|d´1|, d P K˚1 , d✁ y P BXu (8.3.33)
For f P Set‚pY, Zq, a “ pazq P Kf “
ś
zPZ Kf´1pzq, we put:
|a|f “Maxt|az|f´1pzqu (8.3.34)
and we have,
(III)
|z ✁ a|Y ď |z|Z ¨ |a|f , , z P KZ .
|y  a|Z ď |y|Y ¨ |a|f , , y P KY .
(8.3.35)
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Conversely, given the maps for X P F,
| |X : KX Ñ ΓY t0u (8.3.36)
satisfying (III), with | | “ | |1 satisfying (I), B “ tBXu, with BX “ tb P
KX , |b|X ď 1u is a sub-generalized-ring of K. If further (II) is satisfied, than
B is tame and full in K, and is a valuation of K.
When Γ is rank-1, we can replace it by R` “ p0,8q, and two valuations
| |X , | |1X : KX Ñ r0,8q (8.3.37)
are equivalent (|x|X ď 1 ðñ |x|1X ď 1) if and only if |x|1X “ |x|σX for some
σ ą 0. We have exactly as in §2.5, the Ostrowski theorems. The proofs are the
same as in Appendix B, only written in the language of generalized rings. Thus
e.g. p1, 1q ˝
ˆ
q1 0
0 q2
˙
˝
ˆ
1
1
˙
should be replaced by pp1, 1q ✁ pqiqq  p1, 1q. The
proof for generalized ring is even shorter: we only need to show BX “ pZppqqX
or pOQ,ηqX , the rest of the proof (that BY,X “ pZppqqXˆY or pOQ,ηqY,Xq is
irrelevant.
Theorem Ostrowski I
ValpGpQqq “ ValpGpQq{Ft˘1uq “
$’&’%
GpQq
GpZppqq p is prime
OQ,η "the real prime"
(8.3.38)
Theorem Ostrowski II
Let K be a number field, OK its ring of integers,
ValpGpKqq “ ValpGpKq{FtµKuq “
$’&’%
GpKq
GpOK,pq p Ď OK a prime ideal, OK,p “ S´1p OK
OK,η, η : K ãÑ C mod conjugation
(8.3.39)
8.3.5 Commutative Monoids
For A P GR, we have Ar1s P Mont, cf. Remarks 8.2.2-8.2.4, giving rise to a
functor
GRÑMont , A ÞÑ Ar1s (8.3.40)
This functor has a left adjoint. For M PMont, let
FtMuX “
ž
xPX
M “ pX ˆ pMzt0uqq > t0u “ rX ˆM s {rx, 0s „ 0 (8.3.41)
It forms a functor X ÞÑ FtMuX : F Ñ Set0. We define the operation of
multiplication by
✁ : FtMuY ˆ FtMuf Ñ FtMuX (8.3.42)
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ry0,m0s , rxpyq,mpyqs ÞÑ rxpy0q,m0 ¨mpy0qs
We define the operation of contraction by
p  q : FtMuX ˆ FtMuf Ñ FtMuY (8.3.43)
rx0,m0s , rxpyq,mpyqs ÞÑ ry,m0pmpyqqts if x0 “ xpyq, otherwise0.
It is straightforward to check that with these operations FtMu forms a gener-
alized ring, and for A P GR, we have adjunction
GRpFtMu, Aq “ MontpM,Ar1sq
ϕ ÞÑ ϕr1srψXprx,msq “ ψpmq  1jx Ð[ ψ
with jx P Fpr1s, Xq, jxp1q “ x
(8.3.44)
We let CMon ĎMont denote the full-subcategory of commutative monoids
(with trivial involution). For M P CMon, the generalized ring FtMu is totally-
commutative,matrix and self-adjoint.
8.3.6 The free commutative generalized ring ∆W
In this section we give a description of the commutative generalized ring ∆W ,
characterized by the universal property that homomorphisms of commutative
generalized rings ϕ : ∆W Ñ A correspond bijectively with elements of AW .
The elements of p∆W qX , of "degree" X P F, are the formulas of degree X that
can be written using multiplication, contraction, the elements of F, and one
variable δW of degree W , modulo the identifications of formulas that are con-
sequences of the axioms of a commutative generalized ring. By Remark 8.2.5
- "one contraction suffice", these formulas have a concrete combinatorial shape
which we describe next.
By a tree F we shall mean a finite set with a distinguished element 0F P F ,
the root, and a map S “ SF : F zt0F u Ñ F , such that for all a P F there exists
n with Snpaq “ 0F ; we write n “ htpaq, and put htp0F q “ 0. For a P F , we put
νpaq “ 7S´1paq. The boundary of F is the set
BF “ ta P F , νpaq “ 0u (8.3.45)
The unit tree is the tree with just a root, t0u, and Bt0u “ t0u. The zero tree
is the empty set, H, and BH “ H. Given a subset B Ď BF , we have the
reduced tree F |B, obtained from F by omitting all the elements of BF zB, and
then omitting all elements a P F such that all the elements of S´1paq have been
omitted and so on; we have BpF |Bq “ B.
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F F {b , b , b }
b
b
b
b
b
b
1
2
3
1
2
3
1 2 3|
(8.3.46)
Given for each b P BF , a tree Gb, let B “ tb P BF , Gb ‰ Hu, and form the tree
F ✁G :“ F |B >
ž
bPB
pGbzt0Gbuq (8.3.47)
with Spaq “ b if a P Gb and SGbpaq “ 0Gb , and otherwise S being the restriction
of the given SF and SGb .
Fix W P F. We say that a tree F is W - labelled, if we are given for all b P F
an injection
µb : S
´1pbq ãÑW (8.3.48)
We view µ as a map µ : F zt0F u ÑW , µpbq “ µSpbqpbq, injective on fibers of SF .
Let for X P F,
∆˜X “ tF “ pF1; tF xu;σqu (8.3.49)
consist of the data of a W - labelled tree F1, a W - labelled tree F x for each
x P X , and a bijection σ : BF1 ∼Ñ
š
xPX
BF x. We view such data F as being
the same as F 1 “ pF 11; tF
1
xu;σ1q if there are isomorphisms of W - labelled trees
τ1 : F1
∼Ñ F 11, τx : F x ∼Ñ F
1
x, with σ
1 ˝ τ1pbq “ τx ˝ σpbq for b P BF1, σpbq P BFx.
Note that for such data F “ pF1; tFxu;σq, we have an associated map
σ : BF1 Ñ X (8.3.50)
σpbq “ x iffσpbq P BFx
For f P Set‚pX,Y q , we have ∆˜f “
ś
yPY
∆˜f´1pyq, its elements are isomorphism
classes of data F “ `tFyuyPfpXq; tFxuxPDpfq;σy˘, with bijections
σy : BFy „Ñ
š
xPf´1pyq
BF x, for all y P Y .
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We define the operation of multiplication by cf. (8.2.22):
✁ : ∆˜Y ˆ ∆˜f Ñ ∆˜X (8.3.51)
G✁ F “ pG1;Gy; τq✁ pFy ;F x;σyq “ pG1 ✁ Fτp q;F x ✁Gfpxq; τ ˝ σq
with
τ ˝ σ : BpG1 ✁ Fτp qq “ (8.3.52)
“ BG1 ˆ BFτp q
τ„Ñ
ž
yPY
BGy ˆ BFy
>σy„Ñ
ž
yPY
ž
xPf´1pyq
BGy ˆ BFx “
“
ž
xPX
BF x ˆ BGfpxq “
ž
xPX
BpF x ✁Gfpxqq
We define the operation of contraction by, cf. (8.2.25):
p  q : ∆˜X ˆ ∆˜f Ñ ∆˜Y (8.3.53)
pG  F q “ `pG1;Gx; τq  pFy ;Fx;σyq˘ “ ´G1 ✁ F τp q;Fy ✁Gσyp q; pτ, σq¯
with
pτ, σq : BpG1 ✁ F τp qq “ BG1 ˆ BF τp q
τ„Ñ
ž
xPX
BGx ˆ BFx “ (8.3.54)
“
ž
yPY
ž
xPf´1pyq
BF x ˆ BGx
>σ´1y„Ñ
ž
yPY
BFy ˆ BGσyp q “
ž
yPY
BpFy ✁Gσyp qq
It is straightforward to check that ∆˜with these operations is a (non-commutative!)
generalized-ring, in the sense that all the axioms of a generalized ring except the
axioms of right-linearity (8.1.39) are satisfied.
We let∆X “ ∆˜X{ε denote the quotient commutative generalized ring, where
ε is the equivalence ideal generated by right-linearity: pF, F 1q P εX if and only
if there exists a path F “ F 0, . . . , F l “ F 1, with tF j´1, F ju of the form `pAj Bjq✁ Cjq Dj , `pAj ✁ f˚j Cj˘  g˚j Bj˘ Dj( (8.3.55)
where the diagram is
Wj
ś
Zj
Yj
Wj
f˚j Cj
<
Yj
g˚j Bj
>
r1s <
Aj
<
Zj
Cj
gj
<
Bj
fj >
X
Dj
>
(8.3.56)
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or of the form 
Dj  ppAj Bjq✁ Cjq , Dj  ppAj ✁ f˚j Cjq  g˚j Bjq
(
(8.3.57)
where the diagram is
Wj
ś
Zj
Yj
Wj
f˚j Cj
<
Yj
g˚j Bj
>
X <
Aj
<
Zj
Cj
gj
<
Bj
fj >
r1s
Dj
>
(8.3.58)
Note that if tF, F 1u P ε, then tE ✁ F,E ✁ F 1u, tF ✁ E,F 1 ✁ Eu, tE 
F q, E  F 1u, tF E,F 1 Eu are in ε, so that ε is indeed an equivalence ideal,
and the operations of multiplication and contraction descend to well defined
operations on the ε-equivalence classes ∆ “ ∆˜{ε.
We get in this way a commutative generalized ring ∆W ,
∆WX “
" pF1; tF xuxPX ;σq{« , F1, F x W -labeled trees ,
σ : BF1 „Ñ
š BFx bijection
*
(8.3.59)
The element δW “ prt0u >W s; t0wuwPW ;σq P ∆WW generates ∆W .
For any commutative generalized ring A, we have a bijection
GRCp∆W , Aq “ AW (8.3.60)
ϕ ÞÑ ϕpδW q
ϕpaq Ð[ a
Given an injection j : W ãÑ W 1, every W -labelled tree F is naturally W 1-
labelled, and we have an injective homomorphism
∆j P GRp∆W ,∆W 1q,∆jXptF1uW ; tF xuW ;σq “ ptF1uW 1 ; tFxuW 1 ;σq (8.3.61)
It is dual via (8.3.60) to the map AW 1 ։ AW , a ÞÑ a✁ 1j.
Conversely, if F is a W 1-labelled tree, and
BF “ tb P BF, µpSnpbqq PW forn “ 0, . . . , htpbq ´ 1u (8.3.62)
than the reduced tree F |BF , c.f. (8.3.46), is W -labelled. We have a surjective
homomorphism
∆j
t P GRp∆W 1 ,∆W q, (8.3.63)
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∆
jt
XptF1uW 1 ; tF xuX1 ;σq “ ptF1|BuW ; tF x|σpBqXBFxu;σ|Bq
withB “ BF1 X σ´1p
ž
xPX
BFxq
It is dual to the map AW ãÑ AW 1 , a ÞÑ a✁ 1jt , and we have
∆j
t ˝∆j “ id∆W . Thus the map W ÞÑ ∆W is a functor
∆ : FÑ GRC (8.3.64)
Fixing a family tWiuiPIWi P F, we say that a tree F is tWiu- labelled, if for
all b P F zBF we are given jpbq P I, and an injection µb : S´1F pbq ãÑ Wjpbq.
Repeating the above construction, with tWiu-labelled trees, we get a gen-
eralized ring ∆tWiu. The elements δWi “ prt0u >Wis; t0wuwPWi ;σq P ∆tWiuWi
generate ∆tWiu, and we have for any commutative generalized ring A,
GRCp∆tWiu, Aq “
ź
iPI
AWi (8.3.65)
ϕ ÞÑ
´
ϕpδtWiuq
¯
(i.e. ∆W1¨¨¨WN “ ∆W1 Â
F
¨ ¨ ¨Â
F
∆WN cf. §13.1 for the tensor product b of
commutative generalized rings.).
Thus we have the adjunction:
∆tWiu GRC
U



A❴
I Ñ F
i ÞÑ Wi
❴
OO
Set{F
∆
II
UA “š
XPFAX
(8.3.66)
For an element F “ pF1; tF xu;σq P ∆tWiuX , we have its (well-defined!) degree
degF “ Max
bPBF1
thtpbq ` htpσpbqqu P N (8.3.67)
degF “ 0 ðñ F P FX Ď ∆tWiuX (8.3.68)
For f PSet‚pY, Zq, G “ tGpzqu P ∆tWiuf , putting degG “ Max
zPZ
tdegGpzqu, we
have:
degpFZ ✁Gq ď degFZ ` degG, FZ P ∆tWiuZ
degpFY Gq ď degFY ` degG, FY P ∆tWiuY
(8.3.69)
Given a map f P Set‚pZ,W q, we have the element
δf “ prt0u > fpZq >Dpfqs; tr0zsuzPDpfq;σ “ idDpfqq P ∆W,f
´1pwq
Z “
“ p∆W bÂwPW ∆f´1pwqqZ (8.3.70)
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where the tree F “ t0u > fpZq > Dpfq, has SF |Dpfq “ f , SF pfpZqq ” 0, and
is labelled by µ0 : fpZq ãÑ W , and µw “ idf´1pwq for w P fpZq. This element
gives a homomorphism of generalized rings, co-multiplication,
∆
f
✁
P GRCp∆Z ,∆W,f´1pwqq, δZ ÞÑ δf , (8.3.71)
which is dual to multiplication AW ˆ
ś
wPW
Af´1pwq Ñ AZ .
On the other hand we have the element
εf “ prt0u >Dpfqs; trt0u > f´1pwqsuwPfpZq;σ “ idDpfqq P ∆Z,f
´1pwq
W “
“ p∆Z bÂwPW ∆f´1pwqqW
(8.3.72)
giving rise to a homomorphism of generalized rings, co-contraction,
∆
f
 P GRCp∆W ,∆Z,f
´1pwqq, δW ÞÑ εf (8.3.73)
which is dual to contraction AZ ˆ
ś
wPW
Af´1pwq Ñ AW .
The functor ∆ : F Ñ GRC , with its structure (of co-multiplication, co-
contraction, and co-unit) is thus a co-generalized-ring-object in the tensor cat-
egory pGRC ,
Â
F
q, i.e. the dual of our axioms are satisfied. (Just as the poly-
nomial ring ZrXs, with co-multiplication ∆‚pXq “ X b X , and co-addition
∆`pXq “ X b 1` 1bX , is a co-ring object in the tensor category of commu-
tative rings and
Â
Z
).
Example 8.3.1
Taking forW “ r1s, the unit set, a r1s-labelled-tree is just a ”ladder” tx0, x1, . . . , xnu,
Spxjq “ xj´1, and is determined by its length n. Thus the element F “
prF1s; rFxs;σq P ∆r1sX , is determined by the length n of F1, the point x P X such
that F x ‰ 0, and the length m of F x. We write F “ px, zn ¨ pztqmq, and we
have an isomorphism
∆r1s „ÝÑ FtzN ¨ pztqNu (8.3.74)
with the generalized ring associated with the free monoid-with-involution on
one element, M “ zN ¨ pztqN Y t0u.
The self-adjoint quotient ∆
r1s
` of ∆
r1s is isomorphic to the generalized ring
associated with the free monoid on one element
M “ zN Y t0u,
∆
r1s
`
„ÝÑ FtzNu (8.3.75)
8.3.7 Limits
Given a partially ordered set I, a functor A P pGRqI is given by objects Apiq P
GR for i P I, and homomorphism ϕi,j : Apjq Ñ Apiq for i ď j, i, j P I, such that
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ϕi,j ˝ ϕj,k “ ϕi,k for i ď j ď k, and ϕii “ idApiq . The inverse limit of A exists,
and can be computed in Set0. We put
plim
ÐÝ
I
ApiqqX “ ta “ papiqq P
ź
iPI
A
piq
X , ϕi,jpajq “ aifor all i ď ju (8.3.76)
With the operations of componentwise multiplication and contraction lim
ÐÝ
Apiq
is a generalized-ring (sub-ring of
ś
iPI
Apiq). We have the universal property
GRpB, lim
ÐÝ
I
Apiqq “ lim
ÐÝ
I
GRpB,Apiqq “ (8.3.77)
“ tpψiq P
ź
I
GRpB,Apiqq, ϕi,j ˝ ψj “ ψi for i ď ju
If the set I is directed (for j1, j2 P I there is i P I with i ď j1, j2) the direct
limit of A exists, and can be computed in Set0. We have
plim
ÝÑ
I
ApiqqX “ lim
ÝÑ
I
A
piq
X “ p
ž
iPI
A
piq
X q{ta „ ϕi,jpaqu (8.3.78)
There are well defined operations of multiplication and contraction making
lim
ÝÑ
I
Apiq into a generalized ring. We have the universal property
GRplim
ÝÑ
I
Apiq, Bq “ lim
ÐÝ
I
GRpApiq, Bq “ (8.3.79)
“ tpψiq P
ź
I
GRpApiq, Bq, ψi ˝ ϕi,j “ ψj for i ď ju
We shall see below that GRC has sums and push-outs §13.1, and quotients by
equivalence-ideals §9.1, hence arbitrary co- limits, and we have:
Theorem 8.3.8
GRC is complete and co-complete.
Chapter 9
Ideals
9.1 Equivalence ideals
Definition 9.1.1
For A P GR an equivalence ideal ε is a sub-generalized-ring ε Ď A ˆ A, such
that εX is an equivalence relation on AX , (we write a „ a1 for pa, a1q P εX ; and
for a “ payq, a1 “ pa1yq P Af , we write a „ a1 for pay, a1yq P εf´1pyq for all y P Y ).
Thus, we have an equivalence relation „ that respects the operations: if a „ a1
and b „ b1 then
a✁ b „ a1 ✁ b1,
a  b „ a1  b1. (9.1.1)
(whenever these operations are defined.)
We let eqpAq denote the set of equivalence ideals of A.
For ε P eqpAq we can form the quotient A{ε, with
pA{εqX “ AX{εX “ εX -equivalence classes inAX (9.1.2)
There is a natural surjection πX : AX Ñ AX{εX , and there is a unique structure
of a generalized ring on A{ε such that π P GRpA,A{εq.
Definition 9.1.2
For ϕ P GRpA,A1q, we let KERpϕq “ Aś
A1
A,
KERpϕqX “ tpa1, a2q P AX ˆ AX , ϕpa1q “ ϕXpa2qu (9.1.3)
KERpϕq is an equivalence ideal.
We have the universal property of the quotient
GRpA{ε, A1q “ tϕ P GRpA,A1q,KERpϕq Ě εu (9.1.4)
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Every homomorphism ϕ P GRpA,A1q has a
canonical factorization
ϕ “ j ˝ ϕ˜ ˝ π (9.1.5)
A
ϕ
> A1
A{KERpϕq
π__ rϕ
„> ϕpAq
j
Y
^
with π surjection, j injection, and ϕ˜ an isomorphism.
9.2 Functorial Ideals
Definition 9.2.1
For A P GRC , a functorial ideal a is a collection of subsets aX Ď AX , with
0X P aX , and with A✁ a, a✁A, A  a, a A Ď a.
We let fun ¨ ilpAq denote the set of functorial ideals of A.
For ε P eqpAq, we have the associated functorial ideal Zpεq:
ZpεqX “ ta P AX , pa, 0Xq P εXu (9.2.1)
For a P fun ¨ ilpAq, we have the equivalence ideal Epaq generated by a, it is the
intersection of all equivalence ideals containing pa, 0q for all a P a.
These give a Galois correspondence:
fun ¨ ilpAq
EÝÑÐÝ
Z
eqpAq (9.2.2)
It is monotone,
a1 Ď a2 ñ Epa1q Ď Epa2q
ε1 Ď ε2 ñ Zpε1q Ď Zpε2q (9.2.3)
and we have
a Ď ZEpaq , EZpεq Ď ε (9.2.4)
It follows that we have
ZEZpεq “ Zpεq , Epaq “ EZEpaq, (9.2.5)
and the maps E, Z induce inverse bijections
E-ilpAq „ÐÑ Z-eqpAq (9.2.6)
with
E-ilpAq “ ta P fun ¨ ilpAq, a “ ZEpaqu “ tZpεq, ε P eqpAqu, (9.2.7)
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the stable functorial ideals, and
Z-eqpAq “ tε P eqpAq, ε “ EZpεqu “ tEpaq, a P ilpAqu (9.2.8)
Let a P fun ¨ ilpAq, and let ε “ pεXq be defined by
εX “
“
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
pa, a1q P AX ˆAX , there exists a path a “ a1, a2, . . . , an “ a1,
with taj , aj`1u of the form either tpdj ✁ cjq  bj , pdj ✁ cjq  bju,
or tdj  pbj ✁ cjq, dj  pbj ✁ cjqu with dj P AYj , bj P Afj ,
fj P Set‚pZj , Xq, cj , cj P Agj , gj P Set‚pZj , Yjq or resp.
gj P Set‚pYj , Zjq and with cpzqj “ cpzqj , or cpzqj , cpzqj P a,
for all z P Yjpresp. z P Zjq
,//////.//////-
(9.2.9)
Claim 9.2.2
Epaq “ ε
Proof. It is clear that εX is an equivalence relation on AX , and that εX Ď
EpaqX , and we need to show that ε respects the operations (9.1.1). If pa, a1q P ε,
so there is a path a “ a1, . . . , an “ a1 as in (9.2.9), then h ✁ aj (resp. aj ✁ h,
ph  ajq, paj  hq) is a path, showing ph ✁ a, h ✁ a1q (resp. pa ✁ h, a1 ✁ hq,
ph  a, h  a1q, pa  h, a1  hq) is in ε. This follows from the
Basic identities 9.2.3
h✁ pd✁ c  bq “ pph✁ dq✁ cq  b , h✁ pd  pb ✁ cqq “ ph✁ dq  pb✁ cq
resp. ppd✁ cq  bq✁ h “ pd✁ pc✁ h˜qq  b˜ , pd  pb✁ cqq✁ h “ pd✁ h˜q  pb˜✁ c˜q
h  ppd✁ cq  bq “ ph✁ bq  pd✁ cq , h  pd  pb✁ cqq “ pph✁ bq✁ cq  d
ppd✁ cq  bq  h “ pd✁ cq  ph✁ bq , pd  pb✁ cqq  h “ d  pph✁ bq✁ cq
It follows that a functorial ideal a is stable, a “ ZEpaq, if and only if for all
b, d, c, c as in (9.2.9),
pd✁ cq  b P aô pd✁ cq  b P a
and d  pb✁ cq P aô d  pb ✁ cq P a (9.2.10)
9.3 Operations on functorial ideals
The intersection of functorial ideals is a functorial ideal,
ai P fun ¨ ilpAq ñ
č
i
ai P fun ¨ ilpAq
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Given a collection B “ tBX Ď AXu, the functorial ideal generated by B will
be denoted by tBuA, it is the intersection of all functorial ideals containing B.
If B satisfies B ✁A Ď B, it can be described explicitly as
tBuA,X “
“ ta P AX , a “ pd✁ cq  b or a “ d  pb✁ cq for some d P AY , b P Af ,
f P Set‚pZ,Xq, c P Ag, g P Set‚pZ, Y q,
or resp. g P Set‚pY, Zq
and with c “ pcpzqq, cpzq P Bg´1pzq for all z P Y presp. z P Zq
)
(9.3.1)
It is clear that the set described in (9.3.1), contains BX , and is contained
in tBuA,X , and we only have to check that it is a functorial ideal - this follows
from the basic identities 9.2.3.
In particular, for ai P fun ¨ ilpAq, we can take B “
Ť
i
ai, and we obtain the
smallest functorial ideal containing all the ai’s.
ÿ
i
ai “
#ď
i
ai
+
A
(9.3.2)
Thus fun ¨ ilpAq is a complete lattice, with minimal element the zero ideal
0 “ t0Xu, and maximal element the unit ideal t1uA “ tAXu.
Note that for arbitrary B we can similarly describe the functorial ideal it
generates as
tBuA,X “
“
!
a P AX , a “ pd✁ c✁ eq  b ora “ d  pb✁ c✁ eq,with cpzq P B for all z
)
(9.3.3)
Note that for a subset B Ď Ar1s, we have
tBuA,X “ ta P AX , a “ d  pb✁ cq, d P AY , b P Af ,
f P Set‚pY,Xq, c “ pcpyqq P AidY “ pAr1sqY , cpyq P B YBt
) (9.3.4)
We do not need the e’s in (9.3.3) because we have commutativity c✁ e “ e✁ c˜,
c.f. (8.2.14), and we do not need the two shapes of (9.3.3) because the pAr1sqY -
action is self-adjoint d  pb✁ cq “ pd✁ ctq  b, c.f. (8.2.15).
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9.4 Homogeneous ideals
Definition 9.4.1
A functorial ideal a P fun ¨ ilpAq is called homogeneous if it is generated by ar1s.
The subset ar1s Ď Ar1s satisfies for all X P F,
AX 
`
AX ✁ par1sqX
˘ Ď ar1s (9.4.1)
Conversely, if a subset ar1s Ď Ar1s satisfies (9.4.1), then atr1s “ ar1s (because for
a P ar1s, at “ 1  p1 ✁ aq P ar1s), and ar1s ✁ Ar1s “ ar1s (because for a P ar1s,
b P Ar1s, a✁ b “ b  p1 ✁ atq P ar1s). Moreover, the functorial ideal b generated
by ar1s, has
bX “
ď
fPSet‚pY,Xq
AY 
`
Af ✁ par1sqY
˘
(9.4.2)
and in particular br1s “ ar1s. Thus we identify the set of homogeneous functorial
ideals with the collection of subsets ar1s Ď Ar1s satisfying (9.4.1), and we denote
this set by r1s-ilpAq,
r1s-ilpAq “ ta Ď Ar1s, AX  pAX ✁ paqXq Ď au (9.4.3)
The set r1s-ilpAq is a complete lattice, with minimal element t0u, maximal
element t1uA “ Ar1s. For ai P r1s-ilpAq, we have
Ş
i
ai P r1s-ilpAq, and
ř
i
ai P
r1s-ilpAq, whereÿ
i
ai “
“
#
a P Ar1s, a “ b  pd✁ cq, b, d P AX , c “ pcpxqq P p
ď
i
aiqX Ď AidX , X P F
+
(9.4.4)
Note that the homogeneous functorial ideal generated by elements ai P Ar1s,
i P I, can be described as
taiuA “
“
!
a P Ar1s, a “ b  pd✁ cq, b, d P AX , c “ pcpxqq P AidX , cpxq “ aipxq
or cpxq “ atipxqforx P X
)
(9.4.5)
We have also the operation of multiplication of homogeneous ideals. For a1, a2 P
r1s-ilpAq, we let a1 ¨ a2 denote the homogeneous ideal generated by the product
a1 ✁ a2 “ ta1 ✁ a2, ai P aiu.
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Thus
a1 ¨ a2 “
“
!
a P Ar1s, a “ b  pd✁ cq, b, d P AX , c “ pcpxqq P pa1 ✁ a2qX Ď AidX
)
(9.4.6)
This operation is associative, we have for a1, a2, a3 P r1s-ilpAq,
pa1 ¨ a2q ¨ a3 “ a1 ¨ a2 ¨ a3 “ a1 ¨ pa2 ¨ a3q (9.4.7)
with
a1 ¨ a2 ¨ a3 “
“
!
a P Ar1s, a “ b  pd✁ cq, b, d P AX , c “ pcpxqq P pa1 ✁ a2 ✁ a3qX Ď AidX
)
(use pb pd✁a1✁a2qq✁a3 “ b pd✁a1✁a2✁ a˜t3q and a1✁ pb pd✁a2✁a3qq “
b  pd ˝ a2 ˝ a3 ˝ a˜t1q).
The multiplication of homogeneous ideals is clearly commutative, a1 ✁ a2 “
a2 ✁ a1, has unit element t1uA “ Ar1s, a ¨ t1u “ a, and has zero element t0u,
a ¨ t0u “ t0u. Thus r1s-ilpAq PMon.
For a homomorphism ϕ P GRCpA,Bq, and for b P fun ¨ ilpBq, (resp. b P
r1s-ilpBq), its inverse image ϕ˚pbqX “ ϕ´1X pbXq, (resp. ϕ˚r1spbq “ ϕ´1r1spbq Ď Ar1s)
is clearly a (resp. homogeneous) functorial ideal of A. For a P fun ¨ ilpAq, (resp.
r1s-ilpAq) let ϕ˚paq Ď B denote the (homogeneous) functorial ideal generated
by the image ϕpaq (resp. ϕr1spaq). We have Galois correspondences
r1s-ilpAq
ϕ˚r1sÐÝÝÑ
ϕ˚r1s
r1s-ilpBq and fun ¨ ilpAq
ϕ˚ÐÝÝÑ
ϕ˚
fun ¨ ilpBq (9.4.8)
The maps ϕ˚, ϕ˚ are monotone, and satisfy
a Ď ϕ˚ϕ˚paq, ϕ˚ϕ˚pbq Ď b (9.4.9)
It follows that we have
ϕ˚paq “ ϕ˚ϕ˚ϕ˚paq , ϕ˚pbq “ ϕ˚ϕ˚ϕ˚pbq (9.4.10)
and ϕ˚, ϕ˚ induce inverse bijections,
ta P r1s-ilpAq, a “ ϕ˚ϕ˚paqu “
“ tϕ˚pbq, b P r1s-ilpBqu „ÐÑ tϕ˚paq, a P r1s-ilpAqu “
“tb P r1s-ilpBq, b “ ϕ˚ϕ˚pbqu
(9.4.11)
and similarly with fun ¨ ilpAq and fun ¨ ilpBq.
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Definition 9.4.2
For an equivalence ideal ε P eqpAq, and for a functorial ideal or a homogeneous
ideal a, we say a is ε-stable if for all pa, a1q P ε :
a P aô a1 P a.
We denote by fun ¨ ilpAqε (resp. r1s-ilpAqε) the set of ε-stable (homogeneous)
ideals.
Letting πε : A ։ A{ε denote the canonical homomorphism, we have bijec-
tions
fun ¨ ilpAqε „ÐÑ fun ¨ ilpA{εq and r1s-ilpAqε „ÐÑ r1s-ilpA{εq
a ÞÑ πεpaq
π´1ε pbq Ð[ b
(9.4.12)
Definition 9.4.3
For a (resp. homogeneous) functorial ideal a, we say a is stable if it is Epaq-
stable. We denote by E-fun ¨ ilpAq, (resp. Er1s-ilpAq), the set of stable (ho-
mogeneous) functorial ideals. Note that by the explicit description of Epaq in
Claim 9.2.2, a subset a Ď Ar1s is a stable homogeneous ideal if and only if
for X,Y P F, b, d P AX‘Y , c, c P pAr1sqX‘Y ,
with cpxq “ cpxq for x P Xand cpyq, cpyq P a for y P Y,
have : b  pd✁ cq P aô b  pd✁ cq P a (9.4.13)
(taking X “ r0s, cpyq ” 0, we see that this condition includes a being a
homogeneous ideal).
9.5 Ideals and symmetric ideals
Definition 9.5.1
For A P GRC , a subset a Ď Ar1s will be called ideal if for all X P F, b, d P AX ,
c “ pcpxqq P paqX Ď AidX , we have
pb✁ cq  d P a (9.5.1)
We denote by ilpAq the set of ideals of A.
Comparing with the definition of homogeneous ideals (9.4.1), we see that
the homogeneous ideals are precisely the self-adjoint ideals
r1s-ilpAq “ ta P ilpAq, a “ atu (9.5.2)
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The set ilpAq is a complete lattice, with minimal element p0q, maximal element
p1q “ Ar1s. For ai P ilpAq, we have
Ş
i
ai P ilpAq, and
ř
i
ai P ilpAq, where (c.f.
(9.4.4))
ÿ
i
ai “
#
a P Ar1s, a “ pb✁ cq  d, b, d P AX , c “ pcpxqq P p
ď
i
aiqX Ď AidX
+
(9.5.3)
Note that the ideal generated by elements ai P Ar1s, i P I, can be described as
(c.f. (9.4.5))
paiqA “
!
a P Ar1s, a “ pb✁ cq  d, b, d P AX , c “ pcpxqq P taiuX Ď AidX
)
(9.5.4)
In particular, for a P Ar1s the principal ideal generated by a is just
paqA “ a✁Ar1s (9.5.5)
Indeed, if cpxq “ a✁ ex, ex P Ar1s for x P X , than for b, d P AX ,
pb✁ cq  d “ a✁ ppb✁ eq  dq P a✁Ar1s (9.5.6)
(while the homogeneous ideal generated by a is the ideal generated by a and at,
c.f. (9.4.5) for tauA).
Definition 9.5.2
An ideal a P ilpAq will be called symmetric if it is generated by its subset of
self-adjoint elements
a` “ aXA`r1s “ ta P a , a “ atu (9.5.7)
Such an ideal is clearly homogeneous. We write iltpAq for the collection of
symmetric ideals. It is again a complete lattice. We have multiplication of
ideals, for a1, a2 P ilpAq,
a1 ¨ a2 “
“
!
a P Ar1s, a “ pb✁ cq  d, b, d P AX , c “ pcpxqq P pa1 ✁ a2qX Ď AidX
)
(9.5.8)
It is associative,
pa1 ¨ a2q ¨ a3 “ a1 ¨ a2 ¨ a3 “ a1 ¨ pa2 ¨ a3q (9.5.9)
with a1 ¨ a2 ¨ a3 “
 
a P Ar1s, a “ pb✁ cq  d, b, d P AX ,
c “ pcpxqq P pa1 ˝ a2 ˝ a3qX Ď AidX
)
(Use now: ppb ✁ a1 ✁ a2q  dq✁ a3 “ pb ✁ a1 ✁ a2 ✁ a˜3q  d, and a1 ✁ ppb ✁
a2 ✁ a3q  dq “ pb ✁ a˜1 ✁ a2 ✁ a3q  d).
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It is clearly commutative, a1 ¨ a2 “ a2 ¨ a1; has unit p1q, a ¨ p1q “ a; has zero
p0q, a ¨ p0q “ p0q.
Thus, ilpAq is a monoid with involution, r1s-ilpAq is its submonoid of element
fixed by the involution, and iltpAq is a submonoid of r1s-ilpAq.
We can also divide ideals. For a0, a1 P ilpAq, we let
pa0 : a1q “ tc P Ar1s, c✁ a1 Ď a0u (9.5.10)
This is an ideal, pa0 : a1q P ilpAq. Indeed, for cpxq P pa0 : a1q, and for any
b, d P AX , and any a1 P a1, we have
ppb ✁ pcpxqqq  dq✁ a1 “ pb✁ pcpxq ✁ a1qq  d P a0
and so pb✁ pcpxqqq  d P pa0 : a1q.
For elements m1,m2 P AX , we have their annihilator
annApm1,m2q “ ta P Ar1s, a✁m1 “ a✁m2u (9.5.11)
This is an ideal, annApm1,m2q P ilpAq. Indeed for cpyq P annApm1,m2q, and
for any b, d P AY we have
ppb✁pcpyqqqdq✁m1 “ pb✁pcpyq✁m1qqd˜ “ pb✁pcpyq✁m2qqd˜ “ ppb✁pcpyqqqdq✁m2
and so pb✁ pcpyqqq  d P annApm1,m2q
The ideal generated by the symmetric elements annApm1,m2q X A`r1s is a
subideal:
anntApm1,m2q Ď annApm1,m2q, (9.5.12)
it is clearly a symmetric ideal.
Let ϕ P GRCpA,Bq. For an ideal b P ilpBq, its inverse image ϕ˚pbq “
ϕ´1r1spbq Ď Ar1s is clearly an ideal of A. For b P iltpBq, its inverse image ϕ˚pbq is
the ideal of A generated by
ta “ at P A`r1s , ϕr1spaq P bu (9.5.13)
For an ideal a P ilpAq (resp. a symmetric ideal a P iltpAq), we let ϕ˚paq Ď Br1s
denote the ideal generated by the image ϕr1spaq, ϕ˚paq “ limÑ
X
pBX ✁ pϕr1spaqqX 
BXq, (resp. by ϕr1spa`q).
We have a Galois correspondence
ilpAq
ϕ˚ÐÝÝÑ
ϕ˚
ilpBq and iltpAq
ϕ˚ÐÝÝÑ
ϕ˚
iltpBq (9.5.14)
The maps ϕ˚, ϕ˚ are monotone, and satisfy
a Ď ϕ˚ϕ˚paq , ϕ˚ϕ˚pbq Ď b (9.5.15)
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It follows that we have
ϕ˚paq “ ϕ˚ϕ˚ϕ˚paq , ϕ˚pbq “ ϕ˚ϕ˚ϕ˚pbq (9.5.16)
and ϕ˚, ϕ˚ induce inverse bijections,
ta P ilpAq, a “ ϕ˚ϕ˚paqu “
“ tϕ˚pbq, b P ilpBqu „ÐÑ tϕ˚paq, a P ilpAqu “ (9.5.17)
“ tb P ilpBq, b “ ϕ˚ϕ˚ϕ˚pbqu
and similarly with symmetric ideals iltpAq and iltpBq.
In summary, for a general A P GRC , we have defined the sets
ilpAq [1]-ilpAq fun ¨ ilpAq
iltpAq E-r1s-ilpAq E-fun ¨ ilpAq
E-iltpAq
(9.5.18)
For a self adjoint A we have equality ilpAq “ r1s-ilpAq “ iltpAq. It is easy to
check that for A “ GpBq, B a commutative ring, all the inclusions in (9.5.18)
are equalities, and are identified with the set of ideals of B. For A “ GpBq, B
a commutative ring with involution p qt : B Ñ B, ilpAq is just the set of ideals
of B, (on which we have involution b ÞÑ bt); the set
r1s-ilpAq “ fun ¨ ilpAq “ eqpAq
|| || ||
E-r1s-ilpAq “ E-fun ¨ ilpAq “ Z ¨ eqpAq
(9.5.19)
is the set of ideals b of B fixed by the involution b “ bt (so that B{b has invo-
lution); and finally, E-iltpAq “ iltpAq are the ideals b Ď B that are generated
by their symmetric elements b` “ b X B` (with B` “ tb P B , bt “ bu Ď B
the subring of symmetric elements), which in turn correspond bijectively with
the ideals of B`.
Chapter 10
Primes and Spectra
10.1 Maximal ideals and primes
We say that an equivalence ideal ε P eqpAq is proper if p1, 0q R ε, or equivalently
εX Ř AX ˆ AX for some/all X P F, or equivalently A{ε ‰ 0. We say that a
functorial ideal, or an ideal, a is proper if 1 R a, or equivalently ar1s Ř Ar1s.
Since a union of a chain of proper ideals is again a proper ideal, an application
of Zorn’s lemma gives
Proposition 10.1.1
For A P GRC , there exists maximal proper ideal.
We let MaxpAq Ď ilpAq denote the set of maximal ideals.
Definition 10.1.2
A (proper) ideal p P ilpAq is called prime if Sp “ Ar1szp is closed with respect
to multiplication, i.e. if for all a, b P Ar1s,
a✁ b P p implies a P p or b P p (10.1.1)
We let specpAq Ď ilpAq denote the set of primes of A.
Proposition 10.1.3
MaxpAq Ď specpAq.
Proof. Let p P MaxpAq, and take any elements a, a1 P Ar1szp. Since p is
maximal, the ideals pp, aqA and pp, a1qA are the unit ideal. We have therefore
1 “ pb✁ cqd, and 1 “ pb1✁ c1qd1, with b, d P AX , b1, d1 P AX1 , c P ppYtauqX ,
c1 P ppY ta1uqX1 .
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Thus we have
1 “ 1✁1 “ ppb✁cqdq✁ppb1✁c1qd1q “ pb✁c✁rb1✁rc1qpd1✁rdq “ pb✁rb1✁rc✁rc1qpd1✁rdq
(10.1.2)
But rc✁ rc1 P ppp Y tauq✁ pp Y ta1uqqXśX1 Ď ppY ta✁ a1uqXśX1 ,
and so 1 P pp, a✁ a1qA, hence a✁ a1 R p.
Similarly, a union of a chain of proper symmetric ideals is a proper symmetric
ideal, and the set of maximal symmetric ideals MaxtpAq Ď iltpAq is non-empty.
Definition 10.1.4
A (proper) symmetric ideal p P iltpAq is called symmetric prime if S`p “ A`r1szp
is closed with respect to multiplication, i.e. if for all a “ at, b “ bt P Ar1s,
a✁ b P p implies a P p or b P p (10.1.3)
Now a maximal symmetric ideal p P MaxtpAq is a symmetric prime. We let
spectpAq denote the set of symmetric primes:
MaxtpAq Ď spectpAq Ď iltpAq (10.1.4)
Note that for a prime p P specpAq, the ideal A ¨ p`, generated by the symmetric
elements of p, is a symmetric prime, and we have a canonical map
specpAq։ spectpAq , p ÞÑ A ¨ p` (10.1.5)
10.2 The Zariski topology
Definition 10.2.1
The closed sets in specpAq are the set of the form
V paq “ tp P specpAq, p Ě au, (10.2.1)
with a Ď Ar1s, which we may take to be an ideal a P ilpAq.
We have
piq V př
i
aiq “
Ş
i
V paiq,
piiq V pa ¨ a1q “ V paq Y V pa1q,
piiiq V p0q “ specpAq , V p1q “ H
(10.2.2)
This shows the sets V paq define a topology on specpAq, the Zariski topology.
The closed sets in spectpAq are similarly given by
V tpaq “ tp P spectpAq , p Ě au (10.2.3)
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with a P iltpAq; these satisfy (10.2.2), and define the Zariski topology on
spectpAq.
For a subset C Ď specpAq, we have the ideal,
IpCq “
č
pPC
p (10.2.4)
For a subset C Ď spectpAq, we have the symmetric ideal ItpCq generated byŞ
pPC
p`.
We have Galois correspondences,
ilpAq
VÝÑÐÝ
I
tC Ď specpAqu and iltpAq
V tÝÑÐÝ
It
tC Ď spectpAqu (10.2.5)
The maps V , I (resp. V t, It), are monotone
a1 Ď a2 ñ V pa1q Ě V pa2q
C1 Ď C2 ñ IpC1q Ě IpC2q (10.2.6)
and we have
a Ď IV paq , C Ď V IpCq (10.2.7)
It follows that we have
V paq “ V IV paq and IpCq “ IV IpCq (10.2.8)
and the maps V , I induce inverse bijections between radical ideals and closed
subsets of specpAq.
ta P ilpAq, a “ IV paqu “ (10.2.9)
“ tIpCq, C Ď specpAqu „ÐÑ tC Ď specpAq, C “ V IpCqu “
“ tV paq, a P ilpAqu
Similarly, we have a bijection between the radical symmetric ideals a “
ItV tpaq and the closed subset of spectpAq.
Lemma 10.2.2
For a P ilpAq, we have
IV paq “ ta P Ar1s, an P a for somen ą 0u def“
?
a (10.2.10)
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Proof. If a P ?a, say an P a, then for all p Ě a, a P p, and so ?a Ď Ş
aĎp
p “
IV paq.
Assume a R ?a, so an R a for all n. An application of Zorn’s lemma gives
that there exists a maximal element p in the set
tb P ilpAq, b Ě a, an R b for allnu (10.2.11)
We claim p is prime. If x, x1 P Ar1szp, then the ideals pp, xqA, pp, x1qA properly
contain p, and by maximality of p in the set (10.2.11), we must have an P pp, xqA,
an
1 P pp, x1qA, for some n, n1. We get
an`n
1 “ an ✁ an1 “ ppb✁ cq  dq✁ ppb1 ✁ c1q  d1q “ pb ✁ rb1 ✁ rc✁ rc1q  pd1 ✁ rdq
with b, d P AX , b1, d1 P AX1 , c P pp Y txuqX , c1 P pp Y tx1uqX1 .
But rc✁ rc1 P ppp Y txuq✁ ppY tx1uqqXśX1 Ď ppY tx✁ x1uqXśX , and since
an`n
1 R p, we must have x ✁ x1 R p; and p is indeed prime. Now p Ě a, and
a R p, so a R Ş
aĎp
p “ IV paq.
Similarly, for a symmetric ideal a P iltpAq, we have I`V `paq “ ?a`, where?
a
`
is the ideal of A generated by the set ta “ at P A`r1s , an P a for some n ą
0u.
Lemma 10.2.3
For a subset C Ď specpAq, V IpCq “ C the closure of C.
Proof. We have C Ď V IpCq, and V IpCq is closed. If C Ď V paq, where we may
assume a “ ?a, then V IpCq Ď V IV paq “ V paq, and so
V IpCq “
č
CĎV paq
V paq “ C (10.2.12)
Similarly, for C Ď spectpAq, V `I`pCq “ C the closure of C.
We can restate (10.2.9),
ta P ilptqpAq, a “ ?ap`qu „ÐÑ tC Ď specptqpAq, C “ Cu (10.2.13)
10.3 Basic open sets
A basis for the open sets of specpAq is given by the basic open sets, these are
defined for a P Ar1s by
Da “ specpAqzV paq “ tp P specpAq, a R pu (10.3.1)
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A basis for the open sets of spectpAq is given by
D`a “ spectpAqzV `paq (10.3.2)
with symmetric a “ at P A`r1s
We have,
Da1 XDa2 “ Da1✁a2 D`a1 XD`a2 “ D`a1✁a2
D1 “ specpAq , D0 “ H D`1 “ spectpAq , D`0 “ H
(10.3.3)
That every open set is the union of basic open sets, is shown by
specpAqzV paq “
ď
aPa
Da (10.3.4)
and
spectpAqzV `paq “
ď
aPa`
D`a , the union over a
` “ aXA`r1s. (10.3.5)
Note that we have,
Da “ specpAq ô a✁Ar1s “ tauA “ p1q (10.3.6)
ô there exists a (unique) a´1 P Ar1s, a✁ a´1 “ 1
We say that such a is invertible, and we let A˚ denote the set of invertible
elements. Note that A˚ is an abelian group (with a non-trivial involution for
A non self-adjoint), and A ÞÑ A˚ is a functor GRC Ñ Ab (= abelian groups).
Similarly, for a “ at symmetric, D`a “ spectpAq if and only if a is invertible.
Note that we have,
Da “ Hô a P
č
pPspecpAq
p “
?
0 (10.3.7)
ô there existsn ą 0with an “ 0
We say that such a is nilpotent. Similarly, for a “ at, D`a “ H if and only if a
is nilpotent.
Lemma 10.3.1
Let a “ ?a P ilpAq be a radical ideal. Then
V paq is irreducible ô a is prime (10.3.8)
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Proof. pðq: If a is prime, V paq “ V I tau “ tau is the closure of a point, hence
irreducible.
pñq: For any a P Ar1s, we have
V paq XDa ‰ Hô Dp P specpAq, p Ě a, p S a
ô a R
č
aĎp
p “ ?a “ a
Hence for any basic open sets Da, Db, a, b P Ar1s, we have
V paq XDa ‰ H andV paq XDb ‰ Hô a R a and b R a
If V paq is irreducible this implies
H ‰ V paq XDa XDb “ V paq XDa✁b ô a✁ b R a
Similarly, for a radical symmetric ideal a “ ?a`, the set V `paq is irreducible
if and only if a is a symmetric prime.
Thus the bijection (10.2.13) induces a bijection
specpAq „ÐÑ  C Ď specpAq, C “ C closed and irreducible(
p ÞÑ V ppq “ tpu (10.3.9)
and
spectpAq „ÐÑ  C Ď spectpAq , C “ C closed and irreducible( (10.3.10)
and the spaces specpAq and spectpAq are Sober spaces (or Zariski spaces):
every closed irreducible subset has a unique generic point.
Proposition 10.3.2
For a P Ar1s, (Respectively, a “ at P A`r1s) the basic open set Da (resp. D`a ) is
compact.
In particular, D1 “ specpAq and D`1 “ spectpAq are compact.
Proof. We have to show that in every covering of Da by basic open sets Dgi ,
there is always a finite subcovering. We have
Da Ď
Ť
i
Dgi ô V paq Ě
Ş
i
V pgiq “ V p
ř
i
gi ✁Ar1sq
ô atauA “ IV paq Ď IV ˆř
i
gi ✁Ar1s
˙
“
cř
i
gi ✁Ar1s
ô for somen, an P ř
i
gi ✁Ar1s
ô for somen,X P F, b, d, P AX , an “ pb✁ cq  d,
with c “ pcpxqq P ptgiuqX
(10.3.10)
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Thus cpxq “ gipxq, and going backwards in the above equivalences we get
Da Ď
Ť
xPX
Dgipxq , a finite subcovering.
The canonical map πA : specpAq։ spectpAq, πAppq “ A ¨ p`,
is continuous:
π´1A
`
V `paq˘ “ V paq , π´1A pD`a q “ Da (10.3.11)
10.4 Functoriality
For a homomorphism ϕ P GRCpA,Bq, the pull-back of a (symmetric) prime is
a (symmetric) prime, and we have maps
ϕ˚ “ specpϕq : specpBq Ñ specpAq
q ÞÑ ϕ˚pqq “ ϕ´1r1spqq
(10.4.1)
and
ϕ˚ “ spectpϕq : spectpBq Ñ spectpAq
q ÞÑ ϕ˚pqq “ A ¨ `ϕ´1pqq XA`˘ (10.4.2)
The inverse image under ϕ˚ of a closed set is closed, we have
ϕ˚´1pVApaqq “ tq P specpBq, ϕ´1r1spqq Ě au “ (10.4.3)
“ tq P specpBq, q Ě ϕr1spaqu “ VBpϕr1spaqq
and similarly, ϕ˚´1pV `A paqq “ V `B pϕ˚paqq with ϕ˚paq “ B ¨ ϕpa`q.
Also the inverse image under ϕ˚ of a basic open set is a basic open set, we
have
ϕ˚´1pDaq “ tq P specpBq, ϕ´1r1s pqq S au “ (10.4.4)
“ tq P specpBq, ϕr1spaq R qu “ Dϕr1spaq
and similarly, ϕ˚´1pD`a q “ D`ϕr1spaq for a “ at.
Thus the maps ϕ˚ “ specpϕq and spectpϕq are continuous, and we see that
specptq are contravariant functors from GRC to the category Top, whose objects
are (compact, sober) topological spaces, and continuous maps,
spec , spect : pGRCqop Ñ Top (10.4.5)
Lemma 10.4.1
For ϕ P GRCpA,Bq, and for b P ilpBq, we have
VApϕ´1r1spbqq “ ϕ˚pVBpbqq (10.4.6)
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that b “ ?b is radical (noting
that
b
ϕ´1r1spbq “ ϕ´1r1sp
?
bq).
Put a “ Iϕ˚pV pbqq, so that V paq “ ϕ˚pV pbqq by lemma 10.2.3.
We have for any a P Ar1s,
a P a ô a P p, for every prime p P ϕ˚pV pbqq
ô a P ϕ˚pqq “ ϕ´1r1spqq, for every prime q P V pbq
ô ϕr1spaq P
Ş
bĎq
q “ ?b “ b
ô a P ϕ´1r1spbq
(10.4.7)
Thus a “ ϕ´1r1s pbq, and the lemma is proved.
Chapter 11
Localization and sheaves
11.1 Localization
For A P GRC , and s P Ar1s, in the generalized ring Ar1{ss obtained from A
by adding an inverse to s, we have also an inverse to st, pstq´1 “ ps´1qt, and
therefore also an inverse to the symmetric element s✁st, so Ar1{ss “ Ar1{s✁sts.
We shall therefore localize only with respect to symmetric elements!.
For A P GRC , a subset S Ď A`r1s is called multiplicative if
1 P S, and S ✁ S Ď S. (11.1.1)
For such S Ď A`r1s, and for X P F, we let pS´1AqX “ pAX ˆ Sq{« denote the
equivalence classes of AX ˆ S with respect to the equivalence relation defined
by
pa1, s1q « pa2, s2q if and only if s✁s2✁a1 “ s✁s1✁a2 for some s P S (11.1.2)
We write a{s for the equivalence class pa, sq{«. Note that by taking "com-
mon denominator" we can write any element a “ papyq{syq P pS´1Aqf “ś
yPY
pS´1Aqf´1pyq, in the form
a “ papyq{sq,
˜
take s “
ź
sy, a
pyq “ p
ź
y1‰y
sy1q✁ apyqq
¸
(11.1.3)
For f P Set‚pX,Y q, g P Set‚pY, Zq, we have well-defined operations of multipli-
cation and contraction, independent of the choice of representatives,
✁ : pS´1Aqg ˆ pS´1Aqf ÝÑ pS´1Aqg˝f , pa{s1q✁ pb{s2q “ pa✁ bq{ps1 ✁ s2q
(11.1.4)
p q : pS´1Aqg˝f ˆ pS´1Aqf ÝÑ pS´1Aqg , pa{s1q  pb{s2q “ pa  bq{ps1 ✁ s2q
(11.1.5)
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It is straightforward to check that these operations satisfy the axioms of a
commutative generalized ring. The canonical homomorphism
φ : AÑ S´1A, φpaq “ a{1 (11.1.6)
satisfies the universal property
GRCpS´1A,Bq “ tϕ P GRCpA,Bq, ϕpSq Ď B˚urϕ ÞÑ rϕ ˝ φ
ϕpsq´1 ✁ ϕpaq “ rϕpa{sq Ð[ ϕ (11.1.7)
Example 11.1.1
For s P A`r1s, take S “ tsn , n ě 0u. We write As for S´1A, and φs P
GRCpA,Asq satisfy
GRCpAs, Bq “ tϕ P GRCpA,Bq, ϕpsq P B˚u (11.1.8)
Example 11.1.2
For p P spectpAq, take Sp “ A`r1szp. We writeAp for S´1p A, and φp P GRCpA,Apq
satisfy
GRCpAp, Bq “ tϕ P GRCpA,Bq, ϕpA`r1szpq Ď B˚u (11.1.9)
11.2 Localization and ideals
For an ideal a P ilpAq, we let
S´1a “ ta{s P pS´1Aqr1s, s P S, a P au (11.2.1)
By using common denominator, we see that S´1a is an ideal of S´1A,
S´1a P ilpS´1Aq:
For b{s1, d{s2 P pS´1AqX , and for ax{sx P S´1a, x P X , we have
pb{s1 ✁ pax{sxqq  pd{s2q “ ppb ✁ ps1x ✁ axqq  dq{ps1 ✁ st2 ✁
ź
xPX
sxq
with s1x “
ź
x1‰x
sx1 , and this is in S
´1a since a is an ideal.
If a “ A ¨ a` is symmetric, S´1a is symmetric.
We have, therefore, the Galois correspondence
ilptqpAq
S´1ÝÑÐÝ
φ˚
ilptqpS´1Aq (11.2.2)
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For b P ilpS´1Aq, we have
S´1φ˚b “ b (11.2.3)
Indeed, for an element a{s P b, we have a{1 P b, or a P φ˚b, and a{s P S´1φ˚b;
hence b Ď S´1φ˚b, and the reverse inclusion is clear.
We have immediately from the definitions, for a P ilpAq,
φ˚S´1a “ ta P Ar1s, there exists s P S with s✁ a P au “
ď
sPS
pa : sq (11.2.4)
In particular,
S´1a “ p1q ô aX S ‰ H (11.2.5)
We say that a P ilptqpAq is S-saturated if φ˚S´1a “ a, that is if
for all s P S, a P A`r1s : s✁ a P añ a P a (11.2.6)
We get that S´1 and φ˚ induce inverse bijections,
ta P ilptqpAq, a is S-saturatedu „ÐÑ ilptqpS´1Aq (11.2.7)
For an S-saturated (symmetric) ideal a P ilptqpAq, let πa : A ։ A{a “ A{Epaq
be the canonical homomorphism, and let S “ πapSq Ď pA{aq`r1s, then we have
canonical isomorphism
S
´1pA{aq – S´1A{S´1a (11.2.8)
Note that for a (symmetric) prime p P specptqpAq, p is S-saturated if and only if
pXS “ H, and in this case S´1p is a (symmetric) prime, S´1p P specptqpS´1Aq.
Note that for a (symmetric) prime q P specptqpS´1Aq, φ˚pqq is always an S-
saturated (symmetric) prime. We get the bijections:
tp P specptqpAq, p X S “ Hu „ÐÑ specptqpS´1Aq (11.2.9)
These are homeomorphisms for the Zariski topologies.
For s P A`r1s, the homeomorphism (11.2.9) gives for Example 11.1.1,
φ˚s : spec
tpAsq „ÝÑ Dts Ď spectpAq (11.2.10)
For a symmetric prime p P spectpAq, the homeomorphism (11.2.9) with
S “ Sp, of Example 11.1.2, reads
φ˚p : spec
tpApq „ÝÑ tq P spectpAq, q Ď pu (11.2.11)
The generalized ring Ap is a local-generalized-ring in the sense that it has a
unique maximal symmetric ideal mp “ S´1p p. The residue field at p is defined
by
Fp “ Ap{mp “ Ap{Epmpq. (11.2.12)
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We have the canonical homomorphism πp : A։ A{p, and putting Sp “ πppSpq,
we have (11.2.8)
Fp “ S´1p pA{pq (11.2.13)
The square diagram
(11.2.14)
A
φp
> Ap
A{p
πp__
φ0
> Fp
πmp__
is cartesian,
Fp “ pA{pq
â
A
Ap (11.2.15)
GRCpFp, Bq “
!
ϕ P GRCpA,Bq, ϕppq ” 0, ϕpA`r1szpq Ď B˚
)
For a homomorphism of generalized rings ϕ P GRCpA,Bq, and for
q P spectpBq with p “ ϕ˚pqq P spectpAq, the square diagram (11.2.14) is func-
torial, and we have a commutative cube diagram
A
φp
> Ap
B
φq
>
ϕ
< Bq
ϕp
<
A{p
_
> Fp
_
B{q
_
>
<
Fq
_ <
(11.2.16)
Note that the homomorphism ϕp P GRCpAp, Bqq is a local-homomorphism
in the sense that
mp “ ϕ˚ppmqq, or equivalently ϕppmpq Ď mq (11.2.17)
Definition 11.2.1
We let LGR denote the subcategory of GRC with objects the local generalized
rings, and with maps
LGRpA,Bq “ tϕ P GRCpA,Bq, ϕ˚pmBq “ mAu (11.2.18)
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11.3 The structure sheaf OA
Definition 11.3.1
For A P GRC , U Ď spectpAq open, X P F, we denote by OApUqX the set of
sections
f : U Ñ
ž
pPU
pApqX , fppq P pApqX
such that f is locally a fraction:
for all p P U , there exists open Up Ď U , p P Up,
and there exist a P AX , s P A`r1sz
Ť
qPUp
q,
such that for all q P Up:
fpqq ” a{s P pAqqX . (11.3.1)
Note that OApUq is a commutative generalized ring, and for U 1 Ď U restric-
tion gives a homomorphism of generalized rings
OApUq Ñ OApU 1q, f ÞÑ f |U 1
Thus OA is a pre-sheaf of generalized rings over spec
tpAq, and by the local
nature of the condition (11.3.1) it is clear that it is a sheaf of generalized rings,
i.e. for X P F, U ÞÑ OApUqX is a sheaf of sets. It is also clear that the stalks
are given by
OA,p “ lim
ÝÑ
pPU
OApUq „ÝÑ Ap (11.3.2)
pf{ «q ÞÑ fppq
Theorem 11.3.2
For s P A`r1s, we have a canonical isomorphism
Ψ : As
„ÝÑ OApD`s q, Ψpa{snq “ tfppq ” a{snu (11.3.3)
In particular for s “ 1,
A
„Ñ OApspectpAqq
Proof. The map Ψ which takes a{sn P As to the constant section f with fppq ”
a{sn for all p P D`s , is clearly well-defined, and is a homomorphism of generalized
rings.
Ψ is injective: Assume Ψpa1{sn1q “ Ψpa2{sn2q, and let
a “ anntApsn2 ✁ a1, sn1 ✁ a2q P iltpAq, cf. (9.5.11- 9.5.12 ). We have,
a1{sn1 “ a2{sn2 in Ap for all p P D`s
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ñ sp ✁ sn2 ✁ a1 “ sp ✁ sn1 ✁ a2 with sp P A`r1szp for p P D`s
ñ a Ę p for p P D`s
ñ V `paq XD`s “ H
ñ V `paq Ď V `psq
ñ s P I`V `paq “ ?a`
ñ sn P a for some n
ñ sn`n2 ✁ a1 “ sn`n1 ✁ a2
ñ a1{sn1 “ a2{sn2 in As
(11.3.4)
Ψ is surjective: Fix f P OApD`s qX . Since D`s is compact (Proposition 10.3.2),
we can cover D`s by a finite collection of basic open sets, D
`
s “ D`g1Y . . .YD`gN ,
gti “ gi, such that on D`gi the section f is constant,
fppq “ ai{si for p P D`gi ,
We have V `psiq Ď V `pgiq, hence gi P I`V `psiq “ ?si`, hence for some ni,
and some ci P Ar1s, gnii “ ci ✁ si. Thus our section f is given on D`gi by
ai{si “ ci ✁ ai{gnii . Noting that D`gi “ D`gnii , we may replace g
ni
i by gi, and
replace ci ✁ ai by ai, and we have
fppq “ ai{gi for p P D`gi ,
On the set D`gi✁gj “ D`gi XD`gj , i ‰ j, our section f is given by both ai{gi and
aj{gj. By the injectivity of Ψ, we have
ai{gi “ aj{gj in Agi✁gj
Thus for some n we have
pgi ✁ gjqn ✁ gj ✁ ai “ pgi ✁ gjqn ✁ gi ✁ aj
By finiteness we may assume one n works for all i, j ď N .
Replacing gni ˝ ai by ai, and replacing gn`1i by gi, we may assume f ” ai{gi on
D`gi , and
gj ✁ ai “ gi ✁ aj for all i, j (11.3.5)
We have D`s Ď
Ť
D`gi , hence by (10.3.10) we have
sM “ pb✁ cq  d (11.3.6)
with b, d P AY , c “ pcpyqq P
`
Ar1s
˘Y
with cpyq “ gipyq,
ipyq : Y Ñ t1, . . . , Nu
. Define a P AX by
a “ pb✁ eq  d˜, with d˜ P AπX “ pAY qX , d˜pxq ” d, (11.3.7)
e P AπY “ pAXqY , epyq “ aipyq
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We have for j “ 1, . . . , N
gj ✁ a “ gj ✁ ppb ✁ eq  d˜q “ pb✁ gj ✁ eq  d˜ “ pb ✁ pgj ✁ aipyqqq  d˜
“ pb✁ pgipyq ✁ ajqq  d˜ “ pb ✁ c✁ a˜jq  d˜ “ ppb ✁ cq  dq✁ aj “ sM ✁ aj
(11.3.8)
Thus we have in As, aj{gj “ a{sM for all j, and our section f is constant
f “ Ψpa{sM q, and Ψ is surjective.
Chapter 12
Schemes
12.1 Locally generalized ringed spaces
Definition 12.1.1
For a topological space X , we let GRC{X denote the category of sheaves of gen-
eralized rings over X . Its objects are pre-sheaves O of commutative generalized
rings, i.e. functors U ÞÑ OpUq : CX Ñ GRC , (with CX the category of open sets
of X , with CX pU,U 1q “ tjUU 1u for U 1 Ď U , otherwise CX pU,U 1q “ H), such that
for all X P F, U ÞÑ OpUqX is a sheaf. The maps GRC{X pO,O1q are natural
transformations of functors ϕ “ tϕpUqu, ϕpUq P GRCpOpUq,O1pUqq.
Definition 12.1.2
We denote by GRS the category of (commutative) generalized ringed spaces.
Its objects are pairs pX ,OX q, with X P Top, and OX P GRC{X . The maps
f P GRSpX ,Yq are pairs of a continuous function f P ToppX ,Yq, and a map of
sheaves of generalized rings over Y, f 7 P GRC{YpOY , f˚OX q; explicitly, for all
open subsets U Ď Y, we have a homomorphism of generalized rings
f
7
U “ tf 7U,Xu P GRCpOYpUq,OX pf´1Uqq (12.1.1)
and these homomorphisms are compatible with restrictions: for U 1 Ď U Ď Y
open, and for a P OYpUqX , we have f 7U,Xpaq|f´1pU 1q “ f 7U 1,Xpa|U 1q inOX pf´1U 1qX .
Remark 12.1.3
For a continuous map f P ToppX ,Yq, we have a pair of adjoint functors
GRC{X
f˚
ð
ð
f˚
GRC{Y (12.1.2)
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For sheaves of generalized rings OX P GRC{X , OY P GRC{Y, we have
f˚OX pUq “ OX pf´1Uq , U Ď Y open; (12.1.3)
f˚OYpUqX “ sheaf associated to the pre-sheaf
U ÞÑ limÝÑ
V Ď Y open
fpUq Ď V
OYpV qX ; (12.1.4)
and we have adjunction,
GRC{YpOY , f˚OX q “ GRC{X pf˚OY ,OX q (12.1.5)
Remark 12.1.4
For a map of generalized ringed spaces f P GRSpX ,Yq, and for a point x P X ,
we get the induced homomorphism on stalks
f 7x P GRpOY,fpxq,OX ,xq, via
f 7x : OY,fpxq “ limÝÑ
V Ď Y open
fpxq P V
OYpV q
lim
Ñ
f
7
VÝÝÝÝÑ limÝÑ
V Ď Y open
x P f´1V
OX pf´1V q Ñ (12.1.6)
Ñ limÝÑ
U Ď X open
x P U
OX pUq “ OX ,x
Definition 12.1.5
We let LGRS Ď GRS denote the subcategory of GRS of locally generalized
ringed spaces. Its objects are the objects pX ,OX q P GRS such that for all points
x P X the stalkOX ,x P LGR is a local generalized ring, i.e. has a unique maximal
symmetric ideal mX,x. The maps f P LGRSpX ,Yq are the maps pf, f 7q P
GRSpX ,Yq, such that for all points x P X , the induced homomorphism on stalks
(12.1.6) is a local homomorphism, f 7x P LGRpOY,fpxq,OX ,xq, f 7xpmY,fpxqq Ď
mX,x.
Theorem 12.1.6
The functor of global sections
Γ : LGRS Ñ pGRCqop, ΓpX ,OX q “ OX pX q,
Γpf, f 7q “ f 7Y for f P LGRSpX ,Yq (12.1.7)
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and the spectra functor
spect : pGRCqop Ñ LGRS , spectpAq “ pspectpAq,OAq,
spectpϕq “ ϕ˚ for ϕ P GRpA,Bq (12.1.8)
are an adjoint pair:
LGRSpX , spectpAqq “ GRCpA,OX pX qq
functorially in X P LGRS, A P GRC (12.1.9)
Proof. For a point x P X we have the canonical homomorphism of taking the
stalk at x of a global section, φx P GRpOX pX q,OX ,xq. Since OX ,x is local with
a unique maximal symmetric ideal mX ,x, we get by pullback a symmetric prime
px “ φ˚xpmX ,xq P spectpOX pX qq. Thus we have a canonical map
p : X Ñ spectpOX pX qq, x ÞÑ px (12.1.10)
The map p is continuous: For a global section g “ gt P OX pX q`r1s, we have
the basic open set D`g Ď spectpOX pX qq, and
p´1pD`g q “ tx P X , px P D`g u “ tx P X , φxpgq R mX ,xu (12.1.11)
This set is open in X , because if φxpgq R mX ,x we have in OX ,x some vx with
vx ✁ φxpgq “ 1, hence there is an open set U Ď X , with x P U , and an element
v P OX pUq`r1s with v✁ g|U “ 1, and for all x1 P U , vx1 ˝ φx1pgq “ 1, and φx1pgq R
mX ,x1. This shows p is continuous. The uniqueness of the inverse vx “ φxpgq´1
for x P p´1pD`g q shows we have a well defined inverse v “ pg|p´1pDgqq´1 P
OX pp´1pD`g qq`r1s. Thus we have a homomorphism of generalized rings
p
7
Dg
: OX pX qg Ñ OX pp´1pD`g qq, a{gn ÞÑ vn ✁
´
a|p´1pD`g q
¯
(12.1.12)
The collection of homomorphisms tp7Dg , g P OX pX q`r1su, are compatible with
restrictions, and the sheaf property gives homomorphisms
p
7
U P GR
`
OspecOX pX qpUq,OX pp´1pUqq
˘
. (12.1.13)
Thus we have a map of generalized ringed spaces
p “ pp, p7q P GRSpX , specpOX pX qqq. (12.1.14)
For a point x P X , we can take the direct limit of p7Dg , over all global sections
g P OX pX q`r1s with φxpgq R mX ,x, and we get a local homomorphism p7x P
LGRpOX pX qpx ,OX ,xq. This shows p is a map of locally-ringed spaces, p P
LGRSpX , spectpOX pX qqq.
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Given a homomorphism of generalized rings ϕ P GRCpA,OX pX qq, we get
the map in LGRS
pspectϕq ˝ p : X Ñ spectpOX pX qq Ñ spectpAq (12.1.15)
Given a map of locally ringed spaces f “ pf, f 7q P LGRSpX , spectpAqq, we get
a homomorphism in GRC ,
Γpfq “ f 7
specpAq : A “ OApspectpAqq Ñ OX pX q (12.1.16)
These correspondences give the functorial bijection of (12.1.9), we need only
show they are inverses of each other. First for ϕ P GRpA,OX pX qq, we have
Γpspectpϕq ˝ pq “ Γppq ˝ Γpspectpϕqq “ idOX pX q ˝ ϕ “ ϕ (12.1.17)
Fix a map f “ pf, f 7q P LGRSpX , spectpAqq. For a point x P X , we have a
commutative square in GRC
A “ OApspectpAqq ΓpfqÝÑ OX pX q
φfpxq Ó Ó φx
Afpxq “ OA,fpxq
f 7xÝÑ OX ,x
(12.1.18)
Since the homomorphism f 7x is assumed to be local, we get
Γpfq˚ppxq “ Γpfq˚pφ˚xpmX ,xqq “ φ˚fpxqpf 7˚x pmX ,xqq “ (12.1.19)
“ φ˚fpxqpmAfpxqq “ fpxq
This shows that pspect Γpfqq ˝ p “ f as continuous maps.
For a symmetric element s “ st P Ar1s, we have the commutative square in
GRC ,
A “ OApspectpAqq ΓpfqÝÑ OX pX q
Ó Ó
As “ OApD`s q
f
7
DsÝÑ OX pf´1pD`s qq “ OX pD`f7psqq
(12.1.20)
Thus for a{sn P As, we must have
f
7
D`s
pa{snq “
´
Γpfqpsnq|f´1pD`s q
¯´1
˝ pΓpfqpaqq |f´1pD`s q (12.1.21)
“ p7
D
`
f7psq
˝ Γpfqpa{snq
This shows that f “ pspect Γpfqq ˝ p also as maps of generalized-ringed spaces.
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12.2 Schemes
We define the Grothendieck-generalized-schemes to be the objects of the full
subcategory GGS Ď LGRS, consisting of the pX ,OX q’s which are locally affine.
Later we shall define the category of generalized-schemes GS to be the pro-
category of GGS.
Definition 12.2.1
An object X “ pX ,OX q P LGRS will be called a Grothendieck-generalized-
scheme if it is locally isomorphic to specpAq’s: there exists a covering of X by
open sets Ui, X “
Ť
i
Ui, such that the canonical maps are isomorphisms
p : pUi,OX |Uiq „ÝÑ spectpOX pUiqq (12.2.1)
We let GGS denote the full sub-category of LGRS, with objects the Grothendieck-
generalized-schemes.
Open subschemes 12.2.2 Note that for X P GGS, and for an open set
U Ď X , we have the open subscheme of X given by pU,OX |U q. That this is
again a scheme, pU,OX |U q P GGS, follows from the existence of affine basis for
the Zariski topology on spectpAq, A P GRC , namely pD`s ,OA|D`s q – spectpAsq
for s P A`r1s.
Gluing schemes 12.2.3 The local nature of the definition of Grothendieck-
generalized-scheme implies that GGS admits gluing:
Given Xi P GGS, and open subsets Uij Ď Xi, and maps ϕij P GGSpUij , Uijq,
satisfying the consistency conditions
piq Uii “ Xi, and ϕii “ idXi ,
piiq ϕijpUij X Uikq “ Uji X Ujk, and ϕjk ˝ ϕij “ ϕikon Uij X Uik,
(12.2.2)
there exists X P GGS, and maps ϕi P GGSpXi,X q such that
piqϕi is an isomorphism of Xionto an open subset ϕipXiq Ď X
piiqX “
ď
i
ϕipXiq
piiiqϕipXiq X ϕjpXjq “ ϕipUijq, and ϕj ˝ ϕij “ ϕion Uij .
(12.2.3)
Ordinary Schemes 12.2.4 For an ordinary scheme pX ,OX q, with OX a
sheaf of commutative rings, there is a covering by open sets X “ Ť
i
Ui, with
pUi,OX |Uiq – specpAiq, the ordinary spectrum of the commutative ring Ai “
OX pUiq. We then have Grothendieck-generalized schemes Xi “ spectpGpAiqq “
pUi,GpOX q|Uiq. These can be glued along Uij “ Ui X Uj , to a Grothendieck-
generalized scheme denoted by GpX q “ pX ,OGpX q “ GpOX qq. It is just the
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underlying topological space X with the sheaf of generalized rings GpOX q asso-
ciated to the sheaf of commutative rings OX via the functor G : Ring Ñ GR,
(8.3.12). Denoting by RS the category of (ordinary, commutative) ringed
spaces, the functor G applied to a sheaf of commutative rings O, gives a sheaf
of commutative generalized rings GpOq, and we have a functor G : RS Ñ GRS.
Denoting by LRS (resp. by S) the category of locally-(commutative)-ringed
spaces (resp. the full subcategory of ordinary schemes), the fact that G is fully-
faithful implies that we have full-embeddings of categories:
ordinary generalized
LRS Ă
G
> LGRS
S
Y
^
Ă
G
> GGS
Y
^
Ringop
spec
Y
^
Ă
G
> pGRCqop
spect
Y
^
(12.2.4)
The generalized Grothendieck scheme GpXq, associated with an ordinary
scheme X P S, has always a unique map: GpXq Ñ spectGpZq.
Some Examples of Schemes over F
Example 12.2.5
The (symmetric) affine line over F is given by, cf. (8.3.75),
A1` “ spec∆r1s` “ specFtzNu (12.2.5)
We have F tzNur1s “ zNY t0u; p0q is a prime, the generic point of A1; and pzq is
a prime, the closed point of A1` “ tp0q, pzqu.
Similarly, we have
A1 “ spect∆r1s “ spectFtzN ¨ pztqNu. (12.2.6)
The symmetric prime p0q is the generic point of A1, and the symmetric prime
pz ¨ztq is the closed point: A1 “ tp0q, pz ¨ztqu. The homomorphism FtzN ¨pztqNu։
FtzNu, z, zt ÞÑ z, gives the immersion
A1` ãÑ A1 (12.2.7)
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Example 12.2.6
The (symmetric) multiplicative group over F is given by
G`m “ specFtzZu “ tp0qu Ď A1` (12.2.8)
Note that for a commutative generalized ring A,
GRCpFtzZu, Aq “ A˚ XA`r1s “ ta P A`r1s, there is a´1 P A`r1s, a ˝ a´1 “ 1u
(12.2.9)
Similarly,
Gm “ spect FrzZ ¨ pztqZs “ tp0qu Ď A1, (12.2.10)
and
GRCpFrzZ ¨ pztqZs, Aq “ A˚. We have an immersion
G`m ãÑ Gm (12.2.11)
Example 12.2.7
The (symmetric) projective line over F is obtained by gluing two (symmetric)
affine lines along G
p`q
m
P1` “ specFtzNu
ž
specFtzZu
specFtpz´1qNu “ tm1,m0,m8u (12.2.12)
Respectfully, the full
P1 “ spect FtzN ¨ pztqNu
ž
spect FtzZ¨pztqZu
spect Ftpz´1qN ¨ ppztq´1qNu (12.2.13)
It has a generic point m1 “ p0q, and two closed points m0 “ pzq, (resp. (z ¨ zt))
m8 “ pz´1q, (resp. pz´1 ¨ pztq´1q). We have the immersion
P1` ãÑ P1 (12.2.14)
Interchanging z and z´1 we get an involutive automorphism
I : P1`
„ÝÑ P1`, I ˝ I “ idP1` (12.2.15)
interchanging m0 and m8.
Every rational number f P Q˚, defines a geometric map
fZ P GGSpspecGpZq,P1`q (12.2.16)
If f “ ˘1 this is given by the constant map
FtzZu։ Ft˘1u Ď GpZq, z ÞÑ f “ ˘1 (12.2.17)
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If f ‰ ˘1, let N0 “
ś
νppfqą0
p, N8 “
ś
νppfqă0
p, then
specGpZq “ specGpZr 1
N0
sq
ž
spec GpZr 1
N0N8
sq
specGpZr 1
N8
sq (12.2.18)
and the geometric map fZ is given by the spec-maps associated to the homo-
morphisms:
FtzNu ÝÑ GpZr 1
N8
sq
|Ş |Ş
FtzNu ÝÑ GpZr 1
N0¨N8 sq|Ť |Ť
Ftpz´1qNu ÝÑ GpZr 1
N0
sq
(12.2.19)
z ÞÑ f
z´1 ÞÑ f´1
12.3 Projective limits
The category of locally generalized ringed spaces LGRS admits directed inverse
limits. For a partially ordered set J , which is directed (for j1, j2 P J , have
j P J with j ě j1, j ě j2) and for a functor X : J Ñ LGRS, J Q j ÞÑ Xj ,
j1 ě j2 ÞÑ πj1j2 P LGRSpXj1 ,Xj2q, we have the inverse limit limÐÝ
J
X P LGRS.
The underlying topological space of lim
ÐÝ
J
X is the inverse limit of the sets Xj ,
with basis for the topology given by the sets π´1j pUjq, with Uj Ď Xj open, and
where πj : lim
ÐÝ
jPJ
Xj Ñ Xj denote the projection. The sheaf of generalized rings
Olim
Ð
X over lim
ÐÝ
J
Xj , is the sheaf associated to the pre-sheaf U ÞÑ lim
ÝÑ
J
π˚j OXj pUq.
For a point x “ pxjq P limÐÝ Xj , the stalk OlimÐÝX ,x is the direct limit of the
local-generalized-rings OXj ,xj , and hence is local, and plimÐÝ Xj ,OlimÐÝX q P LGRS.
An alternative explicit description of the sections s P Olim
ÐÝ
X pUq, for U Ď
lim
ÐÝ
Xj open, are as maps
s : U Ñ
ž
xPU
Olim
ÐÝ
X ,x, with spxq P Olim
ÐÝ
X ,x (12.3.1)
such that for all x P U , there exists j P J , and open subset Uj Ď Xj , with
x P π´1j pUjq Ď U and there exists a section sj P OXj pUjq, such that for all
y P π´1j pUjq, we have spyq “ π7jpsjq|y.
We have the universal property
LGRSpZ, lim
ÐÝ
J
Xjq “ lim
ÐÝ
jPJ
LGRSpZ,Xjq (12.3.2)
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Note that if Xj “ spectpAjq are affine generalized schemes, then the inverse
limit
lim
ÐÝ
J
pspectpAjqq “ spectplim
ÝÑ
J
Ajq (12.3.3)
is the affine generalized scheme associated to lim
ÝÑ
J
Aj the direct limit of the Aj ’s
computed in GR. (Hence in Set0, cf. (8.3.78)).
Note on the other hand that the category of Grothendieck- generalized
schemes GGR is not closed under directed inverse limits (just as in the "clas-
sical" counterparts, the category LRS of locally ringed spaces (resp. Ring)
is closed under directed inverse (resp. direct) limits , while the category S of
schemes is not closed under directed inverse limits). The point is: for a point
x “ pxjq P limÐÝ Xj , in the inverse limit of the Grothendieck (generalized) schemes
Xj , while each xj P Xj has an open affine neighborhood, xj P spectAj Ď Xj ,
there may not be an open affine neighborhood of x in limÐÝ Xj .
Definition 12.3.1
The category of generalized schemes GS is the category of pro-objects of the
category of Grothendieck-generalized schemes,
GS “ pro-GGS. (12.3.4)
Thus the objects of GS are inverse systems X “ ptXjujPJ , tπj1j2 uj1ěj2q, where
J is a directed partially ordered set, Xj P GGS for j P J , and πj1j2 P GGSpXj1 ,Xj2q
for j1 ě j2, j1, j2 P J , with πjj “ idXj , and πj2j3 ˝ πj1j2 “ πj1j3 for j1 ě j2 ě j3. The
maps from such an object to another object Y “ ptYiuiPI , tπi1i2 ui1ěi2q are given
by
GSpX ,Yq “ lim
ÐÝ
I
lim
ÝÑ
J
GGSpXj ,Yiq (12.3.5)
i.e. the maps ϕ P GSpX ,Yq are a collection of maps ϕji P GGSpXj ,Yiq defined
for all i P I, and for j ě τpiq sufficiently large (depending on i), these maps
satisfy:
for all i P I, and for j1 ě j2 sufficiently large in J :
ϕ
j1
i “ ϕj2i ˝ πj1j2 (12.3.6)
for all i1 ě i2 in I, and for j P J sufficiently large:
πi1i2 ˝ ϕji1 “ ϕji2 (12.3.7)
The maps ϕ “ tϕji ujěτpiq, and ϕ˜ “ tϕ˜ji ujěτ˜piq, are considered equivalent if
for all i P I, and for j P J sufficiently large:
ϕ
j
i “ ϕ˜ji (12.3.8)
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The composition of ϕ “ tϕji ujěτpiq P GSpX ,Yq, with ψ “ tψikuiěσpkq P GSpY,Zq,
is given by ψ ˝ ϕ “ tψik ˝ ϕji ujěτpσpkqq P GSpX ,Zq.
There is a canonical map (which in general is not injective or surjective, but
is so for"finitely- presented" tXju and tYiu, see [EGA]),
lim
ÝÑ
J
LGRSpXj ,Yiq ÝÑ LGRSplim
ÐÝ
J
Xj ,Yiq (12.3.9)
By the universal property (12.3.2) we have bijection
lim
ÐÝ
I
LGRSplim
ÐÝ
J
Xj ,Yiq “ LGRSplim
ÐÝ
J
Xj , lim
ÐÝ
I
Yiq (12.3.10)
Composing (12.3.9) and (12.3.10) we obtain a map
L : lim
ÐÝ
I
lim
ÝÑ
J
LGRSpXj ,Yiq ÝÑ LGRSplim
ÐÝ
J
Xj , lim
ÐÝ
I
Yiq (12.3.11)
Thus we have a functor
L : GS ÝÑ LGRS , LptXjujPJ q “ lim
ÐÝ
J
Xj (12.3.12)
We view the category GGS as a full subcategory of GS (consisting of the objects
X “ tXjujPJ , with indexing set J reduced to a singleton).
12.4 The compactified specZ
We denote by η the real prime of Q, so | |η : Q Ñ r0,8q is the usual (non
archimedean) absolute value, and we let Oη denote the associated generalized
ring (8.3.20), Oη Ď GpQq. For a square-free integer N ě 2, we have the sub-
generalized-ring
AN “ GpZr 1
N
sq XOη Ď GpQq (12.4.1)
The localization of AN with respect to
1
N
P AN,r1s gives pAN q 1
N
“ GpZr 1
N
sq,
so the inclusion jN : AN ãÑ GpZr 1N sq gives the basic open set
j˚N : specpZr
1
N
sq “ spect GpZr 1
N
sq „ÝÑ D 1`
N
Ď spectpAN q (12.4.2)
The inclusion iN : AN ãÑ Oη, gives the real prime ηN P spect pAN q,
ηN “ i˚N pmηq, pηN qX “ ta “ paxq P pZr
1
N
sqX , ||a||2 “
ÿ
xPX
|ax|2 ă 1u
(12.4.3)
Note that ηN is the unique maximal ideal of AN , and AN is a local generalized
ring. Let XN denote the Grothendieck generalized scheme obtained by gluing
spect pAN q with spect GpZq along the common (basic) open set spectpGpZr 1N sqq.
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The open sets of XN are the open sets UM “ specpZr 1M sq Ď specpZq, (and
OXN pUM q “ GpZr 1M sq), as well as the sets tηNuYUM , with M dividing N (and
OXN ptηNu Y UM q “ AM , M |N).
For N2 dividing N1, we have a map π
N1
N2
P GGSpXN1 ,XN2q induced by the
inclusions
AN2 ãÑ AN1 , and GpZr 1N2 sq ãÑ GpZr 1N1 sq.
Note that πN1N2 is a bijection on points, and that moreover,
pπN1N2 q˚OXN1 “ OXN2 and pπN1N2 q7is the identity map of OXN2 (12.4.4)
But there are more open sets in XN1 then there are in XN2 ! .
The compactified specZ is the object of GS “ proGGS given by ptXN u, tπN1N2uN2|N1q,
specZ “
$&%XN “ specpAN q ž
spec GpZr 1
N
sq
specGpZq
,.-
Ně2 square free
(12.4.5)
Note that the associated locally-generalized-ring space
X “ LpspecZq “ lim
ÐÝ
N
XN P LGRS (12.4.6)
has underlying topological space X “ tηuš specpZq, with open sets
UM “ specpZr 1M sq (and OX pUM q “ GpZr 1M sq), as well as the sets tηu
š
UM ,
with no restrictions on M , and OX ptηu
š
UM q “ AM for M ě 2, while the
global sections are OX pX q “ Ft˘1u.
The stalks of OX are given by
OX ,p “ GpZppqq, p P specpZq, Zppq “ tmn P Q, p ∤ nu,
OX ,η “ Oη (12.4.7)
Similarly for a number field K, with ring of integers OK , and with real and
complex primes ηi, i “ 1, . . . , γ “ γR ` γC, we have the sub-generalized-ring of
GpKq given by
AN,i “ GpOKr 1
N
sq XOK,ηi Ď GpKq (12.4.8)
LetXN be the Grothendieck generalized scheme obtained by gluing tspecpAN,iquiďγ
and tspecpGpOKqqu along the common (basic) open set spec
`
GpOKr 1N sq
˘
.
For N2|N1, we have πN1N2 P GGRpXN1 ,XN2q induced by the inclusions AN2,i ãÑ
AN1,i. We get the compactified specpOKq, it is the object of GS given by the
XN ’s and π
N1
N2
’s.
The space
XK “ LpspecpOKqq “ lim
ÐÝ
N
XN P LGRS (12.4.9)
has for points the set specpOKq
štηiuiďγ , and for open subsets the sets UštηiuiPI ,
U Ď specpOKq open, I Ď t1, . . . , γu, where
OXK pU
ž
tηiuiPIq “
č
pPU
GpOK,pq X
č
iPI
OK,ηi (12.4.10)
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In particular, the global sections are
OXK pXKq “
č
pPspecOK
GpOK,pq X
č
iďγ
OK,ηi “ FtµKu (12.4.11)
with µK Ď O˚K the group of roots of unity in O˚K .
Returning for simplicity to the rational X “ specZ case of (12.4.5), every
rational number f P Q˚, defines a geometric map
f P GSpX ,P1`q (12.4.12)
i.e. a collection of maps f
N
P GGSpXN ,P1`q, for N divisible by N0 ¨N8,
N0 “
ś
νppfqą0
p, N8 “
ś
νppfqă0
p, with f
N
˝ πMN “ fM .
For f “ ˘1 it is the constant map given by
FtzZu։ Ft˘1u “ GpZq XAN , for any N (12.4.13)
z ÞÑ f “ ˘1
For f ‰ ˘1, we may assume |f |η ă 1, by the commutativity of the diagram
(with I the inversion (12.2.15)),
P1`
X
f >
≀ I
^
P1`
_f´1 >
(12.4.14)
Thus for N divisible by N0 ¨N8 we have f P AN , and the map fN is given
by f
N
“ fZ
š
fη,N , with fη,N “ specf 7η,N , f 7η,N P GRpFtzNu, AN q,
the unique homomorphism with f 7η,Npzq “ f , and fZ is as in (12.2.19).
XN “ specGpZq
š
spec GpZr 1
N
sq
spec AN GpZr 1N sq Ě AN Q f
Ó
| f
N
“
Ó
| fZ
š
fη,N
Ò
| f 7η,N
Ò
|
Ò
K
P1` “ specFtpz´1qNu
š
specFtzZu
specFtzNu FtzZu Ě FtzNu Q z
(12.4.15)
Similarly for a number field K, every element f P K˚ defines a geometric
map
f P GSpspecOK ,P1`q (12.4.16)
Chapter 13
Products
13.1 Tensor product
The category GRC of commutative generalized rings has tensor-products, i.e.
fibred sums: Given homomorphisms ϕj P GRCpA,Bjq j “ 0, 1, there exists
B0
Â
A
B1 P GRC , and homomorphisms ψj P GRCpBj , B0
Â
A
B1q, such that
ψ0 ˝ ϕ0 “ ψ1 ˝ ϕ1, and for any C P GRC ,
GRCpB0
â
A
B1, Cq “ GRCpB0, Cq
ź
GRCpA,Cq
GRCpB1, Cq
So given homomorphisms f j P GRCpBj , Cq with f0˝ϕ0 “ f1˝ϕ1, there exists a
unique homomorphism f0b f1 P GRCpB0
Â
A
B1, Cq, such that pf0b f1q ˝ψj “
f j.
The construction of B0
Â
A
B1 goes as follows. First for a finite set
tb01, . . . , b0n, b11, . . . , b1mu, where bji P BjXji , we have the free commutative general-
ized ring on the sets tX01 , . . . , X0n, X11 , . . . , X1mu (8.3.65), and we write b01, . . . , b0n, b11, . . . , b1m
for its canonical generators. Taking the direct limit over such finite subsets, cf.
§8.3.7, we have the free generalized ring ∆ with generators b, with b P B0X or
b P B1X , and any X P F. We divide ∆ by the equivalence ideal εA generated by
b✁ b1 „ b✁ b1 , b, b1 P Bj , j “ 0, 1;
b  b1 „ b  b1 , b, b1 P Bj , j “ 0, 1;
1j „ 1 , where 1j P Bjr1s is the unit;
ϕ0paq „ ϕ1paq , for a P A
(13.1.1)
The quotient generalized ring ∆{εA is the tensor product B0
Â
A
B1,
the homomorphism ψj is given by ψjpbq “ b mod εA, b P Bj .
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Note that every element of pB0Â
A
B1qX can be expressed (non-uniquely) as
pa, bq “ pa1 ✁ a2 ✁ ¨ ¨ ¨✁ anq  pb1 ✁ ¨ ¨ ¨✁ bmq mod εA (13.1.2)
with ai P Bipmod2qfi , bj P B
jpmod2q
gj , and f1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fn “ cX ˝ g1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ gm (where
cX P Set‚pX, r1sq is the canonical map, cXpxq “ 1 for all x P X). These
elements are multiplied and contracted by the formulas of multiplication 8.2.7
and contraction 8.2.8.
Example 13.1.1
For monoids M0, M1, N , and homomorphisms ψ
i P MonpN,Miq, i “ 0, 1, we
have (by adjunction (8.3.44)),
FtM0u
â
FtNu
FtM1u “ FtM0
â
N
M1u (13.1.3)
whereM0
Â
N
M1 is the fibered sum in the categoryMon. The monoidM0
Â
N
M1
is given by elements m0 bm1, mi PMi, with relations
m0 b 0 “ 0b 0 “ 0bm1 , mi PMi (13.1.4)
and
m0 ¨ ψ0pnq bm1 “ m0 b ψ1pnq ¨m1 , n P N (13.1.5)
Example 13.1.2
For a commutative ring B, let B! denote the underlying multiplicative monoid of
B (i.e. forget addition), and let FtB!u denote the associated generalized ring, cf.
§8.3.5 From the identity map B!
“ÝÑ GpBqr1s, we obtain by adjunction (8.3.44)
the canonical injective homomorphism JB P GRpFtB!u,GpBqq. The unique
homomorphism of rigs N Ñ B, gives the unique homomorphism of generalized
rings IB P GRpGpNq,GpBqq. We get a canonical homomorphism of generalized
rings,
ΨB “ IB b JB P GRC
˜
GpNqâ
F
FtB!u,GpBq
¸
(13.1.6)
The homomorphism ΨB is always surjective (as follows from (8.3.19)).
For any monoidB, the elements of the generalized ringNB “ GpNqÂ
F
FtBu, can
be described as in (13.1.2), but we can move the elements of FtBu to the right
(using (8.2.14)), and we can take the elements of GpNq to be the generators 1Z ;
thus we can write every element of NBX as
`
1ĂX ˝ µ,1π˘, with π P Set‚p rX,Xq,
and µ P pBqĂX ,
NBX “
!
pπ : rX Ñ X,µ : rX Ñ Bq) { « (13.1.7)
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The elements of NBX are (isomorphism classes of) sets over X
ś
B, where
the equivalence relation « is invariant by isomorphisms, i.e.
pπ : rX Ñ X,µ : rX Ñ Bq « pπ1 : ĂX 1 Ñ X,µ1 : ĂX 1 Ñ Bq if there is a bijection
σ : rX Ñ rX 1, π “ π1 ˝ σ, µ “ µ1 ˝ σ,
and by zero, i.e.
p rX, π, µq « p rXztxu, π|ĂXztxu, µ|ĂXztxuqif µpxq “ 0. (13.1.8)
For f P Set‚pX,Y q, and for p rX,µq P NBX , pZ, λq P NBf , we have the contrac-
tion, cf. §8.2.8,
´
p rX,µq  pZ, λq¯ “ ˜ rXź
X
Z, pµ  λq
¸
(13.1.9)
pµ  λqpx, zq “ µpxq ¨ λpzq
For prY , µq P NBY we have the multiplication, cf. §8.2.7.
prY , µq✁ pZ, λq “ prY ź
Y
Z, µ✁ λq (13.1.10)
µ✁ λpy, zq “ µpyq ¨ λpzq
For a commutative rigB, the canonical homomorphism (13.1.6)ΨB P GRpNB!,GpBqq
is given in this description as´
ΨBp rX,µq¯
x
“
ÿ
x˜ P rX
πpx˜q“x
µpx˜q (13.1.11)
To get such a surjective homomorphism we can use any multiplicative sub-
monoid B0 Ď B! such that NtB0u “ B. For example, for B “ Z the integers,
we can take B0 “ t0,˘1u, and we get a surjective homomorphism
Ψ P GRpGpNqâ
F
Ft˘1u,GpZqq (13.1.12)
13.1.3 generators and relations for GpBq, B commutative
ring.
We have a surjective homomorphism
Φ : ∆r2s ։ GpNq
δ “ δr2s ÞÑ p1, 1q P GpNqr2s
ΦXpF1, tFxu, σq{ «“ p#BF xqxPX
(13.1.13)
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Theorem 13.1.4
The equivalence- ideal KERpΦq “ ∆r2s ś
GpNq
∆r2s is generated by
Zero : δ ✁ 11 “ 1, 11 P Fr2s,r1s, 11p1q “ 1 P r2s
Ass: δ ✁
1
δ “ δ ✁
2
δ
Comm: δ ✁ 1´0 1
1 0
¯ “ δ (13.1.14)
We get a surjective homomorphism
ΦZ : Ft˘1u b
F
∆r2s ։ GpZq (13.1.15)
Theorem 13.1.5
The equivalence ideal KERpΦZq is generated by the relations (13.1.14), and the
relation
Cancelation: pδ✁p´1qii“1,2qδ “ 0
(13.1.16)
For a commutative ring B we get a surjective homomorphism
ΦB : FtB!u b
F
∆r2s ։ GpBq (13.1.17)
Theorem 13.1.6
The equivalence- ideal KERpΨBq is generated by the relations (13.1.14), and
the relations for b1, b2 P B
(b1,b2): pδ✁pbiqi“1,2qδ “ pb1`b2q P FtB!ur1s ” B.
(13.1.18)
The proofs of theorems 13.1.4-6 are the same as the proof given in Theorem
2.10,1.
Every element G P pFtB!u b
F
∆r2sqX can be represented (after moving the
elements of FtB!u to the boundary using (8.2.14)) as G “ pG1; tGxuxPX ;σ;µq
G1, Gx are t1, 2u “ r2s- labelled binary trees
σ : BG1 „ÝÑ BGx
xPX
µ : BG1 Ñ B
(13.1.19)
and
ΦBpGq “
ˆ
Σ
zPBGx
µpσ´1pzqq
˙
xPX
(13.1.20)
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Note that the associated graph G˜ P Graphr1s,X from X to r1s, obtained by going
from X up the trees Gx, and than via σ
´1, down the tree G1,
G˜0 ” G1
ž
BG1
p
ž
xPX
Gxq ” G1 ˝ p
ž
xPX
Gxq (13.1.21)
is already in the ("left")˝("right") form of the proof of theorem 2.10.1.
13.2 The arithmetical plane GpNq
Â
F GpNq
We next give a description of the arithmetical plane GpNqÂ
F
GpNq.
An oriented-tree is a (rooted) tree F together with a map
εF : F zBF Ñ t0, 1u (13.2.1)
It is 1-reduced if νpaq ‰ 1 for all a P F .
If for some a P F , S´1F paq “ ta1u, we obtain by 1-reduction the tree
1apF q “ F ztau (13.2.2)
with SF 1pa1q “ SF paq.
For every oriented tree F there is a unique 1-reduced tree F
1´red; it is
obtained from F by a finite sequence of 1-reductions.
The oriented tree F is ✁- reduced if for all a P F zpBFšt0F uq, εpaq ‰
εpSpaqq.
If for some a P F zpBFšt0F uq, εpaq “ εpSpaqq, we obtain by ✁- reduction the
tree
OapF q “ F ztau (13.2.3)
with SOapF qpa1q “ SF paq if SF pa1q “ a.
For every oriented tree F there is a unique ✁-reduced tree F
✁´red; it is
obtained from F by a finite sequence of ✁-reductions. For a ✁-reduced oriented
tree F , the orientation εF is completely determined by its value at the root
εF p0F q, since εF pxq ” εF p0F q`htpxqpmod2q. Thus we view ✁-reduced oriented
trees F as ordinary trees together with an orientation of the root εF “ εF p0F q P
t0, 1u.
Note that the operations of 1-reduction and ✁-reduction do not alter the
boundary of a tree.
We let « denote the equivalence relation on oriented trees generated by 1-
reductions and ✁-reductions. We let rF s denote the equivalence class of the
oriented tree F . Thus rF s “ rF 1s if and only if there exist F “ F0, F1, . . . , Fl “
F 1, such that for j “ 1, . . . , l, the pair tFj , Fj´1u is related by 1-reduction, or
✁-reduction; it follows that there is a canonical identification of the boundaries:
BF “ BF 1.
For a finite set X P F, let ΥX denote the collection of isomorphism classes
of data
ΥX “ tF “ prF1s; rFxs, x P X ;σF qu{ – (13.2.4)
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where F1, F x are oriented trees taken modulo «-equivalence, and σF is a bi-
jection σF : BF1 „ÝÑ
š
xPX
BFx and the data is taken up to isomorphism and
consistent-commutativity. Thus explicitly, the data F is equivalent to the data
F 1, if and only if there exists F “ F 0, F 1, . . . , F l “ F 1 such that for j “ 1, . . . , l
the pair tF j, F j´1u “ tG,G1u is related by either:
Isomorphism: have isomorphism τ1 : G1
„ÝÑ G11, τx : Gx „ÝÑ G
1
x, x P X such
that σG1 ˝ τ1pbq “ τx ˝ σGpbq for b P BG1, σGpbq P BGx.
1-reduction: have G1 “ 1aG, for some a P G1
šž
xPX
Gx with νpaq “ 1, cf.
(13.2.2).
✁-reduction: have G1 “ OaG, for some
a P pG1zpBG1
št0uqqšž
xPX
GxzpBGx
ž
t0uq with εpaq “ εpSpaqq, cf. (13.2.3).
Consistent-commutativity: tG,G1u of the form (8.3.55) or (8.3.57).
The operations of multiplication (8.3.51), and of contraction (8.3.53), induce well
defined operations on equivalent classes of data, and make Υ into a commutative
generalized ring. It is straightforward to check that
F ✁G – F ✁ p1aGq – F ✁ pOaGq
– p1aF q✁G – pOaF q✁G
F G – pF  1aGq – pF OaGq
– p1aF Gq – pOaF Gq
(13.2.5)
whenever the operations 1a, Oa are relevant, and that Υ satisfies the axioms
of a commutative generalized ring.
Note that for ε “ 0, 1, we have the elements
δεX “
´
rX
ž
t0us; r0xs, x P X ;σ
¯
P ΥX (13.2.6)
where X
št0u is the oriented tree with εp0q “ ε, Spxq “ 0 for x P X , and
σ : X
„ÝÑ š
xPX
t0xu is the natural bijection σpxq “ 0x.
For f P Set‚pX,Y q, and pδεf qpyq “ δεf´1pyq, y P Y , we have via ✁-reduction
δεY ✁ δ
ε
f – δεDpfq (13.2.7)
we also have by 1-reduction
δεr1s “ prt0u
ž
t1us; r01s;σq – pr01s; r01s; idq “ 1 P Υr1s (13.2.8)
Thus we get homomorphisms, Ψε P GRpGpNq,Υq with Ψεp1Xq “ δεX . It is clear
that Υ is generated by the δεX , and the only relations they satisfy are (13.2.7),
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(13.2.8), and consistent commutativity. It follows that Υ is the sum of GpNq
with itself in the category of commutative generalized rings: for any A P GRC ,
GRCpGpNq, Aq ˆ GRCpGpNq, Aq „Ø GRCpΥ, Aq
pϕ ˝ ψ0, ϕ ˝ ψ1q Ð[ ϕ
ϕ0, ϕ1 ÞÑ ϕ0 b ϕ1pδεXq :“ ϕǫp1Xq
(13.2.9)
The diagonal homomorphism
∇ P GRCpΥ,GpNqq (13.2.10)
is determined by ∇XpδεXq “ 1X , and is given explicitly by
∇XprF1s; rFxsxPX ;σq “
`7BF x˘xPX (13.2.11)
The homomorphism ∇ is surjective, but it is not injective.
For a monoid B, the tensor product Υ
Â
F
FtBu can be described as isomor-
phism classes of data
pΥâ
F
FtBuqX :“ tF “ prF1s; trFxsuxPX ;σF ;µF qu{ – (13.2.12)
Here the data prF1s; trFxsuxPX ;σF q is the data for ΥX , and µF is a map
µF : BF1 Ñ B, and isomorphisms are required to preserve the B-valued maps,
and the zero law holds in the form:
µF pbq “ 0, σF pbq “ x0 ñ F « prF1ztbus; trFxsux‰x0 Y trFx0sztσF pbquq
(13.2.13)
The operations of multiplication and contraction are the given ones on the Υ-
part of the data (i.e. given by (8.3.51) and (8.3.53)), and are given on the
B-valued maps by (using the notations of (8.3.52) and (8.3.54)):
µG✁F pb, aq “ µGpbq ¨ µFτpbqpaq , b P BG1, a P BFτpbq
µGF pb, aq “ µGpbq ¨ µFf˝τpbqpσ´1aq , b P BG1, a P BF τpbq
(13.2.14)
For commutative rings B0, B1, taking B “ B!0 b B!1 (the sum in Mon, cf.
(13.1.4)), we get the generalized ring
Υ
â
F
FtB!0 bB!1u “ GpNq
â
F
FtB!0u
â
F
GpNqâ
F
FtB!1u (13.2.15)
which maps surjectively onto GpB0q
Â
F
GpB1q.
For the integers Z, taking B “ t0,˘1u, we get the generalized ring
Υ
â
F
Ft˘1u “ pGpNqâ
F
Ft˘1uq â
Ft˘1u
pGpNq b Ft˘1uq (13.2.16)
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with a surjective homomorphism
π : Υ
â
F
Ft˘1u։ GpZq â
Ft˘1u
GpZq. (13.2.17)
Note that KERpπq “ Epaq is the equivalence ideal generated by the homoge-
neous ideal a generated by the elements giving the "cancellations "on the left
and right GpZq’s:
xǫ “ pFǫ;Fǫ;σ “ id ;µ “ idq P pΥbF Ft˘1uqr1s, ǫ “ 0, 1 (13.2.18)
with the reduced oriented tree Fǫ “ t0u > t˘1u,Sp˘1q “ 0, ǫp0q “ ǫ.
13.3 Products of Grothendieck-Generalized-schemes
The category GGS has fibred products:
Given maps f j P GGSpXj , Y q, there exists X0ΠYX1 P GGS, and maps
πj P GGSpX0ΠYX1, Xjq, with f0 ˝ π0 “ f1 ˝ π1, and for any gj P GGSpZ,Xjq,
with f0 ˝ g0 “ f1 ˝ g1, there exists a unique map g0πg1 P GGSpZ,X0ΠYX1q,
such that πj ˝ pg0πg1q “ gj, j “ 0, 1.
Writing Y “ Ť
i
spectpAiq, pf jq´1pspectpAiqq “
Ť
k
spectpBji,kq, the fibred
product X0ΠYX
1 is obtained by gluing spectpB0i,k0
Â
Ai
B1i,k1q. See the construc-
tion of fibred product of ordinary schemes, e.g. [Hart, Theorem 3.3, p. 87].
13.4 Products of Generalized-schemes
The category GS has fibred products. This is an immediate corollary of 13.3.
Given maps
ϕ “ tϕji ujěσpiq P GSptXjujPJ , tYiuiPIq,
and
ϕ1 “ tϕj1i uj1ěσ1piq P GSptX 1j1uj1PJ 1 , tYiuiPIq (13.4.1)
the fibred product of ϕ and ϕ1 in GS is given by the inverse system tXjΠYiX 1j1u,
the indexing set is
tpj, j1, iq P J ˆ J 1 ˆ I | j ě σpiq, j1 ě σ1piqu (13.4.2)
13.5 The Arithmetical plane: X “ specZ
ś
Ft˘1u
specZ
This is a special case of §13.4: The (compactified) arithmetical plane X is given
by the inverse system tXN
ś
specFt˘1u
XMu, with indexing set
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tpN,Mq P NˆM|N,M square-freeu and with
XN “ specGpZq
ž
specGpZr 1
N
sq
specpGpZr 1
N
sq XOηq (13.5.1)
as in (12.4.5). This generalized scheme X contains the affine open dense subset,
specGpZq
ź
Ft˘1u
specGpZq “ spectpGpZq â
Ft˘1u
GpZqq (13.5.2)
e.g. basis for neighborhoods of pp, ηq is given by
spect
«
GpZr 1
N
sq â
Ft˘1u
pGpZr 1
M
sq XOηq
ff
(13.5.3)
where p does not divide N , and M is arbitrary.
Similarly, for any number field K we have the compactified surface
specOK
ź
specFtµKu
specOK (13.5.4)
It contains the affine open dense subset spectpGpOKq
Â
FtµKu
GpOKqq.
Chapter 14
Modules and differentials
14.1 A-module
Definition 14.1.1
Let A P GR. An A-module is a functor M P pAbqF, with Mr0s “ t0u, and
operations:
multiplication: for z0 P Z P F,
✁
z0
:MZ ˆAX ÑMZ✁
z0
X
(14.1.1)
contraction: for X Ď Y P F,
 :MY ˆAX ÑMY {X
(14.1.2)
These are assumed to satisfy the Disjointness Axioms I, II, III, and so for
f PSet‚pY, Zq, (with Af “
ś
zPZ
Af´1pzq), we have "multiple"
multiplication:
✁ :MZ ˆAf ÑMY
(14.1.3)
contraction:
 :MY ˆAf ÑMZ
(14.1.4)
We further assume these operations satisfy the following axioms:
Unit and Functoriality:
for f P FZ,Y ,m PMY ,m  1f “ m✁ 1ft “ fM pmq (14.1.5)
Homomorphism:
pm1 `m2q✁ a “ pm1 ✁ aq ` pm2 ✁ aq
pm1 `m2q  a “ pm1  aq ` pm2  aq
(14.1.6)
205
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Associativity:
pm✁ a0q✁ a1 “ m✁ pa0 ✁ a1q (14.1.7)
Left Adjunction:
pm  a0q  a1 “ m  pa1 ✁ a0q (14.1.8)
Right Adjunction:
m  pb  aq “ pm✁ aq  b (14.1.9)
Left Linearity:
m✁ pb  aq “ pm✁ bq  a (14.1.10)
We are only interested in the commutative- A-modules that further satisfy
Right Linearity:
pm  aq✁ b “ pm✁ f˚bq  g˚a for a P Af , b P Ag. (14.1.11)
Note that for M an F- module, i.e. a functor M P pAbqF with Mr0s “ t0u, and
for X Ď Y P F, MX is a subgroup ofMY , a direct summand, and the projection
MY ։MX is denoted by m ÞÑ m|X .
In particular we have the "matrix - coefficient" map
JX :MX Ñ pMr1sqX
JXpmq “ pm|txuqxPX pidentifying Mr1s “Mtxu ĎMXq.
(14.1.12)
If these maps are injective for all X P F we say M is a "matrix"- A-module.
Definition 14.1.2
A homomorphism of A-modules ϕ : M Ñ M 1 is a natural transformation of
functors that commutes with the A- action.
Thus we have an abelian category A-mod. It is complete and co- complete: all
(co-) limits can be taken pointwise. It has enough projectives and injectives:
the evaluation functor at X P F, iX : A-mod Ñ Ab, iXM “ MX , has a left
(resp. right) adjoint iX! (resp.i
X
˚ ).
In particular, we have the
14.1.3 Free A-mod of degree X P F:
AX “ iXi Z, generated by δX P AXX , and
A-modpAX ,Mq ”MX via ϕ ÞÑ ϕXpδXq.
(14.1.13)
The elements of degree Z P F, m P AXZ , are linear combinations
m “
kÿ
i“1
mi ¨ pδX ✁ aiq  bi with mi P Z, ai P Afi:XiÑX , bi P Agi:XiÑZ
(14.1.14)
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and for f PSet‚pY, Zq, (resp. f PSet‚pZ, Y q), and a P Af , the action of a on
such an element m is given by
m✁ a “
kÿ
i“1
mipδX ✁ pai ✁ g˚i aqq  f˚bi
resp. m  a “
kÿ
i“1
mipδX ✁ aiq  pa✁ biq.
(14.1.15)
The elements pδX ✁ aq  b are subjected to the axioms of an A-mod, and we
have
pδX ✁ pa  cqq  b “ pδX ✁ aq  pb✁ cq for Y
c
!!❈
❈❈
❈
a

W
}}④④
④④ b
  ❇
❇❇
❇
X Z
and pδX ✁ pa✁ cqq  b “ pδX ✁ aq  pb  cq for Y
c 
b
✶
✶✶
✶✶
✶✶
✶✶
W
a    ❇
❇❇
❇
X Z
(14.1.16)
Example 14.1.4
For A “ GpRq, R a commutative rig (so every a “ paxq P AX , can be written as
a “ 1X✁ ă ax ą, with ă ax ąP pAr1sqX “ AidX ), we have
pAXqZ :“ Z ¨AXbZ{Z ¨ 0XbZ “ Z ¨ pRXbZq{Z ¨ 0XbZ , (14.1.17)
the free abelian group on X by Z matrices over R (modulo Z ¨ 0XbY , because
AXr0s “ t0u). For a “ pax,zq P RXbZ , we have the generators
δX ¨ paq :“ pδX ✁
xPX
pax,zqq  p1XqzPZ “ pδX ✁
xPX
1Zq  pax,zq (14.1.18)
and the GpRq- action on these generators is the diagonal action at each x P X .
Localization 14.1.5
For a multiplicative set S Ď A`r1s, and M P A-mod, we have the localization
S´1M P S´1A-mod described as in (7.2.6-7.2.7). In particular, we have the
localizations Mp “ S´1p M P Ap-mod, p P SpectpAq, and Ms P As-mod, s “ st P
A`r1s.
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Definition 14.1.6
For pX,OXq P GRS, an OX-module is a functor (where CX is the category of
open subsets of X and inclusions),
M :C
op
X ˆ FÑ Ab
U,Z ÞÑMpUqZ
(14.1.19)
such that for U Ď X open, MpUq “ tMpUqZu P OXpUq-mod; for U Ď U 1 Ď X
open, the homomorphisms MpU 1qZ Ñ MpUqZ ,m ÞÑ m|U is compatible with
the operations: pm ✁ aq|u “ m|u ✁ a|u, pm  aq|u “ m|u  a|u ; and for fixed
Z P F : U ÞÑMpUqZ is a sheaf.
A homomorphism of OX -modules ϕ : M Ñ M 1, is a natural transformation of
functors ϕpUqZ :MpUqZ ÑM 1pUqZ , such that for U Ď X open, tϕpUqZuZPF P
OXpUq-mod
ˆ
MpUq,M 1pUq
˙
, and for Z P F, tϕpUqZuUĎX P pAbqCopX pMZ ,M 1Zq.
Thus we have an abelian category: OX -mod.
For A P GRC ,M P A-mod, we have M˜ P OA-mod, defined as in Definition 7.3.2.
It has stalks at p P SpectA given by pM˜qp “ Mp, cf. (3.4.2), and it has global
sections over a basic open set D`s Ď SpectA given by M˜pD`s q “ Ms, s “ st P
A`r1s cf. Theorem 11.3.2 (The commutativity of M is essential !) .
ForX P GGS, a Grothendieck- generalized- scheme, we have the full subcategory
of "quasi-coherent" OX -modules, q.c.OX -mod Ď OX -mod. Its objects are the
OX -modules satisfying the equivalent conditions of theorem 7.3.3, and for X “
SpectA affine, localization gives an equivalence
A-mod
„ÝÑ q.c.OA-mod Ď OA-mod
M ÞÑ M˜ (14.1.20)
Restriction and extension of scalars 14.1.7
For ϕ P GRCpB,Aq, we have the adjoint functors (using geometric notations):
A-mod
ϕ˚ //
B-mod
ϕ˚
oo (14.1.21)
The right adjoint takes N P A-mod to ϕ˚N “ N with B-action given using
ϕ : n✁ b “ n✁ ϕpbq, n  b “ n  ϕpbq.
The left adjoint takes M P B-mod into the A-module ϕ˚M “ MA, whose
elements in degree Z P F,m P pMAqZ , can be written as sums
m “
kÿ
i“1
prmis✁aiqa1i with mi PMXi , ai P Afi:YiÑXi , a1i P Agi:YiÑZ (14.1.22)
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and a P Af , f PSet‚pY, Zq, (resp. f PSet‚pZ, Y q ), acting via
m✁ a “
kÿ
i“1
prmis✁ pai ✁ g˚i aqq  f˚a1i
resp. m  a “
kÿ
i“1
prmis✁ aiq  pa✁ a1iq
(14.1.23)
and we have the relations:
prm`m1s✁ aq  a1 “ prms✁ aq  a1 ` prm1s✁ aq  a1
prm✁ bs✁ aq  a1 “ prms✁ pϕpbq✁ aqq  a1
prm  bs✁ aq  a1 “ prms✁ h˚paqq  pa1 ✁ f˚ϕpbqq, b P Bh, a P Af .
(14.1.24)
14.2 Derivations and differentials
Definition 14.2.1
For A P GRC ,M P A-mod, we define the even and odd infinitisimal extensions
A
ś˘
M , an abelian group object of GR{A, by
F Q X ÞÑ pA
ź
MqX “ AX
ź
MX (14.2.1)
and for f PSet‚pY, Zq, a “ papzqq P Af ,m “ pmpzqq P Mf :“
ś
zPZ
Mf´1pzq, we
have
multiplication: for aZ P AZ ,mZ PMZ ,
paZ ,mZq✁ pa,mq :“ paZ ✁ a,mZ ✁ a`
ÿ
zPZ
mpzq ✁
yPf´1pzq
paZ |zqq (14.2.2)
˘-contraction: for aY P AY ,mY PMY ,
paY ,mY q  pa,mq :“ paY  a,mY  a˘
ÿ
zPZ
mpzq  paY |f´1pzqqq (14.2.3)
We have,
projection: π P GRpAśM,Aq, πpa,mq “ a,
addition: µ P GR{A
ˆ
pAśMqś
A
pAśMq, AśM˙, µppa,mq, pa,m1qq “ pa,m`m1q
unit: ǫ P GR{ApA,AśMq, ǫpaq “ pa, 0q,
antipode: S P GR{ApAśM,AśMq, Spa,mq “ pa,´mq.
(14.2.4)
(Note: When A P GRC , M a (commutative) A-module, the generalized rings
A
ś˘
M need not be commutative).
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Definition 14.2.2
For ϕ P GRpC,Aq,M P A-mod, an even/odd C -linear derivations from A to
M , is a collection of maps δ “ tδX : AX ÑMXuXPF satisfying:
p‹q Leibnitz: for f PSet‚pY, Zq, aZ P AZ , aY P AY , af P Af ,
δpaZ ✁ af q “ δpaZq✁ af `
ř
zPZ
δpafz q ✁
yPf´1z
paZ |zq
δpaY  afq “ δpaY q  af ˘
ř
zPZ
δpafZq  paY |f´1pzqq
p‹‹q C-linear: for c P C, δϕpcq ” 0.
(14.2.5)
Note that, since F Ď C, we get δpa✁1ftq “ δpaq✁1ft , and δ is always a natural
transformation.
We denote by Der˘C pA,Mq the collection of even/odd C -linear derivations
δ : A Ñ M . These are functors: A-mod Ñ Ab,M ÞÑ Der˘C pA,Mq, repre-
sented by
The module of even/odd differentials Ω˘pA{Cq P A-mod :
14.2.3
Der˘CpA,Mq ” A-modpΩ˘pA{Cq,Mq
ϕ ˝ d˘
A{C Ð[ ϕ
(14.2.6)
with the universal even/odd derivation d˘
A{C : AÑ Ω˘pA{Cq.
For Z P F, the elements of Ω˘pA{CqZ are sums of the form
kÿ
i“1
mi ¨ pd˘paiq✁ a1iq  a2i
mi P Z, ai P AWi , a1i P Afi:YiÑWi , a2i P Agi:YiÑZ
(14.2.7)
subjected to the ˘ Leibnitz and C -linearity relations.
14.2.4 Example
For A “ CrδW s “ C b
F
∆W , the free commutative generalized ring over C
generated by δW P AW , we have
Ω˘pCrδW s{Cq “ free CrδW s-module generated by d˘pδW q in degree W,
(14.2.8)
modulo "˘ almost - linearity" - the derived commutativity relation (i.e. the
CrδW s -sub-module generated by the difference of d˘ applied to pa  δW q✁ δW
and to pa ✁
W
δW q W pδW q, a P CrδW sY ,W Ď Y ).
For ϕ P GRCpC,Aq, B P CzGR{A, i.e. ϕ “ π ˝ ǫ, ǫ P GRpC,Bq, π P GRpB,Aq,
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and for M P A-mod we have the natural identifications
CzGR{ApB,AΠ˘Mq ” Der˘C pB,Mq ” B-modpΩ˘pB{Cq,Mq ” A-modpΩ˘pB{CqA,Mq
π
ź
δ Ð[ δ, ϕ ˝ dB{C Ð[ ϕ
(14.2.9)
We obtain,
The adjunctions 14.2.5
Ω˘pB{C qA A-mod♠
		
M❴

B
❴
OO
C å GRä A
❦
HH
AΠ˘M
(14.2.10)
Thus the even and odd differentials satisfy the (GR -analogues of) all the prop-
erties (0 to 5) of §7.7.
14.2.6 Example
In particular we have the GpNq, (resp. GpZq) -modules ΩN˘ “ Ω˘pGpNq{Fq,
(resp. ΩZ˘ “ Ω˘pGpZq{Ft˘1uq), with the universal even/odd derivation in de-
gree X P F
d˘X : GpNqX “ NX Ñ pΩN˘ qX
resp. d˘X : GpZqX “ ZX Ñ pΩZ˘qX
(14.2.11)
The module ΩN˘ (resp. Ω
Z
˘) is obtained from the free GpNq (resp. GpZq)
module of degree r2s, with generator d˘p1, 1q, modulo the derived relations
(14.2.12˘- 14.2.13). Thus ΩNX (resp. ΩZX) is the free abelian group with gener-
ators
"paxq
pa1xq
*
, paxq, pa1xq P NX (resp. ZX), modulo the relations, a, a1, a2 P NX
(resp. ZX):
˘ almost linearity:
"
x ¨ a
x ¨ a1
*
`
"
y ¨ a
y ¨ a1
*
˘
"
x ¨ a
y ¨ a
*
˘
"
x ¨ a1
y ¨ a1
*
“" px` yq ¨ a
px` yq ¨ a1
*
˘
"
x ¨ pa` a1q
y ¨ pa` a1q
*
, px, y P N resp. Zq.
(14.2.12˘)
(apply d˘ to the identity
ppx, yq  p1, 1qq✁ p1, 1q “ ppx, yq ✁
t1,2u
p1, 1qq 
t1,2u
p1, 1q
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or schematically
x
y
a
a1 “
x
y
a
a1
(14.2.12)
).
cocycle:
"
a` a1
a2
*
`
"
a
a1
*
“
"
a
a1 ` a2
*
`
"
a1
a2
*
papply d˘to the identity p1, 1q✁ t1, p1, 1qu “ p1, 1q✁ tp1, 1q, 1u
or schematically
a
a1
a2
“
a
a1
a2
q.
normalized:
"
a
0
*
“ 0 “
"
0
a1
*
papply d˘ to the identity p1, 1q  p1, 0q “ 1q
symmetric:
"
a1
a
*
“
"
a
a1
*
papply d˘ to the identity p1, 1q✁ 1´0 1
1 0
¯ “ p1, 1qq
(resp. and cancellation: 2 ¨
"
a
´a
*
“ 0)
papply d˘ to the identity pp1, 1q✁ t`1,´1uq  p1, 1q “ 0q
(14.2.13)
The ´1- almost- linearity in (14.2.12˘) is a consequence of the other relations
(14.2.13), (applying the cocycle relation to the term in the square brackets) we
have:„" px` yqa
px ` yqa1
*
´
"
x ¨ pa` a1q
y ¨ pa` a1q
*
“ ´
"
xa
ya
*
`
„"
xa
xa1 ` ypa` a1q
*
`
"px` yqa1
ya
*
´
"
x ¨ pa` a1q
y ¨ pa` a1q
*
“ ´
"
xa
ya
*
´
"
ypa` a1q
xa1
*
`
"
xpa` a1q
ypa` a1q
*
`
"
xa
xa1
*
`
„"px ` yqa1
ya
*
´
"
xpa` a1q
ypa` a1q
*
“ ´
"
xa
ya
*
´
"
ypa` a1q
xa1
*
`
"
xa
xa1
*
´
"
xa1
ya1
*
`
"
xa1
ypa` a1q
*
`
"
ya
ya1
*
“ ´
"
xa
ya
*
`
"
xa
xa1
*
´
"
xa1
ya1
*
`
"
ya
ya1
*
.
(14.2.14)
Thus only the relations (14.2.13) are involved in ΩN´ ,Ω
Z
´ . The universal odd
derivation d´X : N
X Ñ pΩN´ qX , is trivial for X “ r1s, but is non-trivial for
|X | ą 1. Letting NNX (resp. NZX ) denote the free abelian group with generators
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ras, a P NX (resp. ZX), modulo the relation rk ¨ as “ k ¨ ras, k P N (resp. Z), we
have the exact sequence
pΩN´ qX B // _

NNX
π //
 _

GpZqX // 0
pΩZ´qX B // NZX π // GpZqX // 0
(14.2.15)
with B
"
a
a1
*
“ ra` a1s ´ ras ´ ra1s, πpři kiraisq “ ři ki ¨ ai.
The `1- almost- linearity, is thus equivalent modulo 2 torsion (i.e. after taking
b
Z
Zr 1
2
s), to left and right linearity: a, a1 P NX (resp. ZX), x, y P N (resp. Z)
right :
"
xpa` a1q
ypa` a1q
*
“
"
xa
ya
*
`
"
xa1
ya1
*
(14.2.16)
left :
" px` yqa
px` yqa1
*
“
"
xa
xa1
*
`
"
ya
ya1
*
ðñ
"
ka
ka1
*
“ k
"
a1
a1
*
(14.2.17)
Conversely, left and right lineary (14.2.16-14.2.17) imply ` and ´ almost lin-
earity (14.2.12˘). For X “ r1s, the right linearity conditions (14.2.16) and the
left one (14.2.17) are one and the same !
Thus letting Ω
N
X (resp. Ω
Z
X) denote the free abelian group with generators"
a
a1
*
, a, a1 P NX (resp. ZX), modulo the relations (14.2.13) and (14.2.16-
14.2.17), we get the even and odd derivation
d˘rXs : N
X Ñ ΩNrXs
d˘rXs : Z
X Ñ ΩZrXs
(14.2.18)
In particular taking X “ r1s, we get the even differential
d`r1s : NÑ Ω
N
r1s
resp. d`r1s : ZÑ Ω
Z
r1s,
(14.2.19)
It satisfies:
d`r1sp0q “ d`r1sp1q “ 0 (14.2.20)
For n ě 2,
d`r1spnq “ 2 ¨ p
"
n´ 1
1
*
`
"
n´ 2
1
*
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
"
1
1
*
q
resp. d`r1sp´nq “ 2 ¨ p
"
1´ n
´1
*
`
"
2´ n
´1
*
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
"´1
´1
*
q “ ´d`r1spnq.
(14.2.21)
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(use induction on n, and apply d`r1s to the identity pn`1q “ pp1, 1q✁tn, 1uqp1, 1q
for the induction step)
Leibnitz d`r1spn ¨mq “ m ¨ d`r1spnq ` n ¨ d`r1spmq (14.2.22)
It follows that
d`r1spqnq “ n ¨ qn´1 ¨ d`r1spqq (14.2.23)
and hence
d`r1spnq “
ÿ
p
vppnqn
p
d`r1sppq (14.2.24)
After extending scalars to Q this is equivalent to
d`r1spnq
n
“
ÿ
p
vppnq
d`r1sppq
p
(14.2.25)
This is the arithmetical analogue of the formula for f “ fpzq P Cpzq,
df
f
“ d log f “
ÿ
αPC
vαpfqdpz ´ αq
z ´ α “
ÿ
αPC
vαpfq
z ´ αdz
The derivation d`r1s is not additive, but we do have the identity
d`r1spn1 ` n2q “ dr1spn1q ` d`r1spn2q ` 2
"
n1
n2
*
. (14.2.26)
(apply d`r1s to the identity pn1 ` n2q “ pp1, 1q✁ pniqq  p1, 1q and use Leibnitz).
To see that Ω
N
r1s (resp. Ω
Z
r1s) is non- trivial, note that for each prime p we have
a homomorphism ϕp from it onto Z, given on the generators
"
a
a1
*
by
ϕpp
"
a
a1
*
q “ vppa` a1q ¨ a` a
1
p
´ vppaq ¨ a
p
´ vppa1q ¨ a
1
p
pvpppn ¨ aq “ n for p ∤ a, the p- adic valuationq.
(14.2.27)
(Indeed, Ω
N
r1s is the free abelian group generated by
"
1
p´ 1
*
, p prime).
The generalized ring H “ GpZqśΩZ, is an (absolute) abelian group via the
maps
HZ ˆHZ Ñ HZ
pa1,m1q ` pa2,m2q :“ pa1 ` a2,
"
a1
a2
*
`m1 `m2q
(14.2.28)
and we get an exact sequence
0Ñ ΩpZq Ñ H Ñ GpZq Ñ 0. (14.2.29)
Appendix C
Beta integrals and the local
factors of zeta
We shall concentrate on the case of the rational numbers Q. We denote by p
the close points of limÐÝpSpecZq, that is the finite primes (denoted by "p ‰ η"),
and the real prime (denoted by "p “ η"); when we want to emphasise that a
formula holds for all primes, finite or real, we write "p ě η". For each p ě η
we have the completion Qp, the p- adic numbers for p ‰ η, Qη “ R the reals,
and we have the (maximal- compact) sub- generalized ring GpZpq Ď GpQpq, with
GpZηq “ Zη the real prime (cf. §8.3.3). We let for p ě η,
Snp “ tpx1, ..., xnq P GpZpqrns, |x1, . . . , xn|p “ 1u (C.1)
where,
|x1, . . . , xn|p “
#
Maxt|x1|p, . . . , |xn|pu p ‰ η
p|x1|2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |xn|2q1{2 p “ η
(C.2)
(cf. §2.5). Thus for p “ η we have the pn ´ 1q dimensional sphere (while for
p ‰ η, we get an open subset of n dimensional space). Note that for all p ě η
(with Z˚η “ t˘1u):
Snp {Z˚p – Pn´1pZpq – Pn´1pQpq (C.3)
For p ‰ η,
Snp “ limÐÝ
k
SnpZ{pkq, Pn´1pZpq “ limÐÝ
k
Pn´1pZ{pkq. (C.4)
For all p ě η, Snp is a homogenuous space of the compact group GLnpZpq (where
GLnpZηq “ Opnq the orthogonal group).
For all p ě η, we denote by σnp the unique GLnpZpq- invariant probability
measure on Snp . We write the local factors of the zeta function as
ζppsq :“
#
p1 ´ p´sq´1 p ‰ η
2
s
2 ¨ Γp s
2
q p “ η (C.5)
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(so the global zeta, ζApsq “
ś
pěη ζppsq, ℜpsq ą 1, satisfies the functional
equation ζApsq “ p2πqs´ 12 ζAp1 ´ sq). We shall eventually recover these local
factors ζppsq, p ě η, in a uniform way. We denote for p ě η, the Beta function
βppα1, ..., αnq “ ζppα1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ζppαnq
ζppα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αnq “
$’’’&’’’%
1´p´pα1`¨¨¨`αnq
p1´p´α1q¨¨¨p1´p´αnq p ‰ η
Γpα1
2
q¨¨¨Γpαn
2
q
Γpα1`¨¨¨`αn
2
q p “ η
(C.6)
and the normalized Beta function
Bppα1, . . . , αnq “ βppα1, . . . , αnq
βpp1, . . . , 1q “
ζppnq
ζpp1qn ¨
ζppα1q . . . ζppαnq
ζppα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αnq . (C.7)
We have for all p ě η the following Beta- integral:
Beta-
ż
:
ż
Snp
|x1|α1´1p ¨ ¨ ¨ |xn|αn´1p σnp pdxq “ Bppα1, . . . , αnq, ℜpαiq ą 0.
(C.8)
here x “ px1, . . . , xnq P Snp .
(This can be verified directly for p ‰ η, and for p “ η, or can be obtained as
appropiate limits of a q- analogue. cf. [H08].)
Note that for real αi ą 0, we get a probability measure, the "Beta- measure"
µpα1...αnqp pdxq “ |x1|α1´1p ¨ ¨ ¨ |xn|αn´1p
σppdxq
Bppα1, . . . , αnq (C.9)
on Snp , it is Z
˚
p - invariant, hence can be viewed as a probability measure on
Pn´1pQpq (hence for p ‰ η, we get a Markov chain on
š
k P
n´1pZ{pkq, cf. [H08]
for the q- analogue, which also gives the real analogue).
On the other hand we have for all p ě η , and all y “ py1, . . . , ynq P Qnp :
-
ż
:
ż
Snp
|x1y1 ` . . . xnyx|s´1p σnp pdxq “
ż
Snp
|x  y|s´1p σnp pdxq
“ ζppnq
ζpp1q
ζppsq
ζppn´ 1` sq |y|
s´1
p .
(C.10)
Note that the operations of multiplications and contraction are very natural for
the Beta measures: we have for N “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk, p ě η, a surjection
✁ :Skp ˆ Sn1p ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Snkp ։ SNp
pt, xp1q, . . . , xpkqq ÞÑ t✁ pxpiqq
(C.11)
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and the measure σN is obtained as the image of the measures σnj and the Beta
measure µ
pn1,...,nkq
p ,
multiplication formula:ż
SNp
fpxqσNp pdxq “ż
Skp
σkp pdtq ¨
|t1|n1´1 . . . |tk|nk´1
Bppn1, . . . , nkq
ż
S
n1
p
σn1p pdxp1qq . . .
ż
S
nk
p
σnkp pdxpnqq fpt✁ pxpiqqq
(C.12)
Writing x “ px1, . . . , xkq, y “ py1, . . . , ykq P QNp , with xj , yj P Qnjp , we have for
p ě η, N “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk :
Contraction
ż
:
ż
SNp
|x1  y1|α1´1p . . . |xk  yk|αk´1p σN pdxq “
ζppNqζppα1q . . . ζppαkq
ζpp1qk ¨ ζppN ´ k ` pα1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αkqq |y1|
α1´1
p . . . |yk|αk´1p
(C.13)
Note that (C.13) for k “ 1 is (C.10) and (C.13) for n1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ nN “ 1,
and yj ” 1 is (C.8), and conversly, (C.13) follows form (C.8), (C.10) and the
multiplication formula, (C.12) .
Taking the vectors y “ 1N “ p1, 1, . . . , 1q P QNp , we get a probability measure
ϕNp “ σNp  1N on Qp for all p ě η:ż
Qp
fpxqϕNp pdxq “
ż
SNp
fpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xN qσNp pdxq (C.14)
We have:
ϕNp pdxq “
„
1´ p1´N
1´ p´N φZppxq `
p1´N
1´ p´N φZ˚p pxq

dx. p ‰ η, (C.15)
here dx is the additive Haar measure on Zp, dxpZpq “ 1, and φZp (resp φZ˚p ) is
the characteristic function of Zp (resp. Z
˚
p ) ;
ϕNη pdxq “
ΓpN
2
q?
πN ¨ ΓpN´1
2
q ¨ p1´
|x|2
N
qN´12 ´1dx, x P r´
?
N,
?
N s, (C.16)
with the usual Haar measure dx on R, dxpr0, 1sq “ 1.
When we take the limit N Ñ8 we obtain the measures
ϕ8p pdxq “ φZppxqdx, p ‰ η,
ϕ8η pdxq “ e´
|x|2
2
dx?
2π
. p “ η, dxpr0, 1sq “ 1, (C.17)
and for all p ě η we have from (C.10), with yi “ 1, in the limit nÑ8:
ζppsq
ζpp1q “ limNÑ8
ż
Qp
|x|s´1p ϕNp pdxq “ lim
NÑ8
ż
SNp
|x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨` xN |s´1p σNp pdxq. (C.18)
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